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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA

Appellant

V

JOHN JOSEPH SEKA

Respondent

CASE NO 80925

APPELLAIN'T'S OPENING BRIEF

Appeal from Granting of Motion for New Trial

Eighth Ju licial District Court Clark County

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

NRS 177015 i b provides for an appeal froni anorder of the district court

aranting a motion for a new trial

On March 24 2020 the district COL111 entered its Order granting Respondent

John Joseph Seka's Motion for New Trial in totality The State filed its Notice of

Appeal on March 272020 This appeal is fi-orn a final order grantint a new trial

ROUTING STATEMENT

This appeal is presuniptively retained by the Supren-ie Court beCaLlSe it relates

to a conviction for a Category A felony NRAP 17b2

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

I Whether the district court abused its discretion when it urarited Respondent's

vlotlon for New Trial
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STATEM E N1 T OF TH E CASE

Oil June 301999 Iohn Joseph Seka hereinafter Seka was charged by way

of Information with Counts I 2 M11rder With Use of a Deadly Weapon Open

Murder Felony NRS 200 010 200 030 193165 and COLInts 3 4 Robbeiy

With Use of a Deadly Weapon Felony NRS 200380193-165 1 AA 000001 03

OnJulv 261999 the State filed its Notice of Intent to Seek the Death Penalty

I d at 000004-06

1 m-y trial commenced on FebrUaly 12 200 1 Id at 000007 On March 1 200 1

the Jury returned a verdict of guilty of First Degree Murder With Use of a Deadly

Weapon as to COLInt 1 guilty of Second Degree Murder With Use of a Deadly

Weapon as to Count 2 and gUilty of Robbery as to Counts 3 and 4 6 AA 001361

62 The penalty hearing con-imenced on March 2 200 1 Id at 00 1370 However the

jury Could not return a special verdict Id at 00 1427 On March 13 200
1

1
the pal-ties

filed a Stipulation and Agreement to Waive Sentencing by Three-JUd e Panel and
1 9

stipulated to a sentence of life without the possibility of parole as to Count 1 Idat

001436-37

On April 26 2001 Seka was sentenced to the Nevada Depai-tment of

Corrections as follows as to Count I Life without the possibility of parole with an

equal and consecutive term of Life without the possibility of parole for use of a

OPENIM M_KA JOI IN A IS PII 902
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deadly weapon as tOCOUnt 2 Life with the possibility of paroleafterten 10 years

with an equal and consecutive term of Life with the possibility of parole after ten

10 years f0F Use of a deadly weapon consecutive to Count I as to Count 3 thirty

five 35 to one hundred fifty-six 156 months consecutive tO COLInt 2 and as to

Count 4 thMy-five 35 to one hundred fifty-six 156 montlis consecutive to Count

I Id at 0014-38-52 The Judgn-ient of Conviction was filed on May 9 2001 Id at

001453-54

On May 15 200 1 Seka fi led a Notice of Appeal Id at 00 1455-5 7 On Apri I

8 2003 the Nevada Supreme Cou rt issued an Order affi rmI ng Seka's conviction and

MI'littitUY ISSLIed on May 9 2003 Id at 00 1458-72

On FebruaiY 13 2004 Seka filed a Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Id-at

001473-500 7 AA 001501-14 The State filed ILs Response on April 6 2004 7 AA

001534-46 On November 5 2004 the district court demed Seka's Petition Id at

001553-69 On January 31 2005 the district court filed its Findings of Fact

Cone usions of Law and Order Id at 00 154 7-52

On Februa ry 9 2005 Seka fi led a N otice of Appeal Id at 00 1570 On J une

8 2005 the Nevada Supreme Court Issued an Order affirming the district court's

decision and rennitti tur issued on Ju I y 15 2005 Id at 00 1571-85

6
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On June 19 2017 Seka filed a post-conviction Petition Requesting a Genetic

Marker Analysis of Evidence Within the Possession or Custody of tile State of

Neada Id at 00 1586-624 The State filed its Response on August 15 2017 Id at

001625-40 Seka filed his Reply on September 5 2017 Id at 001641-59 On

September 13 2017 thedistriCtCOUrt granted Seka'sPetition Id atOO1663-64 The

district court filed its Order granting Seka's Petition on September 19 2017 Id at

001660-62

On Deceniber 14 2018 the district COLH-t field an evidentlary hearing

regardi ng add itional testingon theDNAevidence Id atOO1665-750 8 AA 001751
Z-7 5

814 On December 19 2018 the district court granted Seka's Petition ji-I part and

denied the Petition in part 8 AA 00 18 15 Oil JUly 24 2019 the distriCt COU11 set a

briefing schedule based on the DNA testing Id at 00 1816-2 1

On November 19 2019 Seka fi led a Motion for New Tria 1 Id at 00 182 2-6 7

The State filed its Response on January 30 2020 10 AA 002487-2500 It AA

002501-04 Seka filed his Reply on March 4 2020 11 AA 002505-14 On March

IL 2020 the district court Yranted Seka's Motion Id at 002515-16 The district

court entered its Order on March 24 2020 Id at 0025 17-19

On March 27 2020 the State filed a Notice of Appeal Id at 002520-2 1

7
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

The instant case involves the 1111-11-dUS Of two 111ell Peter Limanni and Eric

Hamilton On Noveniber 16 1998 Jeffrey Lowery was driving atruck on Las Vegas

Boulevard SOLIth where lie saw a body lying on the left-hand side of the road 4 AA

000898-99 Lowery testified that he reported the body to the police and that he did

not disturb anything at the scene while lie waited for the police to arrive Id at
ct

000899 Homicide detect ves James Buczek and Tom Thowsen employed with Las

Vegas Metropolitan Police Depailment LVMPD responded to the area of Las

Vegas Boulevard South where the body was found 3 AA 000517 Upon arrival

Detective Buczek found a body lying west of Las Vegas Boulevard South covered

with a variety of pieces of lumber including cedarwood Id at 000518 The body

was a black male and was lying face down in the niiddle of a set of tire tracks leadII CY0 C

8
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to the road Id at 000520-2 t Detective BUczek testified that a piece of paper with

the name Jack and a telephone number was found in the body's front pants pocket

Id at 000521 Randall McPhail a crime scene analyst with LVMPD testified that

he recovered the green piece of paper with the work Jack and a plione number Oil

it frorn Hamilton's body 4 AA 000901-02 000904 The telephone number was

checked by Detective Thowsen and came back to Cinergi a business located at 1933

Western Ave 3 AA 000522 Vincent Roberts a crime scene analyst with LVMPD

testified that lie ri-iade a cast of the tire impressions found at the scene on Las Vegas

Blvd on November 16 1998 4 AA 000802-03 000805 Roberts also impounded

pieces of lumber that were found on top of the body of Hamilton Id at 0008 10

Dr Giles Sheldon Green a coroner with the Clark County Medical Examiner

Department testified that he performed an autopsy on the body found on Las Vegas

Boulevard South which was later identified as Hamilton 2 AA 000416 000420

According to Dr Green Hamilton's body had three gunshot wounds olle M the back

that exited the chest one in the left hip that exited the buttock and one that entered

in the back of the leg and exited the right thigh Id at 00042 31-24 Further Dr Green

t I fiest ied that Hamilton's body had a laceration on the right wrist which could be

consistent with someone tearing a bracelet froin the wrist Id at 000424 Dr Green

test ied that Hamilton N-vas killed within twenty-four hours of his body being

9
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discovered the mornino of November 16 1998 and that the cause of death was three

aurishot wounds and the manner of death was homicide Id at 000427 000435-36C

On November 17 1998 Rick Ferguson an employee at 1937 Western Ave

called the police to report broken glass with blood on it several bUildings down fi-on-I

his work Id at 000437-38 Officer Robert Kroll and Officer Robert No IUeS

LVMPD responded to the call regarding broken glass at 1929 Western 4 AA

000820 000844 Upon arriving Officer Kroll saw broken plate glass near the

entrance of the property with apparent blood on it Id at 00082 1 Officer Kroll also

observed blood inside the bLIS111CSS Oil the caipet a dark bluejacket and a baseball

cap Id Expended bullets were also fOUnd on the floor inside the business Id at

000821

While the officers were investigating the scene Officer Kroll testified that

Seka drove Lip to the business in a brown Toyota truck Id at 000823-24 When

Officer Kroll asked Seka if lie knew where Linianni the owner of the business was

Seka told him that lie had not seen Urnanni since November 5 and that I-Irrianni was

in Reno Lake Tahoe with his al'i-Iffiend Id at 000825 Officer Kroll testified that

Seka gave his consent for them to search 1933 Westeni Ave Id at 000827 Inside

1933 Western Ave Officer Kroll observed a humidor Under constrLiCtiOn and a lot

Ibf wood laying around Id In addition Officer Kroll testified that lie saw a bullet

10
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standing up on the desk Id at 000827-28 Additionally Michael Cerda the property

nianager who was also at the scene testified that lie saw a bullet on top of a desk

inside 1933 Western 2 AA 00365 000375-76

Officer No ies testified that lie investHated behind the businesses onL C

Western 4 AA 000846 Officer Nogues observed a durripster in an alcove in the real

of the businesses Id When he opened the dUmpster Officer Nogues saw a few

papers at the bottorn of the durripster but he COUld see the botton-I of the dumpster

Id at 000846-47 The owner of the trophy business just down fi-om 1929 and 1933

Western Ave came out of his store and told Officer Nogues that the dunipster had

been en-iptied that morning or the prior night so nothing would be In it Id at 000847

After noting the broken glass blood and bullets at 1929 Western Officers

Kroll and NOWes notified their superIsor and then called out a crirrie scene analyst

to doctiment the scene at 1929 Western Id at 000822 000848 David Ruffirio a

crime scene analyst with LVMPD was assigned to process the scene at 1929

Western Ave on November 17 1998 3 AA 000541 000545 Acc-ording to CSA

Ruffino when he arrived at 11 31 a in there were only two ufliform patrol officers

on scene and he was told that lie was Investi-atino the scene for malicious

destruction of private property Id at 000546 As Ruffino obseiied the scene at 1929

Western he saw LIass with blood all over it blood inside the business and bullets on

I I
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the floor Id at 000546-47 RLOMO also found a dark Jacket with apparent blood and

bullet holes on It Id at 000547 Aftei finding this evidence Ruffino contacted tile

I ide Unit because lie tbought that 1929 Western may be related to a homicide

Id at 000547-48 After Ruffino arrived and bean processim inside 1929 Western

Officers Kroll and Officer NOgUeS left the area Ill separate patrol vehicles at 1208

and 12 09 pm 3 AA 000581 4 AA 000829000849 000862 As the officers were

Icavina Ruffino's supervisor Alan Cabrales arrived to assist RLIffino at 12-09 pm

3 AA 00058 1 CSA's RLIffino and Cabrales then went Into 1929 Western to process

the crinie scene and were othei-wise left alone inside of that business for

approximately thirty minutes until LVMPD Homicide Detectives atTived 3 AA

000523 000534-35 000585-86

Homicide Detective James BUczek responded to the Investigation at 1929

Western Ave and arrived somewhere between 12 33 pni and 100 p111 3 AA

000523 000534-36 His supervisor Homicide Sargent Ken Hefher arrived on scene

at 12 47 pm Id at 000535 Detective Buczek testified that there were three bullets

and three fragments of bullet inside tile business located at 1929 Western Id at

000523 In addition a dark blUe acket with bullet holes was fOUnd Id Tile bullet

holes in the jacket were later compared with the bullet holes in Harni Iton's body and

found to be consistent Jd

I
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After being gone for about one hour and fifteen minutes Officer Nogues and

Officer Kroll were called back to the scene to speak with homicide detectives 4 AA

000829-30 000850 When lie retumed to the scene Officer Kroll went into 1933

Western Ave and testified that the cartridge was missing fi-oni the table where lieC 11

had seen It Id at 000830 Officer Kroli qUestioned tile landlordnianager of tile

building Michael Cerda and he denied moving the cartridge Id at 00083 1 Officer

Nogues testified that upon returning to the scene he went with homicide detectives

to check the dumpster behind the businesses again Id at 000850-51 When he

looked in the dunipster Officer Nogues saw papers burnt clothing and shoes which

filled the bottom of the clumpster Id at 000851-52 Officer Nopues testified that

none of those things had been in the dumpster previously when lie had looked inside

of it at approximately 1130 am Id at 00085 000867

Randy McPhail a crime scene analyst with LVMPD also responded to the

ClAnie scene at 1933 Western oil Noven-iber 17 1998 Id at 000907 McPhail found

several 357 cajlrldj e cases that had been fired inside 1933 Id at 000912-13 One

was hidden in the false celling of the office in the northeast section of the business

another was sitting on a I ight fixture in front of the doors leading to th LI
i

Z t e 11
1

111dor and

the third was on the ground in the northwest office by the south wall Id McPhail

also noted a bullet hole was in a couch in the bUsiness and that a 32 bullet that
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traveled throuch the cotich lodged In the drywall behind it Id at 000913 3 AAC

000526 An unfired 32 caliber cartridiDe was also found ly'ng at the bottom of a

toilet bowl in the Ione bathroom 4 AA 000913

McPhail also testified that In tile durilpster there were variOLIS IteMS that were

partially bUrned HIClUding a green shirt that had the name Llmanni oil it as well as

a blue shirt that was also partially burned Id at 0009 14000926 Inside tile dumpster

were nitmerous Items to include photographs of Peter Limanni personal papers with

I-Imanni's name on them plione cards and a New Jersey state boat operator's license

also in the narne of Peter Limanni Id at 0009 13 000925 000930 In addition on

the ground near the dUmpster at the backy of the business there were vai-IOLIS player

cards from casinos phone cards and other papers most of which bore tile name of

Peter Limanni Id at 000914-17 A wallet containing Urnanni's driver's license

social security card birth certificate and a couple credit cards was also fOUnd hidden

in the false celling of Cinergi Id at 000914 3 AA 000526-27 There were numerOLIS

blood stains or blood transfers in the bLISIness 4 AA 000915-16 McPhail also

recovered some beer bottles located in the trash can of the office at 1933 Western

Ave and Successfully processed those beer bottles for fingerprints Id at 000938-39

In the south central office of business McPhail documented that the box of

mementos that belonged to I-Ii-nanni was still present 2 AA 000472 4 AA 000928
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Gary Reed crime scene analyst with LVMPD did a vehicle examination on

the brown Toyota truck driven by Seka 3 AA 000670-7 1 CSA Reed testified that

the exterfor of the truck appeared to be clean bUt the tires and Undercarna ye

appeared as though tile trUck had been driven in dirt and rocks Id at 00067 Rick

Ferguson testified that lie remembered noticing that althOU h the brown Toyota truck

appeared very clean when Seka was driving it on November 17 tile truck normally

appeared quite dirty 2 AA 000440-4 1 In addition there were stains in the bed liner

which cauoht Reed's attention 3 AA 000673-74 These stains were tested with

plienylthaline and reflected the presence of blood Id at 000674-75 In addition

Reed condticted a ILiminol test which dows in the dark when it reacts positively with
7

blood and tile SUbstance tested positive Id at 000675 000677

Tom Thowsen homicide detective with LVMPD conducted an interview of

Seka on Noverriber 17 1998 after responding to the scene at 1933 Western 5 AA

001069-7 1 Thowsen testified that Seka hada cellphone oil his person and the phone

number was the sarne lumber found on tile piece of paper fOLInd in Eric Hamilton's

pants pocket when his body was recovered the day before Id at 001074 Detective

Thowsen riltrandized Seka and then took a taped interview of Seka Id at 001072

73 During the interview Seka told Detective Thowsen that Urnanni was his friend

and that the two of them had been livina at Cineroi but Urnanni had ust disappearedC C j
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several weeks before Id at 001073 Seka told Thowsen that since Urnanill had left

he lad beet staying at Clnergl and was attempting to I-Lill the bLtS1neSS With0tit

Linianni Id When Thowsen asked Seka abOUt Hamilton and his association with

Clnei-gi Seka clainied to know a person he called Seyniour that seemed to match

Hamilton's description Id at 00 1075 11 AA 002611-1 4 Seka said that Seyll 101-Ir

had done some work at Cinergl back in October but he had not seen the mail since

around October 10 or two weeks before Seka lad traveled back to New Jersey Id

He also admitted to talkine with the black male on his cell phone bUt had not spoken

to hini since lie left oil his trip Id

Following the inteiwiew Detective Thowsen told Seka that the information he

had given them was inconsistent and that lie was a SLISPeCt for the murder of

Hamilton 5 AA 001077-78 At that point Seka snillcd and said You're really

startim to scare me now 1 think YOU'd better arrest me I take rile home Do youID

hav-e enough to at-rest nic right now Id at 001078 Detective Thowsell told Seka

that he WOUld wait until all of the forensic evidence had come back before arresting

Seka Id Prior to releasing Seka Detective Thowsen photographed u1juries on

Seka's land and took a DNA sample Id at 00 107 8-79

After Detective Thowsen drove hini to 1933 Western Ave Seka asked to

leave the scene to go to a dinner appointment Id at 0010719 Seka was told the brownC
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Toyota was beinc impounded Id At that point Seka requested that lie be allowed toD

take the white Dodge van with the Cinergy decals Id at 001079-80 Detective

Thowsen handed Seka the keys to the a 1-wh ite Dodge van and Seka corriniented that

lie wanted to take the van with the decals oil it Id at 00 1080-8 1 Detective Thowsen

looked inside the van NItli the Clnergi decals and saw blood droplets and blood

sta ns Id at 00 108 1 A prestinipti ve test was conducted wh'ch came back posit

for blood Id at 001081-82 Seka ended Lip taking the plain white van and told

Detective Thowsen that lie would return after his dinner appointment to lock up the

business once the police were done Id at 001082 Limanni's dog Jake was still

inside Cineral when Seka left and Seka was not seen again by law enforcement until

April or May 1999 when lie was arrested in Pennsylvania Jd it 001082-83 001126

Police began an Investigation into 1933 Western and learned that earlier in

1998 Peter Limanni and Takeo Kato entered into a business arrangenlent to start an

air conditioning business in Las Veyas 3 AA 000725 The business nailled Cineri

opened Lip on May 6 1998 and was located at 193-3 Western 2 AA 000365-66 Seka

was also an employee at Cinerul and worked for Limanni Id at 000367 2 AA

000439-40 Both Seka and Limanni lived in the same back bedroom of the business

at 1933 Western 2 AA 000451 000453 Clnergi utilized fOUr different vehicles

three of thern were vans and one was a brown Toyota truck 3 AA 000736
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Jennifer Harrison becan datinc Peter Limanni in ALHIUSt Of 1998 2 AA
1-11 Z

000450 Between August and early November of 1998 Harrison saw Linianni and

Seka at Cinergi nearly every day Id at 000452 Limanni and Harrison both had cell

phones and they talked quite frequently and Limanni Was normally easy to get a hold

of oil his cell phone Id Limanni also had a Jack Russell dog named Jake that lie

was very close with Id at 000459 Limanni would commonly take Jake with him

onjob sites and when he rail errands Id

Harrison also had freqUent interactions with both Limanni and Seka durill

the late summer and fall of 1998 Id at 000452-55 Sbe witnessed that Linianni was

very controllinT of ll'S elliployee Seka and often tirnes exhibited a bad temper with

hirn Id at 000455-58 Seka woLild take orders froin Limanni but Would never get to

tell Limanni what to do Id at 000455 000457-58 Urnanni would also control the

n-ioney and would be disrespectful to Seka often times referring to him as his

nigger Id at 000456 On one occasion Harrison witnessed Seka spill paint inside

Cinergi and Limanni called him a dumb ass Id When Harrison asked Seka about

it Seka told her Limanni had a bad temper and that the name calling was just tile

tip of the Iceberg Id at 000455-56
C

Oil the even ng of November 4 1998 Harrison saw Li mann i for the last tirne

when lie came over to let residencc for a date Id at 000460 3 AA 000501-02 The
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two had a nice evenim and Planned on havino lunch together the next day Id atC 0

000460 Oil the rnornim of November 5-Harnson called Linlanni on his cell phone

and Limanni's Phone Was either tUrned off or it went straight to his voice mail which

was Unusual accordino to Harrison Id at 000460-61 She then called Seka lookill0 C

for hirn and Seka told her that Uniarint ot lip early that morning and left Ciiieral9

w1th an unknown person but he did not know where they went Id In that same

conversation Seka told Harrison that lie had just gotten back to Las Vegas frorn a

trip to New Jersey and that lie was depressed Id at 000462 Seka said that on Ills

trip lie had caLicyllt 111S aldfriend in bed vith another alan Id at 000463C Z

At around noon that day Harrison suspected soniethina was not right at

Cinerm so she drove over in order to look foi Linianni Id t 000463-64 She saw

Seka passed OLlt Oil the floor of the business with an unknown female sleeping on

the couch Id 000463 She also observed several things that were UnuSUal which

included the fact that lake Limanni's doo was left at Cineri without any signs of

Unianni and that the bedroom door was locked bUt it was usually left unlocked Id

at 000464 She manaaed to oet the bedroom door opened and then inside noted that0 CD

all of Lirrianni's shoes he had three pairs as well as his clothing appeared to be inV

their Usual places Id at 000464-65 She also noticed a bullet oil the floor and that
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Seka had several hundred dollars in cash laying around which was Linusual Id at

000465A00467

Over the enstung days Harrison CODWILted to look for Linianni but never

heard or saw him 1d at 000467-68 AA 000501-02 She spoke to Seka on tile

phone and wondered if She SIIOLI d file a missing person's repot-t with the police bUtV

Seka told her not to because Urnanni was ralssinc because lie wants to be iiiissingC

Id at 000467-68 DUrI110 olle coil versati oil with Seka Harrison asked hini if LirnanniC

took a special box that lie kept full of personal and family keepsakes Id at 000468

69 Linianni had told Harrison that although lie tended to travel light he would

never leave behind his box of inenieutos Id at 000467-68 000483 Seka told

Harrison that Linianni's box of mcnientos was rnissinL from their bedrooni Id at

000469

In November of 1998 Seka met Jennifer Harrison in the parking lot of 24

Hour Fitness and told let that a black Uy had been killed that police were blaming

hirn and that lie had to get out of there Id at 000450 000469-70 Seka also told

Harrison that police were going to call her in because they had PiCtUl-es of her frorn

Lake Tahoe Id at 000469 Seka asked Harrison if lie COLI d borrow her car because

police were following him because lie was called in to be prosecuted for murder Id

at 000471-72 Harrison reftised to let Seka take her vehicle Id Several weeks later
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Scka called Harrison fi-orn Arizona and told her that lie was C10111g UndergroundC 11

Id at 000470

On December 23 1998 Peter Borden was driving on Nipton Road on hts way

to work at Movcor Mine when lie saw a dog chewing on a partially decomposed

body on tile side of the road 3 AA 000508 10 Borden called 9 1 1 at a BLM trailer

down the road Id at 0005 10-11 Borden testified that lie did not d isturb anything at

tile scene where the body was found Id at 000511 According to Borden Nipton

Road is about 5 nilles fi-orn the Nevada state Iffle and it takes rouahly 45 minutes to
C3

aet there via the I 15
1 n Las Veaas Jd at 000511 12

DI U

Kenneth Wolf a detective with the San Bernadino Sheriffs Department

responded to the location of the body on December 23 1998 3 AA 000750-1 4 AA

000751 Accordino to Detective Wolf the body was partially buried frorn the legs

down 4 AA 000755 There appeared to be tire tracks on one side of the berm where

the body was found which drove away fi-om the body in a westerly direction Id

FUrther the body was only wearing boxers Id at 000756 Jeff Smink a forensic

specialist with the Sheriff'sDepartment of San Bernadino testified that he obtained

a finaerprint fi-on-i the body by injectinty a SY1111 le full of water into the dehydrated

right thumb of the body and using Ink to take the fingerprint 4 AA 000891-92

000894-95 The body found was later identified as Limanni 4 AA 000758

I
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Steven Trenkle a coroner for San Bernadino County performed an autopsy

on the body of Linianin 3 AA 000691 000693-94 The body had a total of at least

tell gunshot wounds Id at 000695 Two gunshot Wounds were 1h the left loxer back

two Minshot wounds to the very back of the head two gunshot wounds to the left

side of the head two gunshot WOUnds to the top of the head a gunshot Wound to the

right side of the head List above the ear and a gunshot wound to the top of the left1 j

shoulder Id In addition the body had a tattoo of a vulture on the right Lipper arm a

tattoo of an eagle on the left arrn and a tattoo of Italy on the right let and a tattoo ofC M

a blue flower on the left leg Id at 000695-96 Harrison testified that Linialint had a

tattoo of Italy on his calf and a tattoo of an eagle on his arni 2 AA 000471 Dr

Trenkle testified that the amount of deconiposition was consistent ivith the body

being dead for weeks 3 AA 000694-95 000698 Dr Trenkle testified that the

aniount of decomposition was consistent with the body being dead for weeks and

that the cause of death was multiple gunshot WOUnds to the head and the rnanner of

death was homicide 3 AA 000694-95 000698-99 Dr Trenkle testified that one of

the bullets vas imbedded in the skUll of the body which would be consistent with a

defective jgun or arninunition Id at 000700-01 McPhail recovered bullet fi-a4s'p-nents

from the body of Limanni during the autopsy 4 AA 000936
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Fred Boyd a fingerprint analyst erriployed by LVMPD testified that lie used

known prints fi-om Hamilton Linianni and Seka to compare with tile prints fOUnd

at the crime scenes 5 AA 00 10 11 00 10 15-16 Boyd testified that he found latent

prints oil the lumber collected where Hamilton's body was found and that numerous

pieces of wood contained the prints of Seka and one contained the prints of Limanni

Id at 00 10 19-22 The latent prints recovered fi-on-i the Toyota pickUp all belonged

to Seka Id at 001025-28 Further several beet bottles recovered from the saine trash

can in 193 Western contained the prints of Seka and Hamilton Id at 00 1028-29 4

AA 000938 Boyd also testified that the cast made of the t1re tracks oil Las Vegas

Boulevard South matched the tread pattern on the tires on the brown Toyota pickup

driven by Seka the day police contacted him on November 17 5 AA 001030-35

00 1040-44

David Welch a forensic chemist at LVMPD testified regardin DNA testing

on evidence collected fi-on-i the two bodies and the crime scenes at 1929 and 1933

Western Ave 3 AA 000588 000605 Welch testified that he used samples frorn

Seka Limanni and flamilton as standards in his testifying Id at 000609 Welch

esti I It fied that the blood sample collected frorninside theDod lie van was human blood

and that Linianni could not be excluded as the Source of the blood Id at 000614

According to Welch there was only a I In 18 million chance that another peison
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a de fi I I
I

si om Lknann was the SOLII-Ce of the blood found n the swab taken from the

Dodae van I d at 000615 With regard to a glass fragnient with blood on it collected
Z-1 177

fi-on-i 1929 Welch testified that the sample was human blood and that It Inatched

Hamilton's DNA Id at 000616 One would have to sample 28 million African

Americans to find another DNA match with the blood on the glass Id Regarding

the blood found in the back of the brown Toyota pickup Welch testified that Seka

and Linianni were excluded asasourcc Id atOO0619-20 Further the blood matched

the DNA of Hamilton Id at 000619

Torrey Johnson employed by LVMPD in the forensic lab as a firearm expert

t fied that four cai-tridge cases found inside 1933 Westem were all 357 111agnumestl I I M

and all four had been fired fi-om the same weapon 4 AA 000998-1000 He also

ified that the 357 bullet fram-nents that were discovered at 1929 Western wheretesti

Hamilton was presumably killed as well as from inside Hamilton's body at autopsy

were all consistent to each other and could have been fired fi-om the 357 cartridae

cases that were found inside 1933 Western Id at 000993 000997-98 Johnson also

357 magnum ammunition is generally fi red frorn a revolver rather thantesti ied that

a semi-automatic weapon 5 AA 00 100 1

In addition Johnson testified that he analyzed a 32 caliber bullet found ina

wall at 1933 Western 4 A A 000998 5 A A 00 1008-09 The bU I lets recovered from
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I-Inianni's body were all 32 caliber and had characteristics consistent with being

fired from a revolver that had a misaligned cylinder 4 AA 000999 5 AA 001007

08 The 32 caliber bullet recovered from inside the wall at 1933 Western also

matched the caliber and the misaligrinient feature found on the bLIlIetS fi-Orn

Llinanni's body 5 AA 001007-09 According to Detective Thowsen a 32 caliber

weapon was used to kill I-Inianni and a 357 niagntim was used to kill Hamilton Id

at 001121 Neither of the murder weapons were ever recwv-ered

Thomas Cramer a friend of Seka's in 1998 testified that when Seka came to

Pennsylvania after November 1998 he asked Seka if he had killed Unianni 4 AA

000768-69 000772-74 Seka responded No They didn't even find the body I d

at 000774 Further Cramer testified that during a fight with Seka 011 JanUary 23

1999 Seka said to him Do you warit me to do to you what I did to Pete LimannIT

Id at 000775-77 Cramer testified Seka's den-ieanor and statenient scared hill so

much that lie threw Seka down the stairs Id at 000778 Crarner further testified that

Seka told Cramer that Limarin accused Seka of stealinc n-ioney cai-ne at hirn with aC

Win and so Seka wrestled the gun frorn Pete and shot him Id at 000781-82 Seka

told Cramer that Pete was aurallm and blood was cornin I out of his mouth and soL C I-D

he ILISt kept shooting Pete Id at 000782
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Michael Cerda employed with Nevada Properties as a property nianager for

1933 and 1929 Western Avenue in 19981 testified that the last tirne lie saw Linianni

was at the beginning of November 2 AA 000367-68 According to Cerda Linianni

asked him if he could pay his rent on Mondav because he was goina to a cigar show

Id at 000369 Cerda testified that Linianni had a large aniount of cash with him

approximately 200000 to 300000 dollars Id Cerda testified that Linlanni never

paid the rent Id at 000370 However Seka did contact Cerda and told him that Seka

would pay the rent Id at 000370-7 1 FL11-ther Cerda testified that Seka asked him to

take care of Linianni's doo Id at 0003721

Takeo Kato testified that lie entered into a business arrangement with Linianni

for an air conditionino business In Las Veaas 3 AA 000725-26 Kato testified that

the business started to fal I in the sunimer of 1998 and that he and Linianni had a bad

working relationship because Linianni used company nioney for personal use Id at

000727-28 000733-34 At sorne point after November 12 Kato found a written to

do list at 1933 Western AVeJIUe after I-Imantil disappeared and foiAvarded it to tile

police Id at 000729-30 Kato sent Detective Thowsen an envelope containing a to

do list dated Thursday November 12 1998 5 AA 001084 FL11-ther Kato testified

that lie had nothing to do with Urnanni's disappearance 3 AA 000731
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Michele Hamilton Eric Hamilton's sister testified that her brother moved to

Las Ve as in the beginning of November or end of October 1998 Id at 000705 Ms9

Hamilton testified that Eric had about 300000 when lie moved to Las Venas Id

at 000706 Accordim to Ms Hamilton the last t1ine she talked to Eric was on

November 13 and Ham Iton told her that lie was work 1 ng for a wh Ite man who owned

a business and that lie was building something Id at 0007 10-11

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The district court abused its discretion when it granted Seka's motion for newZ

trial Seka is not entitled to a nex trial Seka's newly discovered DNA evidence is

not favorable to the defense Because the newly tested DNA evidence is not

favorabte to the defense Seka is not entitled to a new trial under NRS 176 515 Even

if this Court were to find the newly discovered evidence was Sufficient to warrant

a new trial as to the Hamilton niurder the district court abused its discretion when it

granted Seka's motion as to the Limanni Murder Therefore this Court should

reverse the district court's 1rantina of Seka's Motion for New Trial
171 0

ARGUMENT

1 THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION WHEN IT

GRANTED SEKA'S MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL

Under NRS 176 515l a d1striCt Court may prant a new trial on the basis of

newly discovered evidence and this court reviews the district court's decision for
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an abuse of discretion Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 R2d 1279 1294

1991

To establ sh a bas's for a new tr al on this ground the

evidence Must be newly discovered material to the

defense such that even with the exercise of reasonable

dilli TienCe it COUld not have been discovered and produced

for trial non-curnulative SLIch as to render a different

result probable Upon retrial not only an attenipt to

contradict impeach or discredit a former witness unless

the witness is so important that a different result would

be reasonably probable and the best evidence the case

admits

Id at 406 812 P-2d at 1284-85 footnote ornitted cifh g McLernore v State 94

Nev 237 577 P2d 871 1 978 The Sanborn factors are conjUnctive and if the

Purported evidence falls to satlsf a single factor the district court does not abuse

its discretion bv denyino the motion foi a new trial See id at 406 812 P-2d at 1285

Here the district Court abused its discretion when it granted Seka's Motion

for New Trial The newiv discovered evidence presented by Seka was previously

presented to the jury durin Seka's trial and thus does not constitute newly

discovered evidence FUrther some of the items of evidence were not relevant to the

crime scene and therefore are not favorable to defense As Seka fill led to demonstrate

that the evidence was newly discovered material to the defense and 11011-CLInitilative

the district court abused its discretion when it uranted Seka's Motion for New Trial

In any event the evidence was not relevant to the Limanni crime scene and by the
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district court's own admission the district CoUrt abLised its discretion when it granted

Seka's motion as to the Linianni murder

a Seka is not entitled to a new trial

i Seka's newly discovered DNA evidence is not favorable to the

defense and is cnmulative of the evidence presented at trial

NR-S 176-09187 states In relevant part

I If the reSUItS of a genetic marker analysis

performed PLI17-S-Liant to this section and NRS 176 0918 and

176 09183 are favorable to the petitioner

a The petitioner may brim a motion for a new
trial based on the oround of newly discovered evidence

pursuant to NRS 176 5 15 and

b The restriction on the time for fifing the

motion set forth in subsection 3 of NRS 1765 15 is not

applicable

Here Seka claims that the newly tested DNA evidence IS eXCUlpatory and

therefore favorable to the defense under 17609187 8 AA 001853-67 However

Seka failed to demonstrate that the evidence was newly discovered material to tile

defense and non-cuniulative the district court abused Its discretion when it granted

Seka's Motion for New Trial

1 Hamilton's Fingernail Clippings

First son-te DNA from under one of the victin-i's Eric Harnilton's fingernail

c I inus were tested Id at 001843 Seka was excluded as a contributor to the DNAI pp

Sample Under Hamilton's rialls I d see also 10 AA 002437-41 A second forelan0
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contributor was fOUnd in the DNA sample Id Seka based his arYUrnelit that lie is

entitled to a new trial on the fact that although Hamilton was shot twice and there

was no evidence of defensive wounds the killer mai have dragged Hamilton by his

wrists and thus DNA mav have transferred to Hamilton's hands and finoernalls 8

AA 00 1855-56 Seka's clain-is are mentless as they are speculative at best

Forensic scientist Cralo King completed the 2018 analysis of certain items of

evidence frorn Seka's trial Kina testified that lie analyzed Hamilton's fingernall

clippings obtained at his autopsy in 1998 7 AA 001680 This evidence was

pi-eVIOUSly tested in 1999 by another LVMPD forensic scientist Id at 00 1680-8 1 In

1999 the forensic scientist tested what appeared to be blood on Hamilton's

finoernall clippings and included Hamilton as a contributor to tile DNA profile and

excluded Seka as a possible contributor Id at 001681 King retested the clippings

and recavding the right hand clippings found a mixture DNA profile which lie

assumed came from two 2 individuals with one male profile present Id at 001682

King CODClUded that Hamilton's DNA profile was present in the sample and that the

profile was 99 Hamilton's DNA and 1 belonged to an unknown IndividUal Id

at 001685-86 King testified that SLICh a small amount of DNA could come frorn

something as simple as shaking someone's hand Id at 001686-87 Seka was
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excluded as a contributor Id at 00 1690 King's conclusion was tile same as to the

left hand fing-ernail clippings Id at 001692-93

As all Initial matter K1110 lever verified that there was in fact a second DNA

profile under Hamilton's fingernalls King testified that there was a very very

limited aniount of DNA in the sample Id at 001686 King also testified that there

were two locations where there could 1wsiblY be a second person Id King stated

that lie erred on the side of caution and ran the test under the assun-iption there was

a second DNIA profile Id at 001687 The district court also confirmed with King

that possibly there wasn't additional DNA but lie cant rule It out so lie left it

in there Id at 00 1689 Essential ly Kill has no idea if there was a second DNA

profile contained under Han-ii1ton's fingernalls lie is merely assurning so because

there was a sllaht anon-ialv ill his testina Therefore Seka cannot even demonstrate

that there is in fact another DNA profile under Han-illton's fingernalls and his clairn

falls

Despite Seka's contention the fact that there was DNA under Hamilton's

fingernalls and the fact that Seka was excluded as a source of that DNA was

presented to thejury at trial 3 AA 000655-56 Therefore this evidence is not newly

discovered is cumulative and thus not appropriately raised ill a ill-otioil for new

trial Sce NRS 176 515 Further as this eviderice was presented to thejury at trial
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Seka falls to demonstrate a reasonable probability that this evidence WOUld have

changed the outcome at trial Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 The

jury heard evidence that Scka's DNA was not underneath Hamilton's fingernails

The jury still convicted Seka of the murder of Hamilton based oil all the other

evidence presented at trial Additionally this evidence does not exonerate Seka as

lie claims Even if there was all additional contributor to the DNA Linder Bamilton's

fingernalls Seka cannot definitively state vhen or how this DNA got under

Hamilton's finaemalls Instead he relles Oil speculation that the killer's DNA may

have transferred to Hainilton's hands or nai Is when his body was being dragged As

Seka provides no evidence that this In fact happened and cannot even demonstrate

that the DNA must belono to the killer he cannot denionstrate that this evidence is

favorable to the defense or that there is a reasonable probability this evidence Would

have rendered a different outcon-le at trial Therefore his clain-1 falls

2 Hair Under Ramilton's Fingernails

Hairs found Under Hamilton's nalls were also tested 8 AA 001843 At the

e ideiitiaiy hearing King testified that the hairs under Harnilton's fingernails werevi I M C

tested In 1999 and that Han-ii1ton was included as the source of the blood on tile hairs

white Seka was excluded 7 AA 00 1693-94 King testified that lie retested tile flail's

in 2018 and that Hamilton was the only contributor to the DNA profile fi-om the
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hairs Id at 001696-97 King also testified that all of the hairs were black and

consistent with hair Erom an African Arnerican Individual Jd at 001698 King also

testified that it was 3-24 billion times more likely that the hairs came from Hamilton

than a randorn Individual Id

At trial it was stated that Hamilton could not be eXCILided as a source of that

hair and that the probability of the hair corning from another Affican American

individual was one in 2-8 rrill1lon 3 AA 00062 The hair was Identified as coming

fi-orn an African American individual and Seka Is Caucasian Therefore Seka was

ecluded as being a possible source of that hair at trial although Seka claims this IsC

4newly discovered evidence As this evidence was presented to the jury at trial

Seka falls to demonstrate a reasonable probability that this evIdence would have

changed the outcome at trial Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 It has

since been determined that Han-Alton was tile source of the halr 10 AA 002442-44

The fact that tile victim's own hall was found under his fingemalls is 110t eXCUlPatOIY

evidence as it does not demonstrate a reasonable probability that the outcome at trial

would have been different Therefore Seka's claim falls

3 Cigarette 13tts Skoal container and beer bottle

There were cigarette butts collected from the site where Hamilton's body was

found 8 AA 001843-44 Both Hamilton and Seka were excluded as corltrlbutoi s to
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the DNA samples on the cigarettes Id at 001844 A Skoal container was also

collected from the site where Haniilton's body was found Id Both Hanlilton and

Seka were excluded as possible contributovs to the DNA samples on the contalliel

Id Beer bottles were also collected froni the site where Hamilton's body was found

Id at 001844-45 Seka Limanni and Hamilton were all eXCIUded as possible sources

of the latent prints on the bottle and Hamilton and Seka were excluded as possible

sources of the DNA sample ort the bottle Id FUl'thel the DNA sample was identified

as feniale Id at 00 1844

King exan-tined the two 2 cigarette butts found In the general area whereZ

Hanillton's body was located 7 AA 001674-75 These iterns had been previously

tested by a different LVMPD forensic scientist in 1999 Id at 00 675 There was no

DNA material detected on the itenis back in 1999 and Kino confirmed that he found

no DNA material on the first cigarette butt Id at 001675-76 King testified that lie

obtained a partial DNA profile from the second cigarette butt and both Hamilton and

Seka were excluded as contributors to the DNA profile Id at 00 1678-79

King also exan-iined the Skoal container as well as the beer bottles Id at

001714 King testified that he was concerned with testinu those items for DNA

because at the time they were originally tested the technique for testing for latent

prints known as huffing COUld contai-ninate any DNA profiles on tile item Id at
Z-1
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00 1714-15 Huffing occurs when the latent fingerprint analyst breathes onto the itein

in order to create condensation to better visualize if a latent print is present Id at

001715 Further teStInCI for touch DNA was not possible at the time of Seka's trial
zn

and therefore there vas not a concern with preserving such evidence or preventincyC C

contamination Id King testified that there was a possibility that tile fingerprint

examiner's DNA could have transferred onto the evidence items Id King also

inertest ted that based ori procedures Used prior to touch DNA testing tile exam

may not have worn gloves or may have worn the sarne oloves while touching

Multiple Items of evidence thereby contaminating these iterns Id at 00 1716 Kina

also stated that examiners dui-ing that time would use the sarne fingerprint bI-LISh to

dust for fingerpri tits oil multiple items of evidence and that would potentially lead

to cross-contamination Id

Essentially Seka argues that beCaUse LVMPD out of an abUndance of

caution collected certain trash items that cotfkl have been relevant to tile crime

scene the fact that these itenis did net have Seka's DNA or fingerprints is

exculpatory and deinonstrates that fie ShOUld receive a new trial 8 AA 001856-57

However just because there were trash iterns located near the site where Hati-111ton

was found does not make them relevant to the crime scene or even definitively mean

that thei-e wil be DNA or finaerprint evidence fi-orn the individual involved in the
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crIme Further Seka does not even arlUe that these Items were related to tile crinle

or the perpetrator Instead he mei-ely states that becaLise police collected tile itell-Is

and these iterns did not have Seka's DNA on them this ri-tust show that there was an

alternate SLIspect Seka's claims are mentless

Seka has failed to demonstrate that these items are related to tile crime scene

at all or that the 2018 DNA testing was reliable The validity of the DNA testing of

these trash items In 2018 Is qLiestionable at best King testified that becaUSe touch

DNA was not testable in 1999 tile methods for collectina fin-erprints and other

types of DNA evidence would compromise touch DNA evidence 7 AA 00 1714-16

Therefore any DNA evidcrice collected after these techniClUeS were used Would be

compromised and potentially unreliable Further Harnilton's body was dtimped on

the side of the road According to the crime scene diagram shown to tile jUry at trial

most of the trash items collected were not even near the body One of the cigarette

butts marked 2 on State's Exhibit 79 was located approximately 25-30 feet away

from Hamilton's body I I AA 002630-3 1 The Skoal tobacco container marked 3

oil State's 79 was located approximately 20 feet away from the body Id Finally

the beer bottles marked 4 and 5 on State's 79 were located approximately 30-35

feet and 120 feet away from the body respectively Id The State never argued at trial

that tile items were somehow related to tile nim-der or wotild lead to identifying the
CD
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killer of Hamilton It is latudiable to think that these items n-ilaht be related to the

crime scene As Seka provides no evidence that this evidence was not just unrelated

trash discarded on the side of the road and cannot even demonstrate that any DNA

must belong to the killer he cannot demonstrate that this evidence is favorable to

the defense or that there is a reasonable probability this evidence woutd have

rendered a different outcome at trial Sanborn 107 Nev at 4065 812 P2d at 1284

85 Therefore his claim falls

4 Baseball Hat

Flamilton's baseball cap was collected fi-om the air conditioning business and

not tested for DNA at the tirne of trial 8 A-A 001845 In the recent testln

Hamilton's DNA was identified as well as two unknown profiles Id However at

the evidentlary hearing King testified that he had not tested the baseball hat 7 AA

00 1699 King also testified that the evidence bac containing the hat was not properlyZ7 M Z

sealed and there was no way to tell how many tirries the packa e had been opened

or closed based on its condition I'd at 001700 King testified that based on the

condition of the bag LVMPD's forensic tab would reffise the evidence because there

vould be concerns as to the Integrity of the evidence inside Id at 00 1705 King also
4n

testi ied that he would be concerned because the evidence package was opened at

trial and was still in all unsealed condition in 2018 and therefore the jurors would
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have been able to physically hand le andor talk over the hat and transfer DNA during

their dellberations Id at 001707-08 3 AA 000562 Kim also testified that lie did

not place the DNA profiles into CODIS because CODIS will only allow us to enter

in profiles that we believe to be attributed to a susIma Id at 00 17 10 Thus

because KML did not believe the DNA profile belonged to a suspect lie did not enter

the profile into CODIS In fact Seka's own expert confirmed that there were many

ways for DNA mixtures to jet onto the baseball hat
In

Q You have also heard let's assume that the hat did go
back to theJUI-Y roorn and MIIltI plejLU-0I-S touched the hat

Would that assumption would you expect to find JUI-Ors

DNA on the hat

A Under Your hypothesis Of Multiple jurors I would

expect some DNA to also be transferred there I would also

my experience is even if people don't handle

a liat after a crime we often get mixtures on hats So I

think people swap hats the hat salesman hat

manufacturer who knows So it's not uncon-inion to have

mixtures Whether the minor coniponents come after a

criminal act or before a criminal act really doesn't matter

to my work

7 AA 00 173 5 Further Seka's expert confirmed that without other evidence there

is no Nvay to tell when a DNA profile was left on the hat Id at 00 17-36

Seka does not even attempt to argue how other DNA evidence on Han-111ton's

hat which consisted of a mixture of at least three individuals and did not exclude

Seka creates a reasonable probability that the outcome at trial would be different
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Sanborn 107-Nev at 406 812 R2d at 1284-85 Further Seka cannot make such a

demonstration because there is no way to tell when these DNA samples were

transferred to the fiat and thUs any individual Han-illton came Into Contact With Could

have contributed to those DNA samples Therefore Seka's claim falls

5 Fingerprints

Seka complains that there were latent Fingerprints froin the Beek's beer bottle

a piece of lumber at the scene where Hamilton's body was found a pUrSe found HI

the ceiling of the business and various doors and windows in the business were not

examined 8 AA 001845 However e-ven now Seka cannot show who these

fingerprints belonged to our that a latent print Cornparison Would have shown these

prints were related to the investigation The beer bottle and the purse did not belong

to either the victinis or Seka and so it is to be expected that there could be fingerprints

from other sources on these iten-is FUrther Seka's clain-1 that all fingerprints found

near the windows and doors of LInianni's air conditioning business is meritless as

any one of their customers vendors employees fi-lends family etc Could have

accessed the business and left a fingerprint in those areas at any time as noted by

Seka in his motion See A at 001860 The fingerprint on the lumber which came

from the bUSIneSS could also have come ftorn one of these individuals and could

have been transferred to the lumber at any time pl-iOr to the Murders There is 110
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indication that any fingerprint comparison would have pointed to an alternate

suspect or was in any way favorable to the defense Therefore Seka cannot

demonstrate that this evidence was favorable to the defense and his claim fails

As Seka points out the State did not rely on DNA evidence in proving Seka's

guilt Id at 001850-5 1 Instead witnesses testified as to tile relationship between

Seka and the victims other physical evidence and Seka's own inconsistent stories

and behavior to attempt to hide evidence deri-ionstrated that he committed the crime

Moreover Seka admits that the DNA does not irriplicate anyone else in the

commission of the crinle Id at 001856 Therefore there is not a reasonable

probability that the result at trial would have been different and this evidence is not

material to the defense Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P-2d at 1284-85 Thus Seka

has failed to demonstrate several of the Sanborn factois as to each item of newly

discovered evidence and the district court abused its discretion when it granted

Seka's Motion for Nc v Trial

Even if this Court were to find that Seka is entitled to a new trial as to tile

Hamilton MUrder Sea is not entitled to a new trial as to the Linianril murder All of

tile items of evidence that were retested for the presence of DNA related to items

that were either found at the scene of where Hamilton was murdered at 1929 Western

or found where Hamilton's body was located on SOLIth Las Vegas Boulevard
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Despite this-fact the district court Yranted a new trial as to all four counts that-Seka

was convicted of which included two counts where Peter I-Imanni was the victim a

Second Degree Murder with use of a Deadly Weapon Count Count 2 as well as

one count of Robbery Count 4 1-n-fac-t-oii-Jtiiie-2-92-020 soiiieti irree-m on-ths-a-t-6-ar S Flck-CA

ignin-g-ano rdei k 0 17-7 110

Crszr

demirse-aiW-t-he-p i e-s-wipt4On gt4mt

A-k-002-584 Therefore the district COUrt'S own contradictory rulings demonstrate

that the district court abused its discretion at the verv least when It ranted Seka a

new trial as to the I-Imanni murderrobbery In the event this Court finds that the

district court did not abuse its discretion when it cyranted the motion as to tile

Hamilton murder this Court must find the district court abused its discretion as it

relates to the Limanni murder robbery However the State maintains that the district

court abused its discretion when it granted Seka's Motion for Nev Trial as to both

murders

b There was sufficient evidence presented at trial to convict Seka

without the DNA evidence and therefore the district court abused its

discretion when it determined Seka was entitled to a new trial
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The standard of review for sufficiency of the evidence upon appeal is whether

jury actincy I
the easonably Could have been convinced of the defendant's guilt

beyond a reasonable doubt Edwards v State 90 Nev 255 258-259 524 P2d 328

331 1974 In reviewing a claim of insufficient evidence the relevant inquiry is0

Cwhether after reviewing the evidence In the light most favorable to the prosecution

any rational trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the crime beyond

a reasonable doubt Origel-Cand id v State 114 Nev 378 381 956 P2d 1378 1380

1998 quoting Koza v State 100 Nev 245 250 681 P2d 44 47 1984 see also

Jackson v Virinia 443 US 307 319 99 S Ct 2781 2789 1979

Moreover it is the ury's function not that of the cou-t-ti to assess the weigbt

of the evidence and determine the credibility of the wittiesses Origel-Candido 114

Nev 378 38 1 956 P2d 1378 1380 quoting McNair v State 108 Nev 53 561 825

P2d 57 1
573 1992 see alSO CUIVePS011 V State 95 Nev 433 435 596 P2d 220

221 1979 holdim that It is the function of thejury to weigh the credibility of the

identifyina witnesses Azb1ll v Stet 88 Nev 240 252 495 P2d 1064 1072 1972

CO11CI Liding that the weight and SLIffiClency of the evidence are questions for the

Jury its verdict will not be disturbed if there is evidence to support it and the

evidence will not be weighed by an Appellate Court cert denied by 429 US 895

97 S Ct 257 1976 Thus the fact finder's role and responsi-bility to fairly
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resolve conflicts in the testimony to welah the evidence and to draw reasonableC

inferences fi-orn basic facts to uttimate facts is preserved Id at 3 19 99 S Ct at

2789

A JUI-Y is fi-ee to rely on both direct and C11-CUMStantial evidence in returning

its verdict Wilkins v State 96 Nev 367 609 R2d 309 1980 Also this Court has

consistently held that circumstantial evidence alone may SUStaill a conviction

Deveroux v State 96 Nev 388 391 610 P2d 722 724 1980 citing Crawford v

State 92 Ne 456 552 P2d 1378 1976 see also MUlder v State 116 Nev 1 15

992 P2d 845 853 2000 The trier of fact determines the weight and credibility to1

give conflicting testimony

There was both direct and circumstantial evidence linking Seka to both

murders When police found Hamilton's body he had a piece of paper in his pocket

with the nameJack on it and a telephone nun-iber which carrie back to Seka's place

of employment 3 AA 000521-22 4 AA 000901-02 000904 Further Han-111ton's

body was covered by lumber from the business and Seka's fingerprint was on the

lumber covering both Hamilton and Unianni's bodies 3 AA 0005 185 AA 001011

00 1015-16 001019-22 Seka was also driving the Toyota pickup trUck which had

tires matching the tire ti-acks left at the location where Hamilton's body was dumped

4 AA 000823-24 5 AA 0010-30-3 5 001040-44 Hamilton's blood was also located
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in the truck 3 AA 000619 Moreover after being interviewed by police Seka tried

to leave the business with the company van containing Limanni's blood 3 AA0

000614 5 AA 00 1079-82 Seka also admitted to Thomas Crai-ner that lie murdered

I-Imanni 4 AA 000775-77 000781-8-2

Additionally Seka tied to police and said that Limanni was out of town with

his gir1friend vlien Seka knew that Jennifer Harrison had been looking for Limanni

2 AA 000460-61 4 AA 000825 Linianni's personal documents and credit cards

were also recovered from inside the bLISIIIeSS where Seka admits only he and

Linianni had access to 3 AA 000526-27-1 11 AA 002610-11 Harrison also testified

that Linianni's dog Jake was always with Linianni and that IIC WOLIICI not have left

Jake with Seka 2 AA 000459 000464 Moreover after the police left the business

after then initial search Seka was left alone in the business and a bullet fi-oni the

table disappeared and burnt clothing and other niISCellaneOLIS itenis appeared in the

dumpster when police returned to search the bLiSiness again later that day 2 AA

000375-76 3 AA 000523 000534-235 000585-86 4 AA 000827-28 000846-47

000950-52 Seka also wrote a to-do list which talked about liquidating the

company's assets and finding a new home for Jake I I AA 002603 This list was

dated prior to Linianni's body belrig discovered in December of 1998 3 AA 000509

10 4 AA 000758
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There xas more than sufficient evidence to sustain Seka's convictions tor both

V 1murders not A thEnt
1pl-Ni SgViit-Vm-e7izIeIk Ili 1 7 nt

when-It denied Seka sMot-loii-foi Ba-li-Pe-nd-tmg

Appea1-and-Ret-Fial-on June 2-9 2-020 I-F-A-A-0025-94 T-he-dist-iiet-cerLir-t-conel-tided7

f 4q e-ha ve-a-vei y-h 11-hood-of-c-onv-1 oti on-4n-44-go ht-of-th e-hri smtoily-t-hat-we-hft-ve

Therefore there is not a reasonable probability that the

result at trial would have been different Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284

85 Thus because there was n-lore than SLIfficient evidence to sustain Seka's

conv ction without the DNA evidence and because Seka has failed to denionstrate

that the result of trial WOUld have been different the district court abused its

discretion when it granted Seka's Motion for New Trial

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing the State respectfully requests that this Court reverseZ

the district courts granting of Seka's Motion for a New Trial

Dated this 3rd day of September 2020
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

1 Whether the district court properly exercised its discretion in awarding Seka

a new trial when results of new DNA testing not only excluded him from all

the probative physical evidence in the case but also implicated an unknown

individual

Mr Seka believes that the State accurately sets forth the Jurisdictional Statement

and Routing Statement As such under NRAP 28 b those sections will not be

duplicated here

I
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Mr Seka agrees with the State's Statement of the Case but supplements it as

follows

An arrest warrant was issued for Seka on March 15 1999 10 AA 002432

Seka's preliffflinary hearing was held on June 28 1999 The State adnuitted that their

evidence connecting Seka to the murders and robberies of Peter Limanni

Limanni and Eric Harmilton Hamilton was extremely circumstantial RA

00114

On February 2 2001 Seka filed a Motion to Dismiss the Charge of Murder

and Robbery of Lamani sic or in the Alternative to Sever the Charges of Murder

and Robbery of Lamani sic and Harmilton into Two Separate Trials RA 00131

00145 The State oppose and Seka's Motion was denied

On February 15 2018 after the district court granted Seka's petition for DNA

testing it ordered DNA testing of Harmilton's fingernails hair identified under

Harmilton's fingernails and cigarette butts collected near Harmilton's body RA

00154-00158

2 The arrest warrant emphasized that Seka was involved in a series of crimes 9

AA 002150 emphasis added
3 Reference to RA is the Respondent's Appendix
4 in its opposition the State described the two murders as being Inextricably

intertwined RA 146-153
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On December 14 2018 the court held an evidentiary hearing on the probative

value of the remaining items of evidence 8 AA 001665-814 On January 24 2019

the court ordered DNA testing of additional evidence including Harmilton's baseball

cap that was left at the murder scene and a Skoal container and two beer bottles that

police collected near Hamilton's body 8 AA 00 1816-2 1

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

Ciner2i and Limanni's Business Deafin2s

In September 1998 Seka moved from Philadelphia to Las Vegas to work for

Limanni 5 AA 00 1188-89 Limanni operated a HVAC business called Cinergi at

1933 Western Avenue in Las Vegas 1933 2 AA 000365-66 Limanni and Seka

worked at Cinergi and lived at the business 2 AA 000452-53 Because they were

transitioning Cinergi to a cigar shop Limanni and Seka purchased lumber for a

hurmidor 8 AA 001970 001977-79 Justin Nguyen who worked at Cinergi for

several months stated that Limanni treated Seka like his own brother and that he

never observed Limanni call Seka names or mistreat him 9 AA 002006 Takeo Kato

Kato and Kazutoshi Toe Toe were two Japanese investors who financially

backed Cinergi and lived at the business for a short time 8 AA 001963-64 9 AA

002009-24 002026-43 They described Seka and Limanni as having a good

friendship like brothers 8 AA 001963-66 9 AA 002009-24 002026-43

3
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Kato and Toe provided Limanni with approximately one Million dollars in

capital and four vans to operate Cinergi 9 AA 002009-24 002026-43 Kato was also

on the lease for 1933 Id During the transition Limanni unsuccessfully attempted

to obtain more money from Kato and Toe 8 AA 001970 However Limanni did

receive capital from Amir Mohammed Mohammed and another investor who

resided in Las Vegas 9 AA 002059-60 002067-69

The investors all had access to 1933 and to the vans and Toyota truck

associated with the business 8 AA 001968-69 9 AA 002059-60 In addition

Limanni's girlfriend Jennifer Harrison Harrison and numerous others who

attended the frequent parties Limanni hosted had access to the business and the

business vehicles 8 AA 001968-69 9 AA 002082 4 AA 000889-90 The vehicles

keys were easily accessible inside the business 4 AA 000956 5 AA 00 1080

In September 1998 Limanni began removing large sums of money from his

bank accounts and was overdrawn 5 AA 001105-06 On September 22 1998

Limanni signed a lease for an office space in Lake Tahoe and paid a deposit by

check 2 AA 000485-86 9 AA 002063 Limanni's check bounced and he returned

to Lake Tahoe on October 5 1998 with another check 9 AA 002063 Limanni paid

5 Toe indicated that he and Kato had invested one rmllion dollars with Limanni 9

AA 002009-24 Kato indicated that he had invested three hundred thousand

dollars 9 AA 002026-43

4
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for three months of the lease intending to move into the space on October 15 1998

9 AA 002063 Limanni left one of Cinergi's vans tools and other equipment in Lake

Tahoe purportedly attempting to hide them from his investors 2 AA 000485-86 9

AA 002026-43

Kato and Toe visited Cinergi in late summer or fall 1998 8 AA 00 1968 They

were angry because they believed that Limanni was diverting business funds for

personal use 8 AA 00 1966-67 As a result Kato attempted to cancel the 193 3 lease

and told Limanni he wanted his investment returned 2 AA 000395 8 AA 001967

Kato and Toe confronted Limanni to recover the business vehicles but Limanni

refused and the two left 9 AA 002020 On October 26 1998 before Limanni

disappeared Kato repossessed one of the business vans 2 AA 000362 9 AA 02146

Unable to receive a return on his large investment Kato was forced to start

bankruptcy proceedings 3 AA 000741

Mohammed abruptly moved out of the state shortly after Hamilton's body was

discovered and police began investigating the crime scene at 1929 Western Avenue

1929 6 9 AA 002047 AA 002059-60 Marylin Mignone Mohammed's former

6

Investigator Jim Thomas attempted to locate Mohammed but found no record of

him in the United States 9 AA 002159 He described Mohammed as a ghost and

believed Mohammed presented a fictitious identity to Limanni and Seka 9 AA
00216 1 Mohammed even used a social security number that belonged to another

person 9 AA 002166 Mohammed was a Syrian national and Investigator Ed

Heddy believed he may have returned to Syria 9 AA 002069

5
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business associate characterized Mohammed as a dangerous person and indicated

that the FBI was investigating him around the time of the murders 9 AA 002157

Limanni Disappears

On November 2 1998 Limanni closed his bank accounts 5 AA 00 1105 06

On November 6 1998 the property manager Michael Cerda Cerda saw

Limanni around 1030 am outside Cinergi 2 AA 000367-68 Limanni asked Cerda

if he could pay rent late because although he had between 200000 and 3000 00

in cash with him he needed the money for a cigar show he was attending 2 AA

000369-70 Cerda reminded him a late fee would be assessed 2 AA 000369

7Limanni agreed and left 2 AA 000369-70 He was not seen again Id Limanni's

sister filed a nu ssing person report on December 2 1998 5 AA 001133-35

Seka called several friends in Philadelphia informing them that he was

worried because Limanni was missing 5 AA 001203-04 Seka pawned various items

from the business to keep the business afloat but was unsuccessful 6 AA 00 13 12

7 Harrison testified she spoke with Seka on November 5 and he was upset 2 AA
000460-63 The prosecution used this information to demonstrate Seka's state of

mind and imply that Seka killed Harmilton and Limanni that day Id However
Seka's phone records show that this conversation did not take place and Harrison

perjured herself by testifying to it 5 AA 1141-43 Further Cerda saw Limanni on

November 6 and Hamilton was in J all until November 12 2 AA 000369-70 5 AA
001088-91 Harrison also gave police the incorrect phone number for Limanni 10

AA 002335 The prosecution thus used the wrong phone records to prove Limanni

did not use his phone during November and December 1998 Police adrMitted the

error but never obtained the correct phone records for Limanni 5 AA 00 113 9 43

6
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Hamilton is Found

On November 16 1998 a construction worker found a body in a remote area

with several pieces of lumber on top of the corpse 3 AA 000517-18 The man had

a ring on his finger and a note in his pants pocket with a name Jack and a

telephone number 3 AA 000521 Later police traced the telephone number to the

1933 landline 3 AA 000522 Crime scene analysts also collected two empty beer

bottles two cigarette butts and a Skoal container near the body 5 AA 001049-50

4 AA 000817-18 3 AA 000626

The State determined that the man who was later identified as Harmlton died

from three gunshot wounds to his leg chest and abdomen 2 AA 000423-24 The

coroner also noted a minor laceration Just above the right wrist that was possibly

consistent with someone removing Hamilton's bracelet 2 AA 000424 The coroner

estimated Hamilton died within twenty-four hours of being found 2 AA 000429

Harm lton was a drifter with a history of drug abuse and mental illness who

used multiple names and social security numbers 5 AA 001092-93 He moved to

Three boards contained fingerprints from Seka and Limanni 10 AA 002446-56

Another two boards contained latent prints that did not match Seka or Limanni Id

These unidentified latent prints were never compared to the latent prints identified

on the beer bottle found near Hamilton's body or to any of the alternative suspects

5 AA 001051-52

The cigarette filters did not match the type Seka smoked at the time 5 AA
001117-18

7
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Las Vegas shortly before his death and worked sporadically at Cinergi doing

construction 3 AA 000708 000710-11 When questioned Seka realized that he

knew Harmilton by the name Seymour 2 AA 000346-47 000360 5 AA 001053

According to Seka Harmilton would come to Cinergi looking for work 8 AA

001989-91 Seka gave Harmilton the Cinergi phone number so Harmilton could call

instead of dropping by 9 AA 002140

Harmlton's sister testified that Harmilton had approximately 3000 dollars

when he moved to Las Vegas 3 AA 000706 However Harmilton had been injail on

a trespassing charge from November 6 until November 12 1998 four days before

his body was found and three days before he was thought to have been killed 5 AA

00 1088-9 1 When booked into the Jail and released on November 12 1998 he had

no money with him Id

1929 Crime Scene

On November 17 1998 the day after Hamilton's body was found a

neighboring business owner called Cerda and police about an alleged break-in at

19200 2 AA 000437-38 Upon arrival police noticed broken glass and blood in

1929 4 AA 000820-2 1 In the parking lot in front of 1929 police found a piece of

10 1929 Western was next door to Cinergi and had been home to an illegal boiler

room operation 2 AA 000384

8
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molding from the broken window with what appeared to be a bullet hole 3 AA

000546 Finally a lead projectile assumed to be from a bullet was found on the

sidewalk outside of 1929 next to droplets of blood Id 3 AA 000587

All indications were that Hamilton was murdered in 1929 3 AA 000523

000546-47 000550 Police found blood on the entryway carpet and on the broken

glass that was later matched to Hamilton 3 AA 000546-47 4 AA 000821 There

were bloody drag marks across the carpet one of which led to the broken window

3 AA 000546-47 9 AA 002242 Police recovered latent fingerprints from the point

of-entry window the glass pane on the interior of the front door and from a glass

fragment inside the point-of-entry 9 AA 002249 A black baseball cap that

Harmilton always wore his gold bracelet and a rolled-upjacket with blood and bullet

holes were also found in 1929 9 AA 002248 002242 4 AA 000821 2 AA 000345

The bullet holes were consistent with Hamilton's wounds 3 AA 000523-24 9 AA

002242 Police also found three jacketed bullets and three bullet fragments in 1929

3 AA 000523 The bullet fragments were class consistent to the bullets used to kill

Harmlton 5 AA 001009-10

Nothing in the record indicates that these latent prints purportedly belonging to

the perpetrator were ever compared to Seka's fingerprints Nor were they

compared to other latent prints recovered from the physical evidence or to the

alternative suspects

9
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While Police were investigating 1929 Seka arrived in Cinergi's Toyota truck

4 AA 000824 The police informed Seka about the 1929 break-in and asked him if

they could search 1933 in case anyone inside needed medical attention Id 4 AA

000826-27 Seka signed a consent to search card allowing police to search for items

directly or indirectly related to the investigation of MIJRDER WDW 4 AA

000827 10 AA 002255 Seka and Cerda accompanied the police into 1933 10 AA

002264-66 After noticing a bullet and some knives in 1933 police searched Seka

and handcuffed him as they continued to search 1933 4 AA 000827-28 Cerda

stayed with Seka while the officers searched the business 10 AA 002264-66 Cerda

informed officers that he had the only key to 1929 and that the business had been

vacant for approximately a month and a half 10 AA 002263

Seka was then taken to the Las Vegas Metro Police Department where he

voluntarily submitted to a taped interview 5 AA 001071 8-9 AA 001981-2003

During the interview Seka was fully cooperative 9 AA 00200 1 Seka consented to

police fingerprinting him and taking a buccal swab 10 AA 002255 5 AA 001078

79 Police advised Seka that he was not under arrest and took him back to 1933 5

AA 001078 However Seka could not enter 1933 because it was still being

processed 5 AA 001079

Seka told police that he had a dinner appointment and needed a vehicle Id

Police would not let Seka take the Toyota truck because they were impounding it to

10
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process as evidence 5 AA 001079 Seka gave police the Toyota key and asked if

he could retrieve the keys to one of two remaining vans 5 AA 001079-80 Police

gave Seka keys to an unmarked van without license plates 5 AA 001080-81

00 1104-05 Police reconsidered and suggested that Seka drive the van with the large

business decals 5 AA 00 108 1 Before giving himthe keys police asked Seka if they

could search the van and he consented Id After discovering what appeared to be

blood police impounded the vehicle 5 AA 001081-82 Police then searched the

unmarked van and found no apparent evidentiary connection to any of the cases

and gave Seka the keys telling him he was free to leave 5 AA 00 1082

When police searched the impounded vehicles they discovered drops of blood

in the van and in the bed of the Toyota truck 5 AA 00 1081-82 2 AA 000404 3 AA

000620 000674-76 The blood in the van matched Limanni 3 AA 000614 000617

The blood in the truck matched Hamilton 3 AA 000624 Police also lifted footprints

in the rear cargo area of the van 10 AA 002274 Nothing in the record indicates

these footprints were compared to Seka's 12

1933 Western Avenue

Police thoroughly searched 1933 where Cinergi was located and where

Limanni and Seka worked and lived before Limanni disappeared 2 AA 000452

12 When defense counsel asked whether the footprints were ever compared to

Seka's crime scene analyst Randall McPhail responded I don't know 4 AA
000982

I I
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53 9 AA 002242-44 Among the clothes papers and other items scattered around

1933 police found several items they deemed significant 4 AA 000827-28 9 AA

002242-44

First police found Limanni's wallet in the ceiling above his desk 3 AA

000526-27 Police also found a purse containing 3606 in the ceiling which had

been reported missing on November 6 1998 by Lydia Gorzoch Gorzoch 8 AA

002057 10 AA 002276 Gorzoch's purse was stolen out of her vehicle after someone

fired a357 bullet through the window the same caliber as those found in 1933 and

at the 1929 crime scene 10 AA 002284 002286-87 9 AA 002079 Gorzoch was

later contacted and denied knowing either Limanni or Seka 10 AA 002280 When

the prosecution asked about the purse at trial Detective James Buczek stated it was

Ccnot important 3 AA 000527 However before trial fingerprints were identified

on the purse which did not belong to Seka 10 AA 002282 That information was not

provided to Seka until 2018 Id

On November 23 1998 while police were still investigating Harmilton's

horMcide and while Limanni was still missing LVMPD released the purse with

wallet personal items and ID and 3606 in US Currency to Gorzoch and

as a result it was never available for DNA testing 10 AA 002289

Second police found several beer bottles in the dumpster behind Cinergi and

in two trash cans in the business 4 AA 000938 Fingerprints identified on the beer

12
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bottles from the trash can in the south-central office matched both Hami lton and

Seka 4 AA 000938 5 AA 001028-29 Because Hamilton worked sporadically at

Cinergi the presence of his fingerprints on the bottles was not significant 8 AA

00 1989-9 1 3 AA 000705 000708-11

Third police found several small stains in the 1933 office and living spaces

that tested positive for presumptive blood 9 AA 002074 3 AA 000650 Seka's

blood was identified on the front right pocket area of a pair of his J eans a drop was

identified on a wall being remodeled and on the sink counter 3 AA 000617-18

000625-26 10 AA 002270 However his blood was not found anywhere in 1929

the actual crime scene 3 AA 000615-27 Further no blood belonging to Hamilton

or Limanni was found in the 1933 offices Id

Fourth bullet cartridges and empty shell casings of different calibers were

found in 1933 3 AA 000526 10 AA 002271 4 AA 000913 Harrison had seen

bullets in the business well before the murders occurred 9 AA 002307 In their

search police found a 3 57 cartridge case in the false ceiling in the northwest office

another near the center of the south wall in that office and a third on the light fixture

in front of the double doors leading into the hurmidor 4 AA 000912-13 Police also

discovered a single 357 bullet fragment in the wall of 1933 that had been shot

It did not appear that 1933 had been cleaned 4 AA 000911

13
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through the couch 14 4 AA 000913 000981 The bullet fragment had no blood on it

4 AA 000981 All the 357 cartridges had the same characteristic markings

suggesting they were all shot from the same firearm although the State could not

identify which type of firearm 5 AA 001000-01 Police also found 32 caliberbullets

in the toilet bowl and in the northeast office 4 AA 000913 000929-30 A24 caliber

cartridge was found in the false ceiling above the chair in the northeast office 4 AA

000913

Finally officers searched the dumpster located behind 1933 however what

was found there varies depending on the report 4 AA 000913-14 8 AA 002052-53

9 AA 002367 Detective Thowsen reported that when the initial officers looked in

the dumpster it was empty but when they checked later it contained several items

of clothing and checks purportedly belonging to Limanni 4 AA 000847 000851

52 9 AA 002052-53 Officer Nogues reported there were Miscellaneous papers and

trash at the bottom of the dumpster when he arrived on the scene 10 AA 002367

Later Officer Nogues noted several pieces of clothing including a tennis shoe along

14 The State's expert witness Torrey Johnson characterized this bullet fragment as

Ccclass consistent to those found in Limanni's body 5 AA 001009-10 Johnson

t if I I Iest ied that more than ten different types of ammunition and various types of

firearms could have been associated with the bullet fragment Id While the State

suggested that this bullet is proof that Limanni was killed in 1933 nothing

indicates how or when that bullet was shot into the wall See 4 AA 000913

14
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with six inches of paper and other debris in the dumpster none of which was there

before 10 AA 002368

Police implied that Seka somehow put the items in the dumpster attempting

to destroy evidence 10 AA 002371 002372-73 However between the police's first

and second examination of the dumpster Seka was either with Cerda or police 10

AA 002266 Furthermore numerous officers responded to the scene and remained

there for between eight and nine hours 5 AA 001068 see also 9 AA 002241-45

Police were at the scene constantly continually throughout the day investigating

3 AA 000539

Seka Leaves Las Ve2as

Police did not ask Seka to return to 1933 after his dinner appointment on

November 16 so he went to a friend's home where he had been staying after

Limanni disappeared and the business closed 5 AA 001082 0001125-26 10 AA

002252 Seka had no money or employment after Limanni disappeared so in

December of 1998 he returned to his home on the East Coast 5 AA 00 1194 95 10

AA 002329-30 8 AA 001984 Before leaving Nevada Seka informed police that

his family lived on the East Coast and provided them with several addresses and

15
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phone numbers where he could be reached 8 AA 00 1984 5 AA 00 1128 001178

Police never attempted to contact Seka 15

Limanni is Found

On December 23 1998 Limanni's body was found partially buried off a

service road in the California desert near the Nevada border 3 AA 000508-09 4 AA

000752 000755 The body was badly decomposed but police noted several

distinctive tattoos and a fingerprint was matched to Limanni 4 AA 000755 000757

58 The body showed varying degrees of decomposition and mumrfflification

consistent with a body that had been outdoors partially buried for several weeks 3

AA 000694-95 The coroner found eight gunshot wounds in the head and neck area

and two additional gunshot wounds in the heart 3 AA 000695 000697

Cramer16

When Seka returned to Philadelphia he reconnected with his old friend

Thomas Cramer Cramer Cramer suffered from severe drug addiction and

frequently became physically and emotionally abusive 17
5 AA 001175 During

15 Harrison also testified Seka told her in November 1998 that he was going

underground in Arizona 2 AA 000469-70 However Seka had provided police

with contact information in Philadelphia where he was ultimately arrested in

March of 1999 8 AA 00 1984 5 AA 00 1128 001178
16 Cramer's name is spelled both Cramer and Creamer For the sake of clarity

he will be referred to Cramer throughout this brief

17 Cramer testified that Paxil made him feel really violent 4 AA 000788

16
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these abusive episodes his girlfriend Margaret Daly Daly would contact Seka

for assistance in calming Cramer 5 AA 00 1176-77 00118 1

On January 23 1999 Daly frantically contacted Seka from the residence she

shared with Cramer and Cramer's grandmother to request assistance controlling

Cramer Id When Seka arrived Cramer became incensed and at one point pushed

Seka down the stairs 5 AA 00 1181-82 Cramer also physically attacked Daly who

finally called the police 5 AA 00 1183 Police arrived and involuntarily committed

Cramer to a mental institution for ten days because of his erratic and violent

behavior 5 AA 00 1173 74 001181-83 10 AA 0023 82 Daly subsequently filed for

a restraining order against him 5 AA 00 1174

After being released from the mental institution Cramer claimed he pushed

Seka down the stairs because Seka said Do you want me to do to you what I did to

Pete Limanni 4 AA 000776-77 However in 2017 Daly who changed her name

to McConnell signed a declaration stating she was present during the altercation

and that Seka never confessed to Cramer 10 AA 002425-27 McConnell suggests

that Cramer fabricated the confession because he believed Seka was attempting to

steal McConnell's affection and was responsible for committing him to the mental

institution 10 AA 002426

17
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2001 Trial

Based in large part on Cramer's statement the State arrested charged and

tried Seka for the Hamilton and Limanni murders and robberies See supra Statement

of the Case The State's case against Seka was wholly circumstantial but

nonetheless Seka was convicted and sentenced on all charges including two life

sentences without the possibility of parole Id Seka continued to maintain his

innocence and challenge his convictions through the courts Id

Post-Conviction DNA Testin2

On June 19 2017 Seka filed a Post-Conviction Petition Requesting Genetic

Marker Analysis of Evidence Within the Possession or Custody of the State of

Nevada 7 AA 001586-624 On February 15 2018 the court ordered DNA testing

of Hamilton's fingernail clippings hair identified under Hamilton's fingernails and

cigarette butts collected near Hamilton's body RA 00154-00158 On January 24

2019 the court ordered DNA testing of additional physical evidence including

Harmlton's baseball cap that was left at the murder scene and a Skoal container and

two beer bottles police collected from the area where Harmilton's body was

discovered 8 AA 001816-21 The background and results of the DNA testing on

those items is as follows

A Harmilton's Fingernails At the autopsy fingernails were collected

from Hamilton's left and right hands Detective Thowsen requested DNA testing

18
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and David Welch Welch a criffflinalist with the LVMPD performed PCR-RFLP

testing on the left-hand clippings 3 AA 000620 10 AA 002437 Welch testified that

he was unable to determine if the blood found on Hamilton's fingernails belonged to

a male or female but that he could exclude Seka as a contributor 3 AA 000655-56

Welch only tested the blood identified under Hamilton's fingernails but could not

test the epithelial cells potentially available under the fingernails 10 AA 002437

41 The 2018 STR DNA testing which included both blood and epithelial cells

concluded that assuming Hamilton was a contributor a second foreign contributor

was detected on Hamilton's fingernails from both his left and right hands 10 AA

002443-44 Seka was excluded as the other contributor Id

B Hair At autopsy hairs with apparent blood were collected from under

Harmilton's fingernails 10 AA 002437 Welch tested the apparent blood identified

on the hairs but not the hairs themselves 10 AA 002437-41 In 1998 Seka was

excluded as a possible contributor to the blood identified on the hair Id The 2018

DNA testing showed that the hair belonged to Harmilton 10 AA 002443-44 Seka

was excluded as a possible source of the hair Id

Hamilton was also the contributor of the hair underneath his fingernails 10 AA
002443 Seka was also excluded as a contributor of that hair Id
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C Marlboro cigarette butt Police collected this item near Harmilton's body

21 rmles south of State Route 146 on Las Vegas Blvd 9 AA 002084 Officer

Vincent Roberts collected the cigarette butt Detective Thowsen requested it be

tested for DNA and Welch attempted to conduct PCR-RFLP DNA testing on it in

1998 10 AA 002437-4 1 Welch was unable to obtain any results 3 AA 000664 The

2018 DNA testing produced a full DNA profile and excluded both Hamilton and

Seka as contributors 10 AA 002443-44 Because the LVMPD crime lab believed

that the DNA was from the putative perpetrator the DNA profile was eligible to

be uploaded to the Local DNA Index System and the National DNA Index System

CODIS for comparison o

C Skoal Container Police also collected this item near Hamilton's body

In 1999 the container was examined for latent fingerprints to no avail and it was

not DNA tested 10 AA 002446-48 The 2019 DNA testing identified two DNA

profiles and excluded Hamilton and Seka as possible contributors 10 AA 002482

83

Two cigarette butts were collected and tested The other cigarette butt Lab Item

1 did not produce a DNA profile 10 AA 002443
0 National DNA Index System NDIS Operational Procedures Manual

https www fbi aovfile-reposito yndis-operational-procedures-manualpdf view

last visited October 17 2020
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D Beck's beer bottle Police also collected this item near Hamilton's

body In 1999 it was examined for latent prints 10 AA 002446-47 Seka Limanni

and Hamilton were excluded as the source of the latent prints but no DNA testing

was conducted at the time Id The 2019 STR DNA testing identified a female profile

on the bottle 10 AA 002482-83 Both Hamilton and Seka were excluded as possible

contributors Id The DNA profile was eligible to be uploaded to the Local DNA

Index System and the National DNA Index System CODIS for comparison

because the LVMPD crime lab believed that the DNA was from the putative

perpetrator 22jd

E Harmlton's baseball cU Police collected this item belonging to

Harm lton in 1929 where Hamilton was likely killed but it was not DNA tested before

trial The 2019 DNA testing identified three profiles on the cap one belonging to

Harmilton and two unknown profiles Id No further conclusions could be drawn from

the DNA rmxture Id

As outlined above fingerprint analysis was conducted on several items of

evidence 10 AA 002446-48 Latent fingerprints were identified and examined on

21 A second beer bottle was collected and a DNA profile was obtained However
although that profile was consistent with at least one contributor it is unsuitable

for interpretation and comparison
22 National DNA Index System NDIS Operational Procedures Manual

https www fbi aovfile-reposito yndis-operational-procedures-manualpdf view

last visited October 17 2020
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Miller beer bottles found inside and outside of 1933 inside the Toyota truck on the

assorted wood covering Harmilton's body on the beer bottle recovered near

Harmilton's body and on Ms Gorzoch's purse collected from the ceiling of 1933 10

AA 002446-48 002282 Seka's fingerprints were identified on the Miller beer

bottles collected from inside 1933 and the dumpster just outside 1933 10 AA

002446-48 Seka and Limanni's fingerprints were identified on the lumber that was

taken from 1933 and used to cover Hamilton's body however additional unknown

fingerprints not belonging to Seka or Limanni were also identified on the lumber

Id The unknown fingerprints identified on the beer bottle and Ms Gorzoch's purse

did not belong to Seka Limanni or Harmilton 10 AA 002446-48 002282

Fingerprints were also identified and collected from 1929 north vertical metal

frame edge to the west front point-of-entry window the interior front west door on

the glass pane and from a glass fragment inside the point-of-entry on the office

floor 10 AA 002446-48 9 AA 002249 Unfortunately the unidentified prints

found on important physical evidence the three separate sets of prints around the

point of entry to the 1929 crime scene the prints on the lumber found covering

Harmilton's body the beer bottle found near Harmilton's body and prints identified

on Ms Gorzoch's purse were never compared to each other and were never

compared to the alternative suspects fingerprints 10 AA 002282
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Based upon the exculpatory results of the post-conviction DNA testing the

district court granted Seka's Motion for a New Trial on May 11 2020 11 AA

002517-19

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

In the underlying criminal conviction the State's case against Seka was

wholly circumstantial no physical evidence linked Seka to either homicide In

2018-19 Seka requested DNA testing of evidence from the crime scene and the

scene where Hamilton's body was discarded testing that was not available at the

time of trial That DNA testing produced evidence that not only excludes Seka but

also includes an unknown individual As a result Seka filed a new trial motion which

the district court granted

First the district court properly exercised its discretion granting Seka's new

trial motion Absent the State showing that the district court acted arbitrarily or

capriciously or that its interpretation of the law was clearly erroneous the district's

court decision should be affirmed Further the State cannot raise issues that it did

not raise at the district court to meet its burden on appeal

However if this Court considers all the State's arguments the district court's

decision should still stand First the new DNA evidence meets all of the required

elements for a new trial specifically that it is newly discovered material to the

defense non-cumulative and as such as to render a different result probable upon
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retrial Second because the State has consistently alleged that the crimes for which

Seka was convicted were part of the same incident the new DNA evidence supports

a new trial on all Seka's convictions Third the new DNA evidence is favorable to

Seka as it not only excludes him as the perpetrator but also identifies an unknown

contributor Finally this is not a sufficiency of the evidence appeal so applying that

standard which the State advances is inappropriate because the grant of a new trial

was based upon new DNA evidence

Accordingly Seka requests this Court to find that the district court did not

abuse its decision and in so doing affirm the district's court grant of his Motion for

a New Trial

ARGUMENT

1 THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY EXERCISED ITS

DISCRETION IN GRANTING SEKA'S NEW TRIAL MOTION

In reviewing a lower court's decision on a new trial motion this Court is

tasked with determining whether the court abused its discretion Flowers v State

136 Nev 1 18 456 P3d 1037 1052 2020 citing Funches v State 113 Nev 916

923 944 P2d 775 779 1997 Reversal is appropriate only for clear legal error

or for a decision that no reasonable judge could have made Gonzalez v State 2017

11 The State concedes that the new DNA evidence could not have been discovered

and produced for trial even with the exercise of reasonable diligence it is not an

attempt to contradict impeach or discredit a former witness and it is the best

evidence the case admits
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WL 2950017 Nev Ct App 2017 see also Leavitt v Siems 130 Nev 503 509

330 P3d 1 5 2014 stating an abuse of discretion occurs only when no reasonable

judge could reach a similarconclusion under the same circumstances Even if this

Court disagrees with the district court's decision reversal is only permitted if the

district court manifestly abused or arbitrarily or capriciously exercised its

discretion City of Las Vegas v Eighth Judicial Dist Court Seaton 131 Nev

1264 1 2015 WL 4511922 citing State v Eighth Judicial Dist Court

Armstrong 127 Nev 927 929 267 P3d 777 780 2011 This Court has defined

an arbitrary or capricious exercise of discretion as one founded on prejudice or

preference rather than on reason or contrary to the evidence or established rules of

law City of Henderson v Amado 133 Nev 257 259 396 P2d 798 800

2017 citing State v Eighth Judicial Dist Court Armstrong 127 Nev 927 93 1

32 267 P3d 777 780 2011 This Court has defined a manifest abuse of discretion

as a clearly erroneous interpretation of the law or a clearly erroneous application of

a law or rule Id

Here nothing in the record or in the State's opening brief suggests the district

court mani estly abused its discretion The district court's decision was neither

arbitrary nor capricious and was not clearly erroneous Specifically the record

shows no prejudice or preference and the decision is not contrary to established law

And while the State may disagree with the district court's decision nowhere in its
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opening brief has the State indicated how the district court's decision specifically

meets this high bar for reversal Thus on the standard of review alone the district

court's decision granting Seka's Motion for New Trial should stand

11 THE STATE ONLY DIRECTLY ARGUED TWO ISSUES AT THE
DISTRICT COURT AND THUS ANY OTHER ISSUES URGED IN
THE STATE'S OPENING BRIEF SHOULD BE DEEMED WAIVED

Well established law provides that a point not urged in the trial court is

deemed to have been waived and will not be considered on appeal 01dAztec AIIine

v Brown 97 Nev 49 52 623 P2d 981 983 198 1 For example in State v Lopez

this Court affirmed a favorable ruling on a defendant's motion to suppress after the

State attempted to raise a new argument on appeal 457 P3d 245 1 2020 WL

754335 Specifically at the district court the State argued that precedent should be

overruled and on appeal argued that even if the precedent was not overruled it

would still support their position Id This Court summarily rejected the State's new

argument holding the State had waived it by not raising it below Id

In his district court briefing Seka outlined why the new DNA evidence when

considered with the other evidence warrants a new trial The State however failed

to explicitly address any of Seka's arguments in its responsive briefing ignoring the

required elements for a new trial Instead the State only argued two specific issues

First the State claimed the DNA evidence was not favorable to Seka under NRS
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176 09187 8 AA 001625-40 Second the State argued Seka's motion was

cc

procedurally barred under the two-year statute of linuitations in NRS 176515 Id

In its opening brief the State continues to maintain the new DNA evidence is

not favorable but abandons its statute of limitations argument However the State

raises new issues none of which were directly argued below and none of which

should be considered here Specifically in its opening brief the State urges four new

issues First the State argues the DNA testing results are not newly discovered

evidence Second the State claims the DNA testing results are not material to Seka's

defense and are cumulative Third the State alleges without support that because

the DNA evidence is from the Hamilton crime scene and dump site the court abused

its discretion by ordering a new trial on the Limanni hormicide Finally the State

mistakenly argues that a sufficiency of the evidence standard should apply to

Seka's new trial motion

The State did not urge any of these arguments in the district court and

therefore they should not be considered on appeal However if this Court were to

consider them the State still has not shown that the district court acted arbitrarily

capriciously or in direct contradiction of the law As shown below this Court should

find that the district court properly exercised its discretion in granting Seka's new

trial motion for the following reasons A The new DNA evidence meets the

required elements for a new trial B The new DNA evidence supports a new trial
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on all Seka's convictions C The new DNA evidence is favorable to Seka's

defense and D The sufficiency of the evidence standard is inapplicable to a new

trial motion based upon newly discovered DNA evidence

A THE DISTRICT COURT DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION
IN FINDING THE NEW DNA EVIDENCE MEETS THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GRANT OF A NEW TRIAL

For more than twenty years Seka has maintained his innocence The

prosecution's case against Seka was wholly circumstantial and no physical evidence

linked Seka to either hormcide Now DNA evidence from the Hamilton crime scene

and dump site not only excludes Seka but also includes an unknown individual If

the actual physical evidence exonerating Seka and implicating someone else is

presented to ajury the result of Seka's original trial will not stand Thus the district

court did not abuse its discretion in granting Seka a new trial

The court may grant a new trial to a defendant on the ground of newly

discovered evidence NRS 176515l The evidence must be

1 newly discovered 2 material to the defense 3 such that even with the

exercise of reasonable diligence it could not have been discovered and

produced for trial 4 non-cumulative 5 such as to render a different result

probable upon retrial 6 not only an attempt to contradict impeach or

discredit a former witness unless the witness is so important that a different

result would be reasonably probable 7 and the best evidence the case

adnuts

Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284-85 1991 quoting

AlIcLemore v State 94 Nev 237 577 P2d 871 1978
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As demonstrated below the new DNA evidence meets the elements required

for a new trial Importantly the State does not argue that even with the exercise of

reasonable diligence the new DNA evidence could have been discovered and

produced at trial The State does not claim that the new DNA evidence is an attempt

to impeach or discredit a witness The State also concedes the new DNA evidence is

the best evidence the case adnuts However the State challenges albeit without legal

authority the other required elements for the granting of a new trial The State's

arguments are erroneous at the very least do not demonstrate the district court

abused its discretion First the DNA testing results are newly discovered evidence

second the new DNA evidence is not merely cumulative and third the new DNA

evidence is both material to the defense and such as to render a different result

probable upon retrial

I The Results of the DNA Testing are Newly Discovered

Evidence

The type of DNA testing used on the evidence in 2018-19 was not available

when the evidence was collected in 1998 or when it was presented at trial in 2001

This advanced scientific testing makes the results of the 2018-19 DNA testing newly

discovered evidence despite the State's contentions otherwise

When the evidence in this case was collected the only available DNA testing

at the LVMPD Crime Lab was Polymerase Chain Reaction PCR testing called

Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism PCR-ULP 3 AA 000631-32 At
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the time of trial newer PCR testing was used in the field but it was not conducted

on any of the evidence in this case 3 AA 000631-32 Welch testified at trial that the

PCR-RFLP testing was only a test to eliminate not a test to identify Id 3 AA

000661-62 In other words Welch testified that if he could produce a profile at all

he could exclude the victims or Seka as contributors but he could not include any

other individual Using this PCR-RFLP testing Welch testified that no DNA results

were obtained from the cigarette butts found near Hamilton's body 3 AA 000664

Welch further testified that using PCR-RFLP he was unable to determine if the blood

found on Hamilton's left-hand fingernails belonged to a male or female but that he

could exclude Seka as the contributor 3 AA 000655-56 None of the other pieces of

evidence collected in 1998 were DNA tested at the time of trial Considering the

PCR-RFLP testing method used at the time DNA profiles likely would not have

been obtained from the beer bottle cap or Skoal container using this outdated PCR

RFLP testing method and if they had they simply would have been able to exclude

Seka not include the actual perpetrator

However in 2018-2019 DNA testing was conducted on the remaining key

pieces of evidence 8 AA 00 1816-2 1 Short Tandem Repeats STR DNA testing

using a twenty-one Combined DNA Index System CODIS loci was used and the

results were deeply probative not only did the results fully exclude Seka but also

identified at least one unknown profile on each piece of evidence Id
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First an unknown contributor was identified on the fingernails from

Harmlton's left and right hands during the STR DNA testing 10 AA 002443-44

Although at trial Seka was excluded as a contributor of the blood identified under

Harmlton's left-hand nails the PCR DNA testing was unable to identify epithelial

cells belonging to the perpetrator 10 AA 002437-41 The right-hand fingernails

were not DNA tested before trial The 2018 STR DNA testing fully excluded Seka

as a contributor of the blood and epithelial DNA from Harmilton's fingernails and

identified a second DNA profile in addition to Hamilton's 10 AA 002443-44

Second one of the cigarette butts produced a full DNA profile which belonged

to neither Seka nor Harmlton Id Third both the Skoal container and the beer bottle

found near Hamilton's body produced full DNA profiles neither of which belonged

to Seka or Hamilton 10 AA 002482-83

Finally Harmilton's cap which he always wore and was removed from his

head and left at the crime scene produced two profiles in addition to Harmilton's

but no further inferences could be drawn because of the inconclusive mixture Id

The new DNA testing results were reported eighteen years after Seka's

conviction using a testing method that was not available at the time of Seka's trial

Seka was excluded as a contributor to all the physical evidence but perhaps more

importantly the physical evidence included an unknown contributor which can now

be compared to alternative suspects This DNA evidence can only be described as
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newly discovered and the district court properly deterrmined that a jury should be

allowed to consider at Seka's new trial

2 The District Court Properly Deterrm ned the New DNA
Evidence Is Not Cumulative

To support a new trial motion new evidence must not be merely cumulative

of evidence that was known at the time of trial Sanborn 812 P2d at 1284 The State

mistakenly contends that the mere mention of the physical evidence at Seka's

original trial is sufficient to make the new DNA evidence cumulative While

cumulative is not expressly defined in Nevada law this Court has held that evidence

is cumulative if it was significantly referred to during trial Porter v State 92 Nev

142 150 576 P2d 275 280 1978 Additionally this Court has characterized

evidence as cumulative if it is in addition to or corroborative of what has been given

at the trial Gray v Harrison I Nev 502 509 1865

For example in O'Briant v State 72 Nev 100 295 P2d 396 1956

defendant was charged with arson for setting fire to his own business At trial

defendant claimed the fire was accidental when flammable materials kept in the

business spontaneously combusted Id at 397 On a new trial motion defendant's

presented expert testimony that polishing cloths similar to those stored at the

business were subject to spontaneous combustion Id at 398 In deten-nining the

expert testimony was cumulative this Court held that defendant's theory was

presented to the jury and was rejected because it did not explain two other
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independent fires or defendant's presence in the building moments before the fires

began O'Briant v State 295 P2d at 398-399 In other words this Court held that

the jury was well aware of defendant's theory of how a fire started and evidence

simply adding to defendant's specific theory and not refuting other determinative

evidence was cumulative Id at 398 See also Lapena v State 429 P3d 292 2018

WL 5095822 Nev 2018 finding DNA evidence confirming medical examiner's

trial testimony was cumulative

Alternatively in Hennie v State I I Nev 1285 1286 968 P2d 761 761-762

1998 defendant claimed his two roommates framed him for burglary Both

if airoommates test ied ag inst him and he was convicted Id at 763 At sentencing

defendant learned that both witnesses had been involved in a prior murder

conspiracy and one had testified untruthfully about his indebtedness Id As a result

defendant moved for a new trial Id This Court held the evidence was not cumulative

because the newly discovered evidence which the jury never heard severely

undennine d the credibility of the State's two key witnesses upon whose testimony

defendant was largely convicted Id at 764 Thus this Court held defendant

deserved a new trial Id at 765

Here the new DNA evidence is not cumulative as the State's case was not

based upon physical evidence connecting Seka to the crimes but rather on

circumstantial evidence No sirmlar evidence was or could have been offered at trial
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Most of the evidence that was DNA tested in 2018-2019 could not be tested at the

time of trial and therefore could not exculpate Seka at that time Further the evidence

that was tested at the time of trial provided no probative results Specifically the

State's criffflinologist testified that no DNA results were obtained from the cigarette

butts found near Hamilton's body Although he excluded Seka from the blood under

the fingernails on Hamilton's left-hand he could not positively identify the

contributor or produce a DNA profile for any epithelial cells 3 AA 000655-56 10

AA 002437-4 1 His testimony added nothing to the State's circumstantial theory that

Seka was the perpetrator or to Seka's defense that he was wholly innocent Thus

unlike in O'Briant the new DNA evidence is not cumulative The 2018 testing

identified a DNA profile from one of the cigarette butts found near Hamilton's body

both Hami lton and Seka were excluded 10 AA 002443-44 Further the recent

DNA testing identified two profiles under Harmilton's fingernails Id Hamilton is

presumed to be one of the contributors but Seka is fully excluded from the

fingernails on both of Harmilton's hands Id He is also excluded as a contributor on

the beer bottle and the Skoal container found at the dumpsite AA 002482-83 This

new DNA evidence is of a totally different caliber than the evidence produced at

trial it was not available at the time of trial and it is not corroborative of any other

evidence presented in this fully circumstantial case Simply put the district court did

not abuse its discretion in finding the new DNA evidence is not cumulative
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3 The New DNA Evidence is Material to the Defense and Such as

to Render a Different Result Probable Uon Retrial

Materiality of evidence is synonymous with the probability of a different

result upon retrial so these two elements supporting Seka's new trial motion will be

discussed together Sanborn 812 P2d at 1284-85 Viewed strictly material

evidence is evidence that goes to the essence of the defendant's guilt or

innocence State v Crockett 84 Nev 516 444 P2d 896 897 1968 In short

evidence is material if the evidence leads to the conclusion that there is a

reasonable probability that the result of the proceeding would have been

different United States v Bagley 473 US 667 682 1985 see also Steese v

State 114 Nev 479 960 P2d 321 1998 Crockett 444 P2d at 897 In determining

whether the evidence renders a different result reasonably probable the court

should consider whether the new evidence undermines the dispositive evidence

which incorporate s assessing whether the new evidence materially strengthen s

the defense theory Lapena v State 429 P3d 292 2018 AT 5095822 Nev 2018

Importantly credibility is not the test of the motion for new trial instead the trial

judge must review the circumstances in their entire light then decide whether the

new evidence will probably change the result of the trial Crockett 444 P2d at 897

898

For example in Crockett the court granted a new trial when a previously

unavailable witness revealed that he and not the defendant was the individual seen
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leaving the crime scene Crockett 444 P2d at 896 In affirrming this Court reasoned

the guilt or innocence of the defendant Might well turn on that evidence Id at

897 Furthermore this Court explained Identifying the real killer as someone other

than the defendant is not only material to the defense but establishes a real

possibility of a different result on retrial Id at 896 14

Similarly other state courts have granted new trials based upon new DNA

evidence For example in Aguirre-darquin v State defendant was charged with

murder after his DNA was found on the murder weapon and the victims blood was

found on his clothing 202 So 3d 785 791-792 Fla 2016 Defendant admitted he

touched the murder weapon but explained that he entered the victims home

innocently and discovered they had been killed and tried to revive them Id at 788

Nonetheless he was convicted of both murders Id Post-conviction DNA testing

showed eight bloodstains found at critical locations around the house belonged to

someone else Id at 791 The court held the new DNA evidence along with an

alleged confession from the actual perpetrator conflicted with the evidence

presented at trial and gave rise to a reasonable doubt as to his culpability The

court remanded the case for a new trial Id at 795

14 Nevada appellate courts have only been faced with a Motion for New Trial in

one DNA testing case See Lapena 429 P3d 292 As noted above the Lapena
court denied a Motion for a New Trial because the DNA was cumulative and

therefore did not suggest that a different result was reasonably probable Id at

2
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Similarly in State v Parmar two eyewitnesses identified defendant as the

sole perpetrator of a robbery and murder 808 NW2d 623 626-27 Neb 2012

Post-conviction DNA testing excluded defendant as the contributor of physical

evidence at the scene and although no actual perpetrator was identified the court

granted a new trial emphasizing that DNA evidence even in light of contradictory

eyewitness testimony was highly probative Id at 631-632 citing State v White

740 NW2d 801 Neb 2007 The court specifically held where DNA evidence

create s a reasonable doubt about defendant's guilt and is probative of a factual

situation different from the State's witnesses a new trial is warranted Id at

634 The court stressed that even if the DNA evidence cannot prove the witnesses

testimonies were false it is sufficient if it makes their version of the facts less

probable because defendant need not show that the DNA testing results

undoubtedly would have produced an acquittal at trial but only that a reasonable

probability exists Id see also Arrington v State 983 A2d 1071 Md 2009 State

v Peterson 836 A2d 821 NJ Sup 2003 People v Waters 764 NE2d 1194 111

App Ct 2002 all holding that new DNA evidence warranted the grant of

defendant's new trial motion

Here as in Crockett and Parmar the new DNA evidence is material because

Seka's guilt or innocence turns on it Although the DNA has not been matched to

the real perpetrator it conclusively excludes Seka from the crime scene and from the
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dump site of one of the victims Importantly it also identifies the contributor of the

DNA telling the story of a different perpetrator than Seka In what otherwise is a

fundamentally circumstantial case this evidence as outlined below can show

Seka's guilt or innocence and establishes the real possibility of a different result on

retrial

First Seka is excluded from the DNA under Hamilton's fingernailS2 and

another individual's profile was identified 10 AA 002443-44 This evidence alone

calls into question the prosecution's theory that Seka is responsible for Harmilton's

death The actual perpetrator removed Hamii Iton's jacket from his body and left it at

the crime scene before dragging Hamilton's body from the business to the parking

lot Id Hamilton was likely dragged by his wrists and hands because his gold

bracelet was broken and left at the crime scene Id The perpetrator's DNA could

have been transferred to Hamilton's hands and fingernails at any time during this

process or when the perpetrator disposed of Harmilton's body2 The police saw this

2 DNA testing of fingernails has led to a number of exonerations Sample cases

include Daniel Anderson Illinois Michael Blair Texas Malcolm Bryant

Maryland Chad Heins Florida Jose Caro Puerto Rico Nevest Coleman

Illinois Larry Davis Washington Robert Dewey Colorado Tyrone Hicks

New York Harold Hill Illinois Paul House Tennessee Paul Jenkins

Montana Anthony Johnson Louisiana Evin King Ohio and Curtis McCarty
Oklahoma All cases are detailed in the National Registry of Exonerations at

http www lawurmchedu special exonerationPaaesabout aspx last visited

October 14 2020
2 Locard's exchange principle states that whenever perpetrators enter or leave a

crime scene they will leave something behind and take something with them
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evidentiary potential and tested the blood found under Hamilton's fingernails before

Seka's trial 3 AA 000655-56 However the PCR-RFLP DNA testing that was used

at the time was lirmted and was only able to be used for exclusionary purposes and

could not identify epithelial cells 3 AA 000631-32 While Seka was excluded as a

possible contributor of the blood under Harmilton's left-hand fingernails both the

left and right hand fingernails have now produced two DNA profiles one that does

not belong to Seka or Harmilton This physical evidence now goes beyond merely an

exclusion from the victim source blood identified it allows the State to determine

who the actual perpetrator is It also gives a jury the opportunity to understand not

only that Seka is excluded from those fingernails but that someone else in addition

to Hamilton is included If this evidence had been available at the time of Seka's

trial investigators could have made reasonable efforts to identify the actual

perpetrator This DNA evidence would at the very least create reasonable doubt

and thus lead to a probable different result at retrial

Second Seka is excluded from the evidence that was DNA tested in 2018-19

collected where Hamilton's body was discarded Police collected two cigarette butts

Examples include DNA latent prints and hair Anal Chem 2019 91 1 637-654

2018 https Hdolorg10 102 I acsanalchem 8b04704 last visited October 22
2020 Science Direct Exchange Principle

https www sciencedirect comtopics coMputer-science exchan ae-princjple last

visited October 22 2020
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two beer bottles and a Skoal container 5 AA 001049-50 4 AA 000817-18 3 AA

000626 Although there was a freeway within sight the actual location of his body

was on the side of a road that was not well-travelled 3 AA 00517-18 Although the

State argues the collection of items where Harmilton's body was discarded was done

out of an abundance of caution police not only deemed the items important

enough to collect they attempted to get latent prints from the Skoal container and

beer bottles and attempted to DNA test the cigarette butts 10 AA 002437-41 At the

time the DNA testing results of the cigarette butts were inconclusive 3 AA 000664

A latent fingerprint was identified on one of the beer bottles but was dissirmilar to

Seka's Limanni's and Hamilton's fingerprints and was not tested for DNA 10 AA

002446-47 No latent prints were identified on the Skoal container 10 AA 002446

48 Now Seka is excluded as a contributor to the DNA on all of those items 10 AA

002443-44 002482-83 The DNA evidence on the items found near Hamilton's

body are as probative now as they would have been at the time of trial and Seka

should have the opportunity to tell ajury that he could not have been the person who

deposited those items around Hamilton's body items that police collected and tested

at the time of the crime Additionally now that a full profile exists investigators

may be able to identify the person who left their DNA and fingerprints on this

evidence
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In sum the new DNA evidence is undeniably material to Seka's defense

and as such a different result is probable upon retrial The district court did not

abuse its discretion in finding that Seka meets not only this element but all other

elements necessary for the award of a new trial

B The New DNA Testing Results Support Seka's Motion for a New
Trial for All of the Charges for Which He was Convicted Not Just

for Hamilton's Murder

While the new DNA results support Seka's new trial for Hamilton's murder

they also by extension support a new trial for Limanni's murder and the two

robberies for which he was also convicted The State has always claimed Seka killed

Harm lton and Limanni in one incident Now the State seeks to change its theory and

separate the two murders However because new DNA evidence supports a new

trial on Hami lton's murder it also supports a new trial on all other charges despite

the State's contrary assertion

Although Nevada courts have never decided this issue the New York

Supreme Court directly addressed it in People v Wise 194 Misc 2d 481 752

NYS2d 837 2002 In Wise five defendants confessed to and were convicted of

raping one woman and robbing one man during a night of wilding in Central Park

Id at 483 When the actual perpetrator of the rape confessed and the rape kit DNA

matched him defendants moved for a new trial on all charges Id at 488 In

considering whether the new DNA evidence warranted a new trial on all charges
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the court reasoned t he crimes the defendants were charged with were all

part of a single incident People v Wise 194 Misc 2d at 495 The court

emphasized that the People had relied upon the single incident theory both in their

case investigation and prosecution Id Indeed in its closing argument the People

encouraged the Jurors to consider the overall pattern of behavior and the

defendants Joint purpose Id The court found there was no significant evidence

at trial establishing the defendants involvement in the other crimes of which they

stand convicted that would not have been substantially and fatally weakened by the

newly discovered evidence in this matter Id at 496 The court further held

assessing the newly discovered evidence is required solely in light of the proof

introduced at the earlier trials we conclude that there is a probability that the new

evidence had it been available to the Juries would have resulted in verdicts more

favorable to the defendants not only on the charges arising from the attack on the

female but on the other charges as well Id at 496 Ultimately the Wise court

found the newly discovered evidence was so intertwined with all the crimes charged

against the defendants that the newly discovered evidence would create a

probability that had such evidence been received at trial the verdict would have been

more favorable to the defendants as to all the convictions Id emphasis added
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Accordingly defendants motion for a new trial based was granted for all the

convictions People v Wise 194 Misc 2d at 498 11

Here too the crimes for which Seka was convicted are Intertwined The

State connected them from the time it first sought to arrest Seka through post

conviction appeals For example the arrest warrant states

It appears that Seka was involved in a series of crimes in order to

obtain money which included the theft of the purse the pawning
of construction equipment believed to belong to Peter Limanni and

the murder and apparent robbery of Eric Hamilton in which Harmilton

was shot to death with a38357 handgun and transported to Las

Vegas Boulevard near Lake Mead in the 1998 brown Toyota pickup

truck

9 AA 02146 emphasis added Further when Seka's trial counsel sought to sever

the two cases the State objected arguing the Hamilton's murder and robbery and the

27 The Wise decision is not unique For example Ronald Cotton was convicted of

two rapes When DNA testing cleared Cotton of one of the rapes the State

dismissed all charges against Cotton because the two rapes were sirmilar and

occurred on the same night See

http www law urmcheduspecial exoneration Paaescasedetail aspxcaseld 3124

last visited October 14 2020 Similarly Steven Phillips was implicated in a

eleven incidents where at least 60 women were sexually assaulted Phillips was
convicted in one case and pled guilty in five others However when DNA testing

exonerated him in one case charges were dismissed in all of his convictions See

http www law urmcheduspecial exoneration Paaescasedetail aspxcaseld 3533

last visited October 14 2020 Finally Richard Alexander was arrested for four

sexual assaults and was convicted of two of them Later DNA testing excluded him

in one of the sexual assaults However because of the sinuilarity between the two

assaults the prosecutor vacated both his convictions See

http www law urmcheduspecial exoneration Paaescasedetail aspxcaseld 2990

last visited October 14 2020
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Limanni's murder and robbery were Inextricably intertwined The court agreed

with the State and refused to sever the two cases

In closing arguments at trial the State explicitly discussed the series of

events that led to the deaths of Hamilton and Limanni 6 AA 001354 The State

continually connected the crimes postulating that Hamilton was an innocent

bystander when Limanni was killed and perhaps Harmilton helped dispose of

Limanni's body and then became a loose end that needed to be cleaned up 6

AA 001358

On direct appeal the State continued to emphasize the connection between

the two murders This Court adopted the State's theory of a common scheme or

plan stating

In the present case we conclude that the district court did not err in

finding that there was sufficient evidence to support a conclusion that

the murders of Limanni and Hamilton were conducted and concealed

by Seka in roughly the same manner as part of a common scheme or

plan for financial gain Both individuals disappeared in November of

1998 Both bodies were transported in Cinergi vehicles and were

discovered partially concealed by dirt or wood in shallow graves An
intensive amount of forensic evidence was introduced at trial

including bullets fingerprint evidence and DNA evidence indicating

that both men were murdered at the businesses owned by Limanni at

1929 and 1933 Western Avenue Also both victims died as a result of

gunshot wounds Lastly witnesses testified that both victims had large

amounts of cash in their possession shortly before they were missing
and no such cash was found on their bodies or amongst their personal

possessions

6 AA 001468
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The State connected the two murders and robberies before during and after

trial In so doing the State must now accept that the new DNA evidence calls their

entire theory of the case into question Much like the court in Wise the district court

properly found Seka is entitled to a new trial on all charges because the new DNA

evidence not only proves he did not kill Hamilton but it also casts reasonable doubt

on the entire series of crimes for which the State contends Seka is responsible

C THE NEWLY DISCOVERED DNA EVIDENCE IS

FAVORABLE AND THUS THE DISTRICT COURT'S ORDER
GRANTING HIM A NEW TRIAL SHOULD BE AFFIRMED

The new DNA evidence exculpates Seka and inculpates someone else in the

murders of Limanni and Hamilton therefore it is favorable The State's arguments

to the contrary are meritless Further the State mischaracterizes the facts

surrounding the collection and original testing of the evidence and changes its pre

trial and trial positions on the importance of the evidence

Under NRS 17609187 a defendant may move for a new trial where the DNA

testing results are favorable Favorable is not defined in the statute but appears

to be synonymous with the material standard discussed above See supra section

A 3 Further in criminal cases the absence of physical evidence can be favorable to

a defendant just as the presence of inculpatory physical evidence can assist
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prosecutors seeking conviction 28 Here the new DNA evidence is favorable to

Seka's defense and Seka should be given the opportunity to present it to ajury

1 Harmilton's Fingernails

At the time of trial Seka was not fully excluded as a contributor to the DNA

samples under Hamilton's fingernails The State's assertion otherwise is inaccurate

To clarify at the time of trial Welch performed PCR-RFLP testing on Hamilton's

left-hand fingernails Welch subsequently excluded Seka as a contributor of the

blood identified under Hami lton's left-hand fingernails 3 AA 000655-56 10 AA

002437-41 In 2018 through more advanced STR DNA testing Seka was excluded

as a contributor of the blood and epithelial DNA from both Harmilton's left and right

hand fingernails 10 AA 002443-44 However not only was Seka excluded but

assuming Hamilton was a contributor a second foreign contributor was identified

Id Seka's exclusion from the biological material under both sets of Harmilton's

fingernails was not presented to Seka's Jury in 200 1 Even more compelling Seka's

2001 jury did not learn that a foreign contributor was detected Had the jury

understood not only Seka's exclusion but also the identification of another foreign

contributor their decision on Seka's guilt may have been different

21 In 151 of the 367 DNA exonerations to date the DNA evidence excluded

defendant but did not identify the actual perpetrator

httpswww innocencep oject oraexonerate last visited October 18 2020 In

those exonerations the absence of defendant's DNA was sufficient for the court to

order a new trial vacate the conviction or fully exonerate the defendant Id
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ii Hair Under Hamilton's Fingernails

The State is confused when it asserts that halrs found under Mr

Harmlton's nails were also tested at the time of trial Welch did test the blood on

the hairs but not the hairs themselves 10 AA 002437-41 And although Seka was

excluded from the blood on the hairs Welch was unable to come to any conclusion

on the hairs themselves Id The possibility that this untested hair belonged to Seka

loomed over Seka's case In 2018 STR DNA testing conclusively showed this hair

did not belong to Seka 10 AA 002443-44 The exclusion of Seka on both the hair

and the blood on the hair was not presented to Seka's Jury in 2001 and may have led

the jury to a different conclusion in the wholly circumstantial case against him

Ill Cigarette Butts Skoal Container and Beer Bottle Found Near

Harmilton's Body

Harmilton's body was found in a remote area 21 miles south of State Route

146 3 AA 000517-18 The value of the evidence found around his body cannot be

underestimated Indeed the police and prosecution recognized its importance during

the investigation and trial Not only did police collect these items but crime lab

technicians processed them and the prosecution presented the findings or lack

thereof at trial For the State to now claim that the evidence is irrelevant trash and

that Seka's position that these items are related to the crime is laughable is wholly

contrary to their position at trial
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In 200 1 Welch attempted but was unable to obtain any DNA results from the

cigarette butt 3 AA 000664 The 2018 STR DNA testing produced a full DNA

profile excluding Hamilton and Seka 10 AA 002443-44 In 2001 the Skoal

container was examined for fingerprints but none were identified 10 AA 002446

48 The 2019 STR DNA testing identified two DNA profiles excluding both

HarM lton and Seka 10 AA 002482-83 In 1999 the beer bottle was exami ned for

latent prints and Seka's Limanni's and Harmilton's fingerprints were excluded 10

AA 002446-47 The 2019 STR DNA testing excluded Hamilton and Seka as possible

contributors 10 AA 002482-83

Police did not merely collect these items of evidence police believed them

to be relevant and had the items analyzed to the extent of their scientific abilities at

the time The recent STR DNA testing conclusively excludes Seka as a contributor

Therefore this Court should find that the district court did not abuse its discretion

when it granted Seka's new trial motion so ajury can properly consider the evidence

iv Harmlton's Baseball Cap

DNA testing was not conducted on Hamilton's cap in 2001 The 2019 STR

DNA testing identified three profiles on the cap one belonging to Hamilton and

two unknown profiles 10 AA 002482-83 Harmilton's cap was left at the murder

scene and a jury should be allowed to consider whether the two unknown profiles

could belong to the actual perpetrators
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Whether considered individually or in combination each piece of physical

evidence is favorable to Seka and meets the standard under NRS 17609187 and

thus the district court did not abuse its discretion in granting Seka's new trial

motion

V The Physical Evidence Recently Submitted to STR DNA
Testing Was Relevant in 1999 and Is Relevant Now

Despite the State's contrary arguments Seka has no obligation to show

definitively how the new DNA evidence found under Hamilton's fingernails on the

beer bottle Skoal container and cigarette butt found next to Hamilton's body and

on Harmilton's cap the physical evidence got there Rather Seka need only show

the physical evidence is material to the determination of his guilt or innocence in

HarM lton and Limanni's murders Seka has repeatedly shown the relevance of the

exculpatory DNA results and now it is a Jury's job to consider the physical evidence

and its impact on what was a wholly circumstantial case

Further in clairming that the physical evidence that has now been tested and

shows Seka had no connection to Limanni's and Hamilton's murders is not relevant

the State is conveniently changing their theory regarding the physical evidence In

House v Bell the United States Supreme Court rejected an argument sirmilar to the

State's argument here 547 US 518 2006 In House the State alleged semen

evidence found on the murder victim was consistent with defendant Id at 518 Post

conviction DNA testing established the evidence belonged to the victim's husband's
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the State then claimed the evidence was immaterial as it did not definitively show

defendant did not comnuit the murder House v Bell 547 US 518 2006 The

Supreme Court disagreed and found the new evidence of central importance Id

at 540 The Court stated that particularly in a case like this where the state's

evidence was circumstantial a jury would have given this evidence great

weight Id at 540-4 1

In 1999 police collected the physical evidence processed it for fingerprints

and tested it with the best DNA testing available at the time The police and

prosecution saw the evidentiary value of the physical evidence and when the best

scientific technology available at the time produced no usable results they went

forward with their wholly circumstantial case against Seka Now that the same

evidence the State once considered material exonerates Seka the State calls the

evidence trash The State's position is disingenuous and contrary to the decision

in House Accordingly this Court should reject it and affirm the district court's

decision to grant Seka the new trial he deserves

D THIS IS NOT A SUFFICIENCY OF THE EVIDENCE
APPEAL AND THE STATE'S ARGUMENT TO THE
CONTRARY IS MISGUIDED

The State argues that because a jury convicted Seka without the new DNA

evidence the district court abused its discretion in ordering a new trial First the

State's argument completely discounts the purpose of NRS 1760918 which allows
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a defendant to request post-conviction DNA testing and to request a new trial if the

DNA evidence is favorable In cases like Seka's where DNA evidence both

exculpates the defendant and inculpates the real perpetrator was not available at the

time of trial NRS 1760918 anticipates that the court will consider the new DNA

evidence and will consider the trial evidence in light of the new DNA evidence It

does not direct the court to conduct a sufficiency of the evidence analysis without

considering the new DNA evidence and if it did as the State argues NRS 176 0918

would be meaningless Second the State's sufficiency of the evidence argument asks

this Court to supplant the jury function to weigh all the evidence to judge the

credibility of witnesses in light of the new evidence and to essentially determiine

Seka's guilt or innocence If the State is convinced of Seka's guilt despite the

exonerating DNA evidence the place to argue the new DNA evidence is insufficient

to overcome the State's circumstantial case is at trial not on this appeal

However the court is not required to look at the new DNA evidence in a

vacuum Rather the court should review the circumstances in their entire light

before deciding whether the new evidence will probably change the result of the

trial Crockett 444 P2d at 897-898 In doing so the court should determine

whether the new DNA evidence makes the State's version of facts less probable

Parmar 808 NW2d at 634 As outlined below Seka asserts it does and the district

court in a proper exercise of discretion agreed
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First police believed Harmilton was murdered in 1929 a space Seka could not

access 3 AA 000523 000546-47 000550 The business in 1929 was abandoned

shortly before the murders and Cerda the property manager had the only key 10

AA 002263 Police did not find Limanni's blood or Seka's blood in 1929 or any

other physical evidence that ties Seka to the scene

Further 1933 showed no signs of a crime 4 AA 00913 000981 The police

did not find any victim-source blood any signs of a struggle or break-in or any

bullet riddled clothing Id Indeed despite Limanni being shot ten times no blood or

other evidence of such brutality was found in 1929 or 1933 Instead the police

discovered a single bullet fragment buried in the wall of 1933 Id The bullet

fragment had no blood on it Id 3 AA 000615-27 The State's expert Torrey

Johnson characterized the bullet as class consistent to those found in Limanni's

body but testified that more than ten different types of ammunition and numerous

different types of firearms could have been associated with that bullet fragment 5

AA 001009 Moreover the other bullet cartridges found in 1933 included calibers

other than those used in the murders and Harrison testified that she saw at least one

bullet in the business well before the murders occurred 9 AA 002307 Finally

although the police discovered some of Seka's blood in 1933 it was his home and

workplace The State's assertion that Seka's blood found on the right pocket of a

pair of his own jeans on the wall and on a sink counter of his home somehow
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implicates Seka in two brutal murders is untenable particularly when all other

physical evidence excludes him and includes someone else 3 AA 000617-18

000625-26 10 AA 002270 In short while the State suggested that this bullet

fragment in the wall is proof that 1933 was the scene of Limanni's death nothing

supports this idea See 4 AA 000913

The police also found a beer bottle in 1933 with Hamilton's fingerprints 4

AA 000938 5 AA 001028-29 However numerous beer bottles were found and

collected from trash cans in 1933 and in the dumpster behind 1929 and 1933 Id It

was impossible to determine when Hamilton left that beer bottle in 1933 but his

presence at that location was no surprise Harmilton occasionally worked for Limanni

and Seka 3 AA 000708 000710-11 Harmilton's employment at the business also

explains why Seka's phone number was found in Harmilton's pocket Id

Moreover physical evidence found at the dump site implicates another

perpetrator the unknown fingerprints on the lumber that covered Harmilton's body

5 AA 001051-52 Although three boards contained Seka and Limanni's fingerprints

another two boards found at the dump site contained latent prints that did not match

Seka or Limanni Id These unidentified latent prints were never compared to the

latent prints identified on the beer bottle found near Harmilton's body the three sets

of fingerprints identified near the point of entry to the 1929 crime scene or the

unknown fingerprints identified on Gorzoch's purse Id Nor were any of these
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unknown fingerprints compared to the alternative suspects with motive to kill

Limanni Now additional physical evidence points to a different perpetrator

evidence that cannot be ignored in the way that the unknown fingerprints on the

21lumber at the 1929 crime scene and on Gorzoch's purse was at the time of trial

Importantly many individuals besides Limanni Harrison Hamilton and Seka

had access to 1933 8 AA 001968-69 9 AA 002082 4 AA 000889-90 o

Specifically Kato Toe and Mohammed had access Id These investors financed

Limanni's business and lost hundreds of thousands of dollars after Limanni

mismanaged their funds AA 001966-67 These individuals financing Limanni's

business Kato and Toe leased the business vehicles for Limanni and Kato was the

guarantor on the business note 9 AA 002009-24 002026-43 These investors were

angry and at least one witness a witness that can be considered new claims that

Mohammed was capable of hormicidal violence and that her investigation indicates

Mohammed was the actual perpetrator 9 AA 002157

2 The report proving that Seka did not touch Ms Gorzoch's purse was not

provided to Seka at the time of trial and indeed was not produced until 2018 10

AA 002282
0 Numerous other people patronized the business as Limanni hosted frequent

parties at that location 9 AA 002082 4 AA 000889-90

Police did not collect DNA from the alternative suspects Harrison Kato Toe

or Mohammed so no comparisons could be made Should Seka be retried

hopefully the prosecution or police will attempt to identify the unknown profiles

on the evidence
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Anyone who had access to 1933 also had access to the five vehicles associated

with the business 2 AA 000488 While Limanni and Seka drove the work vehicles

interchangeably Harrison also drove the Toyota truck Id The vehicle keys were

easily accessed from the business 4 AA 000956 During the investigation the police

were even able to retrieve the vehicle keys 5 AA 001080 On October 26 1998

before Limanni disappeared Kato repossessed one of the vans 2 AA 000362 9 AA

02146 He did not have his own keys he simply obtained the keys from inside the

business Id Although the State inferred that the blood in one of the vans and the

Toyota truck showed that Hamilton andor Limanni were transported in those

vehicles that blood does not allow the State to infer that Seka transported the bodies

particularly when so many others had access to those vehicles

Regarding motive it is no more certain than the use of the vehicles The State

contended that Seka's motive for killing the two men was robbery However

everything Harmilton had of value his bracelet ring jacket and cap remained in

1929 or with his body except his money which was gone before he went to Jail on

November 5 negating any claim of robbery 3 AA 000521 5 AA 001088-91 9 AA

002242 002248 4 AA 00082 1 2 AA 000345 Further Seka never possessed any of

Limanni's valuables or money except for those items he pawned from the business

after Limanni disappeared 6 AA 001312 In fact Seka was forced to return to his

home in Pennsylvania because he had no money and no place to stay once the
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business closed which suggests he had no motive to kill Limanni 5 AA 00 1194 95

10 AA 002329-30 8 AA 00 1984 Importantly before leaving Las Vegas Seka gave

police his contact addresses and phone numbers in Pennsylvania 8 AA 001984 5

AA 00 1128 001178

The State further contended Seka's motive for killing Limanni was that

Limanni treated him poorly However in a post-conviction declaration Justin

Nguyen avers that the relationship between Limanni and Seka was good 9 AA

002006 Nguyen was an employee at Cinergi working closely with Limanni and

Seka for several months Id NRuVen states that Limanni treated Seka like his own

brother and he never observed Limanni call Seka names or mistreat him Id Kato

and Toe agreed with Nguyen's assessment 8 AA 001963-66 9 AA 002009-24

002026-43

Finally the only direct evidence the State used to support their theory of

Seka's involvement in Limanni's murder was Cramer's testimony a mentally

unstable man who was angry at Seka for committing himto a mental institution after

they had a violent altercation Cramercreated a story that Seka confessed during that

altercation only after he was released from the mental institution and law

enforcement approached him 4 AA 000776-77 Most notably Cramer's girlfriend

stated in a sworn declaration that Cramer was lying 10 AA 002425-27 She states
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that she was present during the altercation between Seka and Cramer and that no

such confession occurred 10 AA 002425-27

In short with absolutely nothing tying Seka to Limanni's murder and all other

evidence showing he could not have been involved in Hamilton's murder the State's

circumstantial case is destroyed and the district court did not abuse its discretion in

ordering a new trial
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CONCLUSION

As discussed above the district court properly exercised its discretion in

awarding Seka a new trial when the results of new DNA testing not only excluded

him from all the probative physical evidence in the case but also implicated an

unknown individual This Court should therefore affirm the district court's order

granting Seka's Motion for New Trial
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA

Appellant

V

JOHN JOSEPH SEKA

Respondent
CASE NO 80925

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF

Appeal From Granting of Motion for New Trial

Eighth Judicial District Court Clark County

ARGUMENT

1 THE DISTRICT COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION WHEN IT

GRANTED SEKA'S MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL

Under NRS 176515l a district court may grant a new trial on the basis of

newly discovered evidence and this court reviews the district court's decision for

an abuse of discretion Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284

1991

To establish a basis for a new trial on this ground the

evidence must be newly discovered material to the

defense such that even with the exercise of reasonable

diligence it could not have been discovered and produced

for trial non-cumulative such as to render a different

result probable upon retrial not only an attempt to

contradict impeach or discredit a former witness unless

the witness is so important that a different result would
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be reasonably probable and the best evidence the case

admits

Id at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 footnote omitted citing McLemore v State 94

Nev 237 577 P2d 871 1978 The Sanborn factors are conjunctive and if the

purported evidence falls to satisfy a single factor the district court does not abuse

its discretion by denying the motion for a new trial See id at 406 812 P2d at 1285

Here the district court abused its discretion when it granted Seka's Motion

for New Trial The newly discovered evidence presented by Seka was previously

presented to the jury during Seka's trial and thus does not constitute newly

discovered evidence Further some of the items of evidence were not relevant to the

crime scene and therefore are not favorable to defense As Seka failed to demonstrate

that the evidence was newly discovered material to the defense and non-cumulative

the district court abused its discretion when it granted Seka's Motion for New Trial

In any event the evidence was not relevant to the Limanni crime scene and the

district court abused its discretion when it granted Seka's motion as to the Limanni

murder

a Seka is not entitled to a new trial

i Seka's newly discovered DNA evidence is not favorable to the

defense and is cumulative of the evidence presented at trial

NRS 17609187 states in relevant part
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1 If the results of a genetic marker analysis

performed pursuant to this section and NRS 1760918 and

17609183 are favorable to the petitioner

a The petitioner may bring a motion for a new
trial based on the ground of newly discovered evidence

pursuant to NRS 176515 and

b The restriction on the time for filing the

motion set forth in subsection 3 of NRS 176 515 is not

applicable

Here Seka claims that the newly tested DNA evidence is exculpatory and

therefore favorable to the defense under 17609187 8 AA 001853-67 However

Seka failed to demonstrate that the evidence was newly discovered material to the

defense and non-cumulative the district court abused its discretion when it granted

Seka's Motion for New Trial

1 Hamilton's Fingernail Clippings

First some DNA from under one of the victim's Eric Hamilton's fingernail

Clippings were tested Id at 00 1843 Seka was excluded as a contributor to the DNA

sample under Hamilton's nails Id see also 10 AA 002437-41 A second foreign

contributor was found in the DNA sample Id Seka based his argument that he is

entitled to a new trial on the fact that although Hamilton was shot twice and there

was no evidence of defensive wounds the killer may have dragged Hamilton by his

wrists and thus DNA may have transferred to Hamilton's hands and fingernails 8

AA 00 1855-56 Seka's claims are meritless as they are speculative at best Seka fails

to address the speculative nature of his claim and his silence should be construed as
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an admission that his claims are speculative and wholly unproven Polk v State 126

Nev 180 185-86 233 P3d 357 360 2010

Forensic scientist Craig King completed the 2018 analysis of certain items of

evidence from Seka's trial King testified that he analyzed Hamilton's fingernail

clippings obtained at his autopsy in 1998 7 AA 001680 This evidence was

previously tested in 1999 by another LVMPD forensic scientist Id at 00 1680-8 1 In

1999 the forensic scientist tested what appeared to be blood on Hamilton's

fingernail clippings and included Hamilton as a contributor to the DNA profile and

excluded Seka as a possible contributor Id at 001681 King retested the clippings

and regarding the right hand clippings found a mixture DNA profile which he

assumed came from two 2 individuals with one male profile present Id at 00 1682

King concluded that Hamilton's DNA profile was present in the sample and that the

profile was 99 Hamilton's DNA and 1 belonged to an unknown individual Id

at 001685-86 King testified that such a small amount of DNA could come from

something as simple as shaking someone's hand Id at 001686-87 Seka was

excluded as a contributor Id at 00 1690 King's conclusion was the same as to the

left hand fingernail clippings Id at 001692-93

As an initial matter King never verified that there was in fact a second DNA

profile under Hamilton's fingernails King testified that there was a very very

limited amount of DNA in the sample Id at 001686 King also testified that there
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were two locations where there could possibly be a second person Id King stated

that he erred on the side of caution and ran the test under the assumption there was

a second DNA profile Id at 001687 The district court also confirmed with King

that possibly there wasn't additional DNA but he can't rule it out so he left it

in there Id at 001689 Essentially King has no idea if there was a second DNA

profile contained under Hamilton's fingernails he is merely assuming so because

there was a slight anomaly in his testing Seka provides no other evidence or

argument which demonstrates that a second DNA profile was present Therefore

Seka cannot even demonstrate that there is in fact another DNA profile under

Hamilton's fingernails and his claim fails

Despite Seka's contention the fact that there was DNA under Hamilton's

fingernails and the fact that Seka was excluded as a source of that DNA was

presented to the jury at trial 3 AA 000655-56 Seka's claims otherwise are wholly

false Further the fact that this evidence underwent a new type of testing with the

same result does not de facto make the results newly discovered evidence Therefore

this evidence is not newly discovered is cumulative and thus not appropriately

raised in a motion for new trial See NRS 176515 Further as this evidence was

presented to the jury at trial Seka falls to demonstrate a reasonable probability that

this evidence would have changed the outcome at trial Sanborn 107 Nev at 406

812 P2d at 1284-85 The jury heard evidence that Seka's DNA was not underneath
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Hamilton's fingernails The jury still convicted Seka of the murder of Hamilton

based on all the other evidence presented at trial Additionally this evidence does

not exonerate Seka as he claims Even if there was an additional contributor to the

DNA under Hamilton's fingernails Seka cannot definitively state when or how this

DNA got under Hamilton's fingernails Instead he relies on speculation that the

killer's DNA may have transferred to Hamilton's hands or nails when his body was

being dragged As Seka provides no evidence that this in fact happened and cannot

even demonstrate that the DNA must belong to the killer he cannot demonstrate that

this evidence is favorable to the defense or that there is a reasonable probability this

evidence would have rendered a different outcome at trial Therefore his claim falls

2 Hair Under Hamilton's Fingernails

Hairs found under Hamilton's nails were also tested 8 AA 001843 At the

evidentlary hearing King testified that the hairs under Hamilton's fingernails were

tested in 1999 and that Hamilton was included as the source of the blood on the hairs

while Seka was excluded 7 AA 00 1693 94 King testified that he retested the hairs

in 2018 and that Hamilton was the only contributor to the DNA profile from the

hairs Id at 001696-97 King also testified that all of the hairs were black and

consistent with hair from an African American individual Id at 00 1698 King also

t if I I I I I I Iest led that it was 324 billion times more likely that the hairs came from Hamilton

than a random individual Id
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At trial it was stated that Hamilton could not be excluded as a source of that

hair and that the probability of the hair coming from another African American

individual was one in 28 million 3 AA 000623 The hair was identified as coming

from an African American individual and Seka is Caucasian Therefore Seka was

excluded as being a possible source of that hair at trial although Seka claims this is

Ccnewly discovered evidence The fact that this evidence underwent a new type of

testing with the same result does not de facto make the results newly discovered

evidence As this evidence was presented to the jury at trial Seka falls to

demonstrate a reasonable probability that this evidence would have changed the

outcome at trial Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 It has since been

determined that Hamilton was the source of the hair 10 AA 002442-44 The fact

that the victim's own hair was found under his fingernails is not exculpatory

evidence as it does not demonstrate a reasonable probability that the outcome at trial

would have been different Therefore Seka's claim falls

3 Cigarette Butts Skoal container and beer bottle

There were cigarette butts collected from the site where Hamilton's body was

found 8 AA 00 1843 44 Both Hamilton and S eka were excluded as contributors to

the DNA samples on the cigarettes Id at 001844 A Skoal container was also

collected from the site where Hamilton's body was found Id Both Hamilton and

Seka were excluded as possible contributors to the DNA samples on the container
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Id Beer bottles were also collected from the site where Hamilton's body was found

Id at 00 1844-45 Seka Limanni and Hamilton were all excluded as possible sources

of the latent prints on the bottle and Hamilton and Seka were excluded as possible

sources of the DNA sample on the bottle Id Further the DNA sample was identified

as female Id at 001844

King examined the two 2 cigarette butts found in the general area where

Hamilton's body was located 7 AA 001674-75 These items had been previously

tested by a different LVMPD forensic scientist in 1999 Id at 001675 There was no

DNA material detected on the items back in 1999 and King confirmed that he found

no DNA material on the first cigarette butt Id at 001675-76 King testified that he

obtained a partial DNA profile from the second cigarette butt and both Hamilton and

Seka were excluded as contributors to the DNA profile Id at 00 1678-79

King also examined the Skoal container as well as the beer bottles Id at

001714 King testified that he was concerned with testing those items for DNA

because at the time they were originally tested the technique for testing for latent

prints known as huffing could contaminate any DNA profiles on the item Id at

00 1714-15 Huffing occurs when the latent fingerprint analyst breathes onto the item

in order to create condensation to better visualize if a latent print is present Id at

001715 Further testing for touch DNA was not possible at the time of Seka's trial

and therefore there was not a concern with preserving such evidence or preventing
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contamination Id King testified that there was a possibility that the fingerprint

examiner's DNA could have transferred onto the evidence items 1d King also

testified that based on procedures used prior to touch DNA testing the examiner

may not have worn gloves or may have worn the same gloves while touching

multiple items of evidence thereby contaminating these items Id at 001716 King

also stated that examiners during that time would use the same fingerprint brush to

dust for fingerprints on multiple items of evidence and that would potentially lead

to cross-contamination Id

Essentially Seka argues that because LVMPD out of an abundance of

caution collected certain trash items that could have been relevant to the crime

scene the fact that these items did not have Seka's DNA or fingerprints is

exculpatory and demonstrates that he should receive a new trial 8 AA 001856-57

However just because there were trash items located near the site where Hamilton

was found does not make them relevant to the crime scene or even definitively mean

that there will be DNA or fingerprint evidence from the individual involved in the

crime Further Seka does not even argue that these items were related to the crime

or the perpetrator Instead he merely states that because police collected the items

and these items did not have Seka's DNA on them this must show that there was an

alternate suspect Seka's claims are meritless
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Seka has failed to demonstrate that these items are related to the crime scene

at all or that the 2018 DNA testing was reliable The validity of the DNA testing of

these trash items in 2018 is questionable at best King testified that because touch

DNA was not testable in 1999 the methods for collecting fingerprints and other

types of DNA evidence would compromise touch DNA evidence 7 AA 00 1714-16

Therefore any DNA evidence collected after these techniques were used would be

compromised and potentially unreliable Further Hamilton's body was dumped on

the side of the road According to the crime scene diagram shown to the jury at trial

most of the trash items collected were not even near the body One of the cigarette

butts marked 2 on State's Exhibit 79 was located approximately 25-30 feet away

from Hamilton's body I I AA 002630-3 1 The Skoal tobacco container marked 3

on State's 79 was located approximately 20 feet away from the body Id Finally

the beer bottles marked 4 and 5 on State's 79 were located approximately 30-35

feet and 120 feet away from the body respectively Id The State never argued at trial

that the items were somehow related to the murder or would lead to identifying the

killer of Hamilton It is laughable to think that these items might be related to the

crime scene As Seka provides no evidence that this evidence was not just unrelated

trash discarded on the side of the road and cannot even demonstrate that any DNA

must belong to the killer he cannot demonstrate that this evidence is favorable to

the defense or that there is a reasonable probability this evidence would have
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rendered a different outcome at trial Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284

85 Therefore his claim fails

4 Baseball Hat

Hamilton's baseball cap was collected from the air conditioning business and

not tested for DNA at the time of trial 8 AA 001845 In the recent testing

Hamilton's DNA was identified as well as two unknown profiles Id However at

the evidentiary hearing King testified that he had not tested the baseball hat 7 AA

00 1699 King also testified that the evidence bag containing the hat was not properly

sealed and there was no way to tell how many times the package had been opened

or closed based on its condition Id at 001700 King testified that based on the

condition of the bag LVMPD's forensic lab would refuse the evidence because there

would be concerns as to the integrity of the evidence inside Id at 001705 King also

testified that he would be concerned because the evidence package was opened at

trial and was still in an unsealed condition in 2018 and therefore the jurors would

have been able to physically handle andor talk over the hat and transfer DNA during

their deliberations Id at 001707-08 3 AA 000562 King also testified that he did

not place the DNA profiles into CODIS because CODIS will only allow us to enter

in profiles that we believe to be attributed to a suspect Id at 001710 Thus

because King did not believe the DNA profile belonged to a suspect he did not enter
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the profile into CODIS In fact Seka's own expert confirmed that there were many

ways for DNA mixtures to get onto the baseball hat

Q You have also heard let's assume that the hat did go
back to the jury room and multiple Jurors touched the hat

Would that assumption would you expect to find jurors

DNA on the hat

A Under your hypothesis of multiple jurors I would

expect some DNA to also be transferred there I would also

my experience is even if people don't handle

a hat after a crime we often get mixtures on hats So I

think people swap hats the hat salesman hat

manufacturer who knows So it's not uncommon to have

mixtures Whether the minor components come after a

criminal act or before a criminal act really doesn't matter

to my work

7 AA 00 173 5 Further Seka's expert confirmed that without other evidence there

is no way to tell when a DNA profile was left on the hat Id at 001736

Seka does not even attempt to argue how other DNA evidence on Hamilton's

hat which consisted of a mixture of at least three individuals and did not exclude

Seka creates a reasonable probability that the outcome at trial would be different

Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 Further Seka cannot make such a

demonstration because there is no way to tell when these DNA samples were

transferred to the hat and thus any individual Hamilton came into contact with could

have contributed to those DNA samples Therefore Seka's claim falls
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5 Fingerprints

Seka complains that there were latent fingerprints from the Beck's beer bottle

a piece of lumber at the scene where Hamilton's body was found a purse found in

the ceiling of the business and various doors and windows in the business were not

examined 8 AA 001845 However even now Seka cannot show who these

fingerprints belonged to our that a latent print comparison would have shown these

prints were related to the investigation In fact Seka falsely claims that the evidence

includes a single unknown individual trying to insinuate to this Court that one

alternative suspect has appeared Respondent's Answering Brief RAB at 28

However there has been no comparison of the fingerprint evidence or the alleged

DNA evidence for that matter to determine if they came from one individual 8 AA

001856 Therefore this evidence does not exonerate Seka as he claims Seka's

continued attempts to mislead this Court as to the veracity of the evidence fail

The beer bottle and the purse did not belong to either the victims or Seka and

so it is to be expected that there could be fingerprints from other sources on these

items Further Seka's claim that all fingerprints found near the windows and doors

of Limanni's air conditioning business is meritless as any one of their customers

vendors employees friends family etc could have accessed the business and left

a fingerprint in those areas at any time as noted by Seka in his motion See id at

001860 The fingerprint on the lumber which came from the business could also
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have come from one of these individuals and could have been transferred to the

lumber at any time prior to the murders There is no indication that any fingerprint

comparison would have pointed to an alternate suspect or was in any way favorable

to the defense Therefore Seka cannot demonstrate that this evidence was favorable

to the defense and his claim falls

As Seka points out the State did not rely on DNA evidence in proving Seka's

guilt Id at 001850-51 Instead witnesses testified as to the relationship between

Seka and the victims other physical evidence and Seka's own inconsistent stories

and behavior to attempt to hide evidence demonstrated that he committed the crime

Moreover Seka admits that the DNA does not implicate anyone else in the

commission of the crime Id at 001856 Therefore there is not a reasonable

probability that the result at trial would have been different and this evidence is not

material to the defense Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 Thus Seka

has failed to demonstrate several of the Sanborn factors as to each item of newly

discovered evidence and the district court abused its discretion when it granted

Seka's Motion for New Trial

Even if this Court were to find that Seka is entitled to a new trial as to the

Hamilton murder Seka is not entitled to a new trial as to the Limanni murder All of

the items of evidence that were retested for the presence of DNA related to items

that were either found at the scene of where Hamilton was murdered at 1929 Western
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or found where Hamilton's body was located on South Las Vegas Boulevard

Despite this fact the district court granted a new trial as to all four counts that Seka

was convicted of which included two counts where Peter Limanni was the victim a

Second Degree Murder with use of a Deadly Weapon count Count 2 as well as

one count of Robbery count 4 In the event this Court finds that the district court

did not abuse its discretion when it granted the motion as to the Hamilton murder

this Court must find the district court abused its discretion as it relates to the Limanni

murderrobbery However the State maintains that the district court abused its

discretion when it granted Seka's Motion for New Trial as to both murders

b There was sufficient evidence presented at trial to convict Seka

without the DNA evidence and therefore the district court abused its

discretion when it determined Seka was entitled to a new trial

Seka claims that the sufficiency of the evidence in support of Seka's

conviction is irrelevant to his claim RAB at 50-57 However the sufficiency of the

evidence in support of Seka's conviction goes directly to the reasonable probability

of a different outcome in the face of the DNA evidence The standard of review for

sufficiency of the evidence upon appeal is whether the jury acting reasonably could

have been convinced of the defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt Edwards

v State 90 Nev 255 258-259 524 P2d 328 331 1974 In reviewing a claim of

insufficient evidence the relevant inquiry is whether after reviewing the evidence

in the light most favorable to the prosecution any rational trier of fact could have
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found the essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt Oriael-Candid

v State 114 Nev 378 381 956P2d 137813801998quotinaKozav State 100

Nev 245 250 681 P2d 44 47 1984 see also Jackson v Virgaini 443 US 307

319 99 S Ct 2781 2789 1979

Moreover it is the jury's function not that of the court to assess the weight

of the evidence and determine the credibility of the witnesses Origgel-Candido 114

Nev 378 381 956 P2d 1378 1380 quoting McNair v State 108 Nev 53 56 825

P2d 571 573 1992 see also Culverson v State 95 Nev 433 435 596 P2d 220

221 1979 holding that it is the function of the jury to weigh the credibility of the

identifying witnesses AzbIll v Stet 88 Nev 240 252 495 P2d 1064 1072 1972

concluding that the weight and sufficiency of the evidence are questions for the

jury its verdict will not be disturbed if there is evidence to support it and the

evidence will not be weighed by an Appellate Court cert denied by 429 US 895

97 S Ct 257 1976 Thus the fact finder's role and responsibility to fairly

resolve conflicts in the testimony to weigh the evidence and to draw reasonable

inferences from basic facts to ultimate facts is preserved Id at 319 99 S Ct at

2789

A jury is free to rely on both direct and circumstantial evidence in returning

its verdict Wilkins v State 96 Nev 367 609 P2d 309 1980 Also this Court has

consistently held that circumstantial evidence alone may sustain a conviction
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Deveroux v State 96 Nev 388 391 610 P2d 722 724 1980 citing Crawford v

State 92 Nev 456 552 P2d 1378 1976 see also Mulder v State 116 Nev 1 15

992 P2d 845 853 2000 The trier of fact determines the weight and credibility to

give conflicting testimony

There was both direct and circumstantial evidence linking Seka to both

murders When police found Hamilton's body he had a piece of paper in his pocket

with the name Jack on it and a telephone number which came back to Seka's place

of employment 3 AA 000521-22 4 AA 000901-02 000904 Further Hamilton's

body was covered by lumber from the business and Seka's fingerprint was on the

lumber covering both Hamilton and Limanni's bodies 3 AA 000518 5 AA 00 10 11

001015-16 001019-22 Seka was also driving the Toyota pickup truck which had

tires matching the tire tracks left at the location where Hamilton's body was dumped

4 AA 000823-24 5 AA 001030-35 001040-44 Hamilton's blood was also located

in the truck 3 AA 000619 Moreover after being interviewed by police Seka tried

to leave the business with the company van containing Limanni's blood 3 AA

000614 5 AA 001079-82 Seka also admitted to Thomas Cramer that he murdered

Limanni 4 AA 000775-77 000781-82

Additionally Seka lied to police and said that Limanni was out of town with

his girlfriend when Seka knew that Jennifer Harrison had been looking for Limanni

2 AA 000460-61 4 AA 000825 Limanni's personal documents and credit cards
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were also recovered from inside the business where Seka admits only he and

Limanni had access to 3 AA 000526-27 11 AA 0026 10-11 Harrison also testified

that Limanni's dog Jake was always with Limanm and that he would not have left

Jake with Seka 2 AA 000459 000464 Moreover after the police left the business

after their initial search Seka was left alone in the business and a bullet from the

table disappeared and burnt clothing and other miscellaneous items appeared in the

dumpster when police returned to search the business again later that day 2 AA

000375-76 3 AA 000523 000534-35 000585-86 4 AA 000827-28 000846-47

000850-52 Seka also wrote a to-do list which talked about liquidating the

company's assets and finding a new home for Jake I I AA 002603 This list was

dated prior to Limanni's body being discovered in December of 1998 3 AA 000508

10 4 AA 000758

There was more than sufficient evidence to sustain Seka's convictions for both

murders Therefore there is not a reasonable probability that the result at trial would

have been different Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 Thus because

there was more than sufficient evidence to sustain Seka's conviction without the

DNA evidence and because Seka has failed to demonstrate that the result of trial

would have been different the district court abused its discretion when it granted

Seka's Motion for New Trial
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CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing the State respectfully requests that this Court reverse

the district court's granting of Seka's Motion for a New Trial

Dated this 3rd day of December 2020

Respectfully submitted

STEVEN B WOLFSON
Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bar 00 1565

BY IslAlexander Chen
ALEXANDER CHEN
Chief Deputy District Attorney
Nevada Bar 4010539
Office of the Clark County District Attorney
Re ional Justice Center
206 Lewis Avenue
Post Office Box 552212
Las Ve as Nevada 89155-2212

702 61-2500
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Attorneys Clark Countly
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Cltrk HIll PIL and Paola M A
Lake CAY Utah
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men Las Vegas Jennifer Springer Salt

BEFORE THE SITPREME COURT PARRAGUIRRE STIGLICH and

SILVER JJ

OPINION

By the Court SILVER J
John Jack Seka was convicted in 2001 oftwo counts of'murder

and two counts of rolbery reiatod to the 1998 killings of'his boss Peter
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Linianni and contract worlej Eric Hamiltori Both bodies we-r transported

in work vehicles and dumped in remote dc ertareas Atthough subst mfial

Circumstantial and phYsical e-vidence pointed to Seha as the killer no

physical evidence aside froin fingerprints on a board covering HInulton S

body connected Seka to th desert locations where the bodles were found

Genetic marker analysis FNA testing at the time of frial could only

excluele Seka from DN-A collected from a few pieces ofevidence But DNA

testing perfornied 11-1 20-1 8 and 2019 both excluded Seka fro-m DNA on

several pieces of evidence and discovered offier DNA prof iic s on suim of that

evidence In 202C based an these new DNA test resuits 1-1he district court

granted a new triai

NRS 176515l allows a court to gm-mt a new trial within two

years after the orlgnal trial on the ground ofnewly discovered Pvldence

But NRS 17609187 j allows a defendant to move for a now trial at any

time whwe DNA test reFults are favorable to he defendant We have

never addressed vhat constitijtes favorable ce-sults under that statt3te

We now ctarlfv that consistent with Sanb wn t State 1-07 Nev 399 406

812 Rt2ld1279 12184-85 1991 1 new DNA test results are fiavorable where

they would make a diffe-rent result reasonably probable upon rAnal NVe

conclude that the new evidence here falls to meet this requirpaient and we

reverse the district court's order granting a new trial

E

Peter Urnanni etabli hed Cinergi HVAC Ine in Mi 1-998

The bLisiness located at 1933 Western Avenue in Las Vegas was fillided by

investors Takeo Kato and Kaz Toe Limanni hired his friend Jack Seka to

help out with the 6isiness payi
I

r g SE4 a in ash Limanni and Sc-ik-a lived

SUPREME CORT

WVAA
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toge Vtiler It Clnergi Limanni ty-pically drovc the f Ti ess s brown To o ta

truck while Seka drove one of the cornpany vans

Elie buslne s8 did poorly and by the beginning of that summer

Kato and Te wanted their mveArnent returned Instead Limanni decided

to open a eigar shop at Ciner-i's address and fie alona with Seka began

building a wooden walk-in humidor to d1splay the cigars

Limanni ilso began dati ng Jen n
I
fer Harrison that Augmst He

totd Harrison land otliers that ie could disappear and become a new person

Limanni closed his bank accounts on Noven-iber 2 after re-moving large sun-is

of n-ioney On Novernber 4 Lin-tanni vissited Harrison at tier hoine midspoke

of his plans for the cligar shop As he left lie mentioned calfing Harrison

the next dav and aoino with hif tO lUnch ThaL same dav Limarini picked

Seka tip from the airport and drove him back to Cinergi after Seka returned

from visiting faraltv back East

The morning of November 5 Harrison was Linable to reach

Limanni Harrison drove to Cinern and arrived around noon to find Seka

passed out on the floor and a girl on the couch A f W hUndred dollars in

cash vas Iving on the desk Limanni's clothes belt and shoes were in his

room but Llmanni was not there Harrison also found a bullet cartridge on

the floor which did not look as though it had been fired Lin-mm-11's dog

whom Limanni took ever ywhere wasilso at Cinergi At tht titne Harrison

believed Limanni hadsimply disappeared as he'd previously threatened to

do Seka dissijaded her h-om filinga missing person report

On the morning of'November 16 a truck driver noticed a body

I'Ving in a remote desert area between Las Vegas Boulevard South and the

According to Seka no one else lived with themi at the husMSs
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I-IF south Ofwhat is now St Rose Parkway The bodv a male vas located

approxiniately 20 feet offLas Vegas Boulevard South in the middle of two

tire tracks that rnad a half circle offand Iack onto tliat road He had been

shot throuuh the back in the left f1lank and in the bactc of the right thigh

with a 357 callber gun T-here was iio evidence of skin stippling Uggestiri

the bullets were not fired at i close nanue The victill-I WaS a gold1 t7l

nugget ring al-id had a smiall lacerLaion on his right wrist Seven pieces of

lumbc r had beem haphazardly stacked on the hody The victim had a pllce

of paper in his pocket with the name Jack and a telephone number

Detecti-ves learned the vialm was Eric Hamilton who struggled with drug

use and mental 111ness and had come from California to Nevada for a fresh

start According to his sister Hamilton had been doing construction work

for a local business owner Detectives determined Harnilton I-lad died

sometime in the prior 24 hours They traced the telephone nurnber in his

pocket to Cinergi

Notably a c1garette butt was found a few feet from the I ody A

Skoal tobacco container a second cigarette butt a beer bottle and asTond

beer bottle viere fou-nd at var Iyina 6'stances ofappnoximately 15 to 120 fi et

aw I I litiv from the body All of the items were located in the desert aroa withi

several yards of Las Vegas Boulevard South

The Collowing day a break-111 W'WS reported it 1929 WesLern

Avenue a vacant business next door to CInerg i The front w1mlow was

broken ind the glass and cltrj et were bloodied There wercalso blood drao

niarks and three bullets and bullet fragirients A bloodied dark blue-jacket

contained bullet holes that matched Hamilton's injunes Aba-seballhatand

gold nugget bracelet were also f0iind at the scene An officer checked

th perV-net r that morning and looked Into the comnitinal dumpster whicht
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contained only a few papers A nearby business owner indicated the

dun-ipster had been recently einptled

Whid the police wre invesLigat'ing 1929 Western Seku-i drove

tip in Clneri s Toyota truk1i n-iaPm s work ve h1cle The truck had been

recenfly wa hed Officers talked to Seka who seemed nervous Seka told

theni he worked at Cinerg-1 with Urnanni who was in the Reno area Nvith

his mi-11'riend Officers asked Seka if they could check inside C'irlergl to se

if anyone was injured and Seka fi reA Offlicers became concerne d after

spottin a on the office desk and some knives and they hand ciiffi-A

Seka and setrched the business In the room being remodoledas l I lumidor

they found Iti-mber that matcheal the lumber covering Hamilton's body

TheY also found a bullet hole In the coucli a32 cartridge I-AIII A Jn the toilet

and both 35 and 32 bufletsin the ceiling Officers lookedabove the celfiric

t1lesand found a wallet containing 11manni's driver's llict nse social secu rity

Card and birth certifica-te as well as credit cards and a stolen purse In a

garbalge can insicle they found Limanni's photographs alongside soine

papers and persona-1 belong-ings The officers eventij ally left to go to lunch

Linhandcuffing Seka and leaving him at Cinel-gi They were gone fora III-Itle

Over all hour

When the officers returned they noticed that the bullet that

had been on the desk was missing Seka opined that the building owner

had removed it but the building wvner denled having been inside or having

touched the bullet Officers also checked the dumpster aoain and this time

saw the bottom of th dumpster now filled w-1th clothing papers Arjs

and photographs some ofit In Limarinl7s name Some of the items were

burnt Detectives a-Isc lnvesti gated and impolumded the Toyota truck Sek-a
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drove Lip to tlie premises with which had apparent bloodi inside of the truck

and on a coil of twine Inside

Officers Mirandized Seka who agreed to bc interviewed at the

C

I

letective bureau Seka told the detective that Lirnanni had vanished weeks

ago and that Seka was trying to keep up the business alone He described

a man nanied Seymore who had clone oddJobs ffir Cinergi and claimed he

last spoke to Seymore In late October when Seymore called Seka's eel

phone to ast aboi it doing odd jobs Detectives determined Seymore Nas

Hamilton The dotective interviewing Seka told Seka he was a inurder

suspect atwhich point Seka siniled and stated You're really starting to

ware ine now I think you'd betterarrest Tne or take me home Do you Lave

enough toarrest i-ne righl now The detective explained that 011-ICel'S WOUld

wait until the forensic evidence returned before making an arrest and then

lie drove Seka back to Ciner-tyi

Seka told detectives lie had a dinner appointment and needed

a vehicle Detectives explained they were impounding the Toyota truck but

told Seka that he could take a conipany vau At the time there wer i two

vans a solld white van and a van with large advertising decals Detectives

handed Seka the kevs to the solid white van and Seka inade a coininent

thatsuggestet-i he would rather take the clcaled vm Becomin 0 Suspicious

letectives searched the decaled van and found blood droplets in the back

They allowed Seka to In the solid Nvhite van Ska prornised to return

following dinner But Seka did riot return Instead he told property

inanager Michael Corolla he was leaving and asked Cerda to look after the

doy Seka also asked Harrison lfhe could borrow her car lkelllng her he

necded to leave Lown to avoid prosecution For murder and thA lie was going
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underground Eventuiilly Seka returned to the East Coast to stay with

his girlt'riend

LIhii anni's body was discovered December 23 in Callfornia

approximately 20 feet frOMNIpton Road in an isolated desert area near the

Nevada border Limarim as wearing only boxer shorts Faded tire tracks

showed a vehicle had driven away from the bodly Thi body's condition

indicated LETtanni had been dead for several weeks He had been shot at

leaqt 10 timeswith a 32 caliber gun Seven shots were to tile head

Seka was arrested in Pennsylvani i in March 1999 The marder

weapons a32 eallber firearmand a3157 caliber firearm wfIre never ft iAnd

11

The State charged Seka wlth two comits of i-mirder with use of

a deadIv weapon open n-w-rder and tv o counts of robbery with use ofa

deadly weapon and filed notice ofit intent to seek the death penalty The

case we-nt to trial froin February 12 to March 1 2001 The States theory of

the case was that Seka killed Limarini after learning Litnanni was going to

abandon the business and betray Sekla by leaving him alone to deal with

the fiallout of the I 711 led buslness The State I-IrIcrued Haj-n'lton inav have
cl

e thc 11I r helpe Seka or sii-nply been an innocent bytander who was shot as

lie attempted t I flee

Some of Sekal's friends testlfic d Lamanni treated Seka well but

Jonnifer Harrson recallod Ll-inanni treating Seka poorly Ind testifited that

Limanni alwavc referred to Seka as his nigger Harrlon also explained

Un-tann controlled Seka's access to mone and often ordered Seka to run

rnenial errands Seka once told Harrison that Limanrii's anger aiid ii anie

calling was just the tip of the lceberg Harrison further testified that she

called Seka the morning Limann-I disappeared and Seka reported Limanni

had left early that i-norning Harrison thought Seka seemed really down
SI UPR s IE cokjFa

Or

NEVADA
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and Seka told Harrison that he had 3-ast discovered his gfflfrt nd vvas

cheatino on lairn But Seka's r1fi-lend testlfi d that nothing had happenedt j

between them durin Seka's v1sit and that Seka had not been upset with

her

Notably Seka fr-I Yid of 12 vears Thoi-filas ramer testified to

once overhea-ring Limanni treat Seka poorly during a phone call Then

during the time that Seka was hiding from being apprehended by the police

for inurder Crai-ner asked Seka about the ruinor that he killed Limantal

S'e a ing They didn't even find the body anotherka resporided q yl On

L'Do you warit me to do to youoccasion Seka threatened Cramer by sayin

what I did to Pete Unianni Finally Cramer tefified Seka told hini that

Limlanni had come at Seka with a gun and Seka had wrested the Lln from
1 71

Urnanni and shot him in self defe rise During cross-exanimation by Seka's

attoriieys Crannerwas iinpeached byacknowledgjng to the'ury that lie had

Ien treated for alcohol addiction and depression had been diagnosed with

nia I Ijor depressive disorderand PTSD was on medication and admitted that

he ha-d previously been treated at inental hospita-Is He also adniitted to

beina upset with Seka vho was frlens with Cramer's gir1friend and helped

her secure a restraining order against Cramer Seka was also instrurnental

in having Cramr put into a niental institution

Durina trial the evidence established th'at a3'2 caliber firearm

vvas used to kill Limanni whiie a 357 callber firearm was used to 1111

Hamilton Both types of arnmunition vere foiind at Clinergi whre Seka

had been living and working Th evidence further suYgetd that o nly olle
71

ftlll had been ustd at cach shooting T'he eviderice flso showed Llmirknis

body had been transported in the decaled Company van whilo Hamilton's

body had been transported in the bed ofthe brown Toyota pickup truck
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The tires on the Toyota truck niade Impressions similar to the tire tracks

near Hamilton's body DNA from a glass shard f-Lirther established that

Hamilton was the vlcti n killed at 1929 Western th busuiess ii xt to

Giner-j Of th wood covering Harnllton's bod ce-S hore seka sy two Ple

1rlnts and one bore Limanni's Beer bottles in Cinerg-i's trash yIeNed both

Seka's and Hamilton's prints But prints on the beer bottle f6und in the

desert area near Hamilton's body did not match Seka and DNA evidence

from Harrill ton's fingernails exeluded Seka as a contributor Th State did

riot arg-ue Lhat Sc dropped tf ie rrashfound near Ramilton's bodY

During clostngarguments the State theorized thatSeka killf-A

Unianni after learnin I I II I g Limann was going to aba-ndon the business and

betray Seka by leavilig him alone to dea with the fallout of the falled

business Th State argued Hamilton rnax fia-w cither helpf-A Seka or

sImply been an innocent bystander who was shot as lie attempted to flee

But defimse counsel theorized that Cinergi's investors who had lost a

substantial surn on Cinergi and disliked Limanni caine to the businel-Is

after Seka had moved otit took Limanni out into the desert and kitled him

and also shot Hamilton an innxmt bystander Defilnse counsel argued

that no evidence iniplic atA Selua in the murders that Seka hadno motive

to ktI the victilms and that the State's caseagainst Sckav as not believable

Defense counsel contended Linianni was a con inan and highlighted

discrepancies and weaknesses in the circunistann al evidlence to uiideriynrl

the Stats case and suggest alternative theories Relcvazit Tiere defenser

2For example defense counsel argu ed that Cinerg investors lied to

detec tives Crarner's to-stin-ionly cof'Lirnanni gurgling blood was Inconsi'stent

v Id I the lack of blood at Clnergi Cramer suffered from mental Ilness and

developed the story to get Seka laway from rarriers girIftlend Cramer

9
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counsel pointed out through photographs in ovidence shwIn Siltka

smoking that the c1garette butts found near Hamilton's body were a

differel-It kind than those Seka smoked and therefore did not tie Seka to the

The jury foun I Seka gtiilty of first-degree irturder with use of'a

deadly weapon and robbery in regard to Hamilton and of second-de groezl

murderwith use ofa deadly xveapon and robbery a to Lin-lanni but theJ-U-rY

deadlocked at the penalty phase Seka thereafter stipulated to Ille

I mprisonment without the poss't fity of parole to avoid Lhe duath penalk

Ill

Seka filed a direct appeal in Mny 2001 ind we affirmed One

conviction Seka thereafter petitioned for a writ ofhabeas corpi-iq which

the district ct-mrt denied and ve affirmed the denial

fri 2017 Seka requested a DNA test of evidence collected at

Han-61ton's remote desert crime scene and the surrounding area Seka

irzued that had terns collected by detectives vielded exc patory evidence
r5

I I I U1 I

at trial he would not have bec n convicted particularly in light of the

evidence Implicating Cinergi irive stors and undermirilng Cramer

testimony of Seka's confession The district court granted Seka's request

and the following itemswere tested for DNA in late 2018 and eark 201-9

J Two elgarette butts Found near Hamilton's body Te tlng in

1999 failed to flind any testable DNA Testing In 2018 failcd to obtain DNA

changed his story between the preliminary hearlm and trial-I testimon Y

suggested other people had access to and frequented Clnrp Seka was too

small to have singlehandedly put Limanni's 200-pound corpse in the

vehicle drive him to the state line and bury him Seka would not have left

his own phon mi-mber in Hmiiilton's pocket had lie killed Hamilton etc
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fi oi-n orip cigarefte butt 1ut a partial profile 1rom the second c1garefte butt

did not niatch either Han-111ton or Seka and both xer excluded a
Con trib u t ors

Hamilton's fingernall clippings Testing in 1998 excluded

Seka as a contribut w to the DNA from the Clippl-Dffs 011 AW Land Thie 2018

DNA testing likewise excluded SF2ka as a contributor Lo the DNArroyll the

cllppings ort both hands but found possible DNA from another person

afthough it was Such a small arnount f DNA 4 tl It It cot-ild have heen

txansferrd I roin sonietliings benign as a handhake or DNA inay not have

actually existed

13 Hairs f6u-nd underneath Hamilton's fingern tjls In 1998

the DNA proffle 11ainilton and exciude i S'eLi Th 2-018 te tinge S

llkevise foi nd only Hamilto-n's DNA an the hairs

4 The Skoal Lolacco contalner found near Hi mllton's body

The 2019 testing shoed t o contribi-itors but H-amfliton and Sekl l were

excluded Tlie foreii Icseiennst explained thl-Itan old techntqU Used to find

latent Engerprints iniy have been used on this item and may

have c-orit irninated the DNA profile Moreover because at die time of'the

P-40nat trial the State did not1-mve the capability to test fof touch DNA
the scientists mav nA have vorn rloves Nvhlle examining the evidence or

The State PLAI the results frorn the second cigarette butt into the

CODIS system a dauib
LI ise of DNA profil es and othersaniple from various

arrestee and offendertoz but A not find any matches

4'1'11 C forensdc scientist oxplalned that the test results show-ed 99

perceInt of the DINIA coining from Harnilton as the DNA contrib u Lor and I

percent oftlie DNA comin fron-i an unkno tn contri-butor

Statistically it vas 3324 billion times morc likely that the DNA was
Harniltonz than that ofa different unknovvii contributor
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crime scene analvsts mav have used the same Ioves and sanae firiggerpri

dustint'g brush while processing evidence thereby addlrig to or

DNA
1 5 A be T bottle f0und off the rond In the desert Im t1le vicinity

of lkm-nltons body The 2019 DNA testing excitided Ha n-illton and Seka bit

included a fei iale contributor As vvith the Skoal tobacco container the

forensic scientist testified that huffing and otlier outdated pt-oeedure s inay

have contributed unknown DNA onk tho itlein

6 The basebafl hat f0und at 1929 Wsterri The 2-1019 DNA

testing slioved throe contributors Irichi-ding Hamilton but the results were

lnconcl-w ive as to Seka The forerisle selentist explained the cap was kepT

in an uns-ealed bag aiona Nith a toothbrush also found at 19'29 Western

Critically lie fUrther tetsl ified that it was Imptssible to kjiow how manyY

tlmes th bag had boen opened or closed during flne ury tn i or whother

the ha had bc en contaminated sucli as hyjurorsiolding it or talking overn t

Based on thesse DNA repufts Seka moved for a new trial

arguirip the new resulus both exculpated Seka a-rid an unknownL I

erson In the crlni s Jhe district coiirt f6tind that Whe rmiltiple unknown

DNA profHes are fawwa-Wo evidence and Lrantc d t he motioll

Arguln the new DNA I dev ence does riot warrant a new trial

the Stnte appeals

IV

NRS 1'476 515 l allovs a court C gnant a new trial on tf

ground of newiv discovered evidelice That statute 2erwt'all y requires a

12
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defendant to niove f6r i ricw tria vithin two yclal-s OF ffie verdict-6 NPkS

1765153 An exception applies where the newly discovered e-vidence

con-ws fzqA DN-tk test-Ing in whic h cae the defend ant may inove for a new

trial at any time if the evidence 19 favorable to the delfendant NRS

17309187 doeS176 09187 1 ButN R S not def-ine the flerm CaVOI It i e We

I-eview the district court's decision to cvrant a now trial for an abuse of

d-Iscretioti Safnborn Z State 107 Nev 399 4M 812 P-2d 127 9 1-284 11-199-1

But we review issues involving statutory interpretation de novo TVe idell

u H-90 Inc 128 Nov 94 101 2-171 P3d 743 748 2012

We have never addresseci what makes DNA e'vide rice

favorable under NR-S 176091871 or the circumstance-s uncler which new

DNA evidence warratnts a new trial At the outset we note courts ha-ve

ni rnfly held that the inovinf pau i ft rty bears a heavy burden on a inotion for

a new tr al on newly discovere i evidence INS v Abiidu 485 U 94 110

1988 And over a century ago we qet forth elements foi deterint-airily

whether newly discovered evidence in general warrants a new trIal sce

Sanbori 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 v Sfcac

94 Nev 237 239-40 57-1 P2d 87 1 872 1978 see allso OhUe U State

Nev 418 424 456 P2d 431435 1969 WhIse t Vv'hisc 36'Nev 16 24 131

R 967 969 1913 111 Smborn wc explaln ct

the evldc nce must bc new Iv di'scovered rn ateri'd to

the defense such that even with the exercise of

I We note thit generalllv the district courtjudgo who Presided flt ty-1 11

should be the Judge vho liears and deterinines Lbe Tno6o-n for new n-lal

vhene er possible as the trlal Judge is Irt the best position to dotern-1111

wfiether nev ev-jdence 1 favora Ifle to the defenciant ee NRS 176 09187
We encotinago U-Ie district cotirts to be exceptiona 11Y wilndful of thIs and be

eryfarridiar with the trial record if the trIaIjudge is iniv all able to preside
4over a nwU0171 for a riev trial
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re-asonable dihgence It cotild riot ha-ue been

disco crecl and produced tor triat non-culnlllatlve

such as to render a di-f ferent resalt probable upon
retrizil not ony an attenipt to contra ct impeach
or discredit a forrTier unless the witness is

90 important that a different resiflt wouid be

reasonably probable and the best evidence th case

107 NeN at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 As these factors are conPrictive IV

a new trial muzst be denied where the anovant falls to sansy any factor

We interpret NRS I 76 091 977s inandate thcat new evlnce be

1t a orable In cV oncert with this long ho riored case IaNv CY First Fin Bank

AY 01 A o Lane 130 Nev 9'2 339 F13d 1989 129 12014 Thls court AT111

not read a Aatute to abrocrate the common law withoia Clear IC-isiative

instruction to do so Anto-nin Sc Ilia Bi'vai A Garner Reading Lav

The Intel-Pretation ofLegal'Kxts 318-19 20-1-2 addrcssing the presumptloD

t hal a statl jt will not be reid to alter the con-n-non law absent the stattite7s

char intent to do o We coneb-ide that to warrant a new trial the

favorable MNA eviderice must do niore than mere 1N support the

defendant's rositi in or OSSIbly after the outcome of trial See Whi-se 36

Nev at 4 131 P at 969 Nflit is not sifficlent that the evidence had it

bpen offered at trial inzoht have changed thejt-idormont emphasis added

The new DNA evidence must be material to a key part of the prosecut 101-1 of

defen'se i so s'2lgril icant to the trial overall such that had t been

introduced trial a dlff'erent result would have been reasonably probable

See id Nev 1v discovcred vldence to have any welorht in the consldfratiorl

Seka acknowledlges the term favorable in 176 09187

synonyrnus w1th Sanborns stamlard

14
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of a trial CUyt MUSt b TrMt C1111 or 1-rnportatit to the T-novint such
L-r P

o rend-er a

The weiO-it ofthe new DNA evidence will ultimately depend on

the facts and eircomstances of eaell individual case including the

sufficitency ofthe evidence adduced at trial Cf State u Parinar 808 KW2d

623 631-34 Net 201-21 comparing and contrastlilg cases where the new

DNA evidence probably would or would not have produce d a substantially

differpnt reult ifthe evidence had been offered and adw itted at trial

see also Walker v Stlale 113 Nev 853 8712 944 P2d 762 7715

concluding e-vidence would support the doilendant's arunuru but

ulllrnatelyi3as iot of a cahber that would fikely lead to a different result

But we stress that newiv discovered DNA evidence cannot be considpred

favorable here I does not underinine the JLWY'S verdlCt and is cumulativC

under the facts of the case CIF Cutler u Statc 9 Nev 427 429 596 P2d

216 217 1979 concludln 04 g cuniulative c vidence did n t warrant a new

triat Brwrdette t Tlltus 70 N M5 312 267 P2d 620 623-24 0954

i M I IksLlfflp wly d'scovered ev'dence is also not f avor able where it ha no

rehvj nc to the circumstances of the cri-t-ne Cf Mortcw3eii u Statel 115

Nev 27 3 287 986 P21d 1105 1114 f 1999 il explaining the new evidence did

not relate to the of the inurder Aid dId not a new

Althoug11 LuPena u State Docket No 073826 Order of Affirinance

Octo bcr 11 201S 1 unpublished it Is a1so Iristructive hpnz There ve
c0fi NMerc d newly discovcred DNA uIldence that impeached a key A itnE'SS S

testimony of the inurder bur concluded the DNA evidence did not warrant

a neA trial where the vltness's test-Irrion y had been impeached at trial by

the medical examiner Id Moreover an additional unknoN n DNA prof-Ile

nn the cord used to stra-myle the victim did not varrant a new trial whore it

nierely showed that an unknown person liad handlc-A the cord t son-w

Lulknown time 1d
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suspect r exculpate the de'fendant Nor Is discovered eviden-Ce

favorable where it impeache s a Witness witho-Lit contrad-Icting or reftiting

the trial testimony supporting the verdict Cf id at 288 986 P2d atIny OT

1114 concluding introducing the evidence would simply be an atten-Ipt to

discredit the witness where that evidlence did riot contradict or refute Lhe

trial testirnony Lik evIse 0ie newly discovered evidence will not

be ftavorable if it mereh goes to an issue thal was fully explored at tria 1 and

is not sufliciently inaterial to make a different ver ilct probable Cf

D'Agus Ino State 119 Nev 417 423-24 915 P2d 2164 267-68 1996

con cI u ling newly discovered evidence about benefits offit red to a witnc ss

did not wa r-raiit a new ti-la where the witness's criminal backc-round uid

cooperzition with police had been explored at trial see al'so SiMMOTts 7

Stae 112 Nev 91 103 912 R2d 224 fI996 concluding nowly

discove-red evidence flfUat was relevant to t-Irle qjestlor of where the victim

was did not warnant a neA trial where substalinal evidence alreacly

pointed to the n-nirder scene

I I I
lG

Nith tii e eception ofSeka s fingerpr'nts on the vood stacked

on Hamiltons body ID the desert the at the 2001 trial presente0i no

other physical evidence ft-om where the bodY was found to tle Seka to the

murders instead relving on the circunistantial The DNA testing

in 2018 and 2019 produced six jww pieees of DINA evido-nce taken frorn

Hamilton's fingerniall clippings and hair under his fingernalls from a

tobacco conta ine1r beer bottle a nd cigarette butt found i n the vic-I nity of 11 i 8

Although the Sta te argue the evidence is not new because sinallar

evidence was presented at trial we note the DNA tests performed in 2018
and 2019 were notavallable at the tinic oftrial and the new DNA te-stf7 were
ahli totind AddAR-mal pwofiles making those te-st results nc My discovcred

e idenc t I Iv 1e hat could not liave been d'scovered at the t'me oftrial

1-6
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body and froin a hat f0w d at Ha-milton s i-nurder scene As set forth iri

detail belo v althouc h zoine of the eIdence nevly tesled yielded other1 I L
I

I

unknown profiles none ofIt cxculpated Seka of the murders necessarfly

imphcatd another suspect in the crimes or othe-rwise miteri illy supportled

his definse Cri-fically too the nekN DNA evidence froni the scene where

Hamilton's body was dumped vas C111MUlative ofthe evidence adduced

trial as no DNA evidence Inculp Ited Selza to thatseene In1001 and the riew

DNA re-sulLs hkewiso do not Mculpate Spka to that CrIlne SCOIle Moreover

tile TIH-w DNA evidence did not contradict or refute the totality of the

evidence supporting the verdlet Thus the following reasons the new

DNA evidence was not favorable to the defense within thrneanino of NRS

171
6091879

I t as to the hairs found underneath Hai tM rs nilton's fin-ernalls

updated DNA testinlc showecl only that those wc-re Hatrilton's hairs

mirroring the DNA results at the iine of trial aInd is cumul-atIve here As

to the DNA collected from Hamilton's fingernall clippings the IwIlet and

lack of stippling evide nce sbows Hamilton was shot in the back fron a

distance seinlngly as he fled fi-orn the killer There is no evidence of a

struggle reducing the evidentlary value of any newly Cliscovered DNA
tn

under his firip-ernails l I Mreovei thc-fingerna'lcl rip'jigspro de Isol'ttle

k cthata nuniber of firjgf rprints ta n fr om item's at

Clnergi and evidence around Hamilton's body were not tesLecl and c ontlends

those ringerprints Inay have Imphcated another perpetrator Because the

narrov question before us is whether the new DNA evidence supports the

grandnv of a new trial xe do not aiddress the untested fingerprintsn

I'Althou h Seka distinguishes between flne blood tested at trial and

the cq Ithelial cells tested in 2018 this distinctionis not

SUPIEW COURT

NEVDA
11 17
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DNA that it is possible another t rofile might not actual

reducing the evidence's already dwindling value

fUrther

The beer bottle c1garette bUtt and Skoal llobaem contalliel

were spread along the shntil ler ofa major road at increasing distances of

tip to 120 feet from Han-filton's body and may vve 11 ha been nothim more

than trash tossed by drivers or Pedestrians in the desert area The State

did not argie at triai that Seka dropped those iterns and to the extent DNA

testing yielded Lm1u-iqwn DNA profiles the new DNA evidence shows only

tha an mi1dentifie I person tot-tched 1hose iterns at sonie tuilmown time 12

Phus an'y I Ink to the killer is specalative at best Moreover testing at the

tirne of trial used outdated techniques and procedures that may have

contarninated any DNA on those items further calling into qLiestlon their

evidenharv value And the ury was alreidyaware that th 6gJ arette butts

found near Hi-millton vVe're djfTn-ent than those that Selm smolcd making

the new DNA test res alts on that evidence cum i ill Z-AtIve

FinallY the D-NA on the hat has no probative value hiere

Although that testing produced Other Profiles it was 111CO11C111 Cive as to

Seka and moreover the fiat was not Froperly sealed and may have been

containinated Defore and c4irlnc trlal inclLzding by the jury making the

presence of additiorml DNA profiles of no relev4ance under these

circurnstances

Thus at inost this new DNA evidence shovved only that another

erson may have come
i

Iin cant act v ith same of those tems It does not

Under the facts here Iere Seka was excluded Lt contrlhutc r on lboth

types of evidence

1-Notably too tj je Ieer bottle produced a f male profile and Seka has

never argued that the killer was a won-inn
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mat-erially support Seka's defense as t is eumulabvi of h dI t I t e e I ence

alreadY adduced t trial exciuding S-4eka as a contributor to DNA profiles or

finperprint evidence Th State I'dnot nI'v upm any of these items at trizal

to Arpue ek'a'Is guilt f'Urther reducing the evidentlar-v value of the new71

DNA evidence and moreover nothing supports that the killer rictually

Z Iuhed any of the evidence tested 2018 and 2019 Nor did any ofthe

T_IeW DN evidence Implicate another killer or exonerate Seka under the

totality of Lill of the evidence adduced in thIS Cise

Importantly non ofthis neA evIdence from Hamllton crMIC-1

scenes affects the evidenct support ing the guilty verdict where at trial no

physical evidence of'DNA tied Se-ka to the crime scpneF and the State s

was cornpletely circum stant1al It Is cle ir from the c-Ircti-nistan tial evldenct

that ffi irmIton was kill d next door to Sekas busMoss and residence on

Western Avenue and his body vas transported and 11111ped in a remote

desert area The 357 bullet casings found at Ciner-i vve-re consistent with

the callber of go-un that was used to 4ioot Hami-Itoln next door and

Harmiton's b1lood as found at 1929 Western and in the truck Seka vvas

driving the morming after Hamd ton's bdAv was Cfiscover A Moreov r the

truck's dre impressions were sim-I'lar to the tive tracks f0111-id Dar

Hamiltons body-tracks that drove offand back on the rolad consistent with

the bodv being quickly dun-iped Although crime scene analysts rouLinelyn

gather items fou-nd around a body in hopes of jinplicahng a PUller uridfr

thc
I

se partlcular circurns ances-where the body was dri to a reniote

a and clumped offth e side oftne road-the random trash I'terns in thear

desert with unknown DNA contributors do not u1ndern-tine the offier

evIdence aalrist Seka
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Moreover the physical and circui n stan tial evld mce

I

IoverwIriel-mingly supported a giifllly verdict as to both murders Limann

W I S k I I e d 1 ml I 1 1 I II y'cl
33 cAiber weapon Lmd Han-JIton was lkffled by a 357 caliber

weapon-and both types ofam-munitIon were found at Cinergi wliere Seka

vorked and livecl flan-ii1ton was killed next door to Cinergi and Lhe bullet

fragi-nents suggest Linianni was kilted at Cinergi a supposition

corroborated Iv Seka's own confesslon to Grarner Both 11mann-i's and

Hariillton bodles were clumped off a road in fl-le desert Llrnanni7s hody

was tr ansported in the cornpan 711 van Se-ka preferred to drive before Limanni

disappeared and Han-ulton-s body vas transported in the Toyota truck thar

Seka was drivin after Llinaimi dhsappeared-a truck that had Neri

cleaned shortly before o1ficers resonded to Hamilton's murder scene

Ha-milton had a note with Seka's name and business number in his pocl et

and his body was coveredin wood taken from CinerJ t C 1-1c'i Iat ontak ed Sekas

fingerprints Beer bottles found In the garbage the day after Hamilton's

body was discovered had both HamlLtons and Seka's fingerprints

su gesting the two had been drinkinc at CM7r 0A w'or to Le altereation96 zn just f I

at 192 9 Western Llinanni's were hiddenY

liad access to aftr U-manni disappeared Limarini j-nade plarts with

Jarrison for the day he went missing and Se-ka was he last person to see

Limanni alive Specifically Harrison resti 1 1fied that when Limann left her

hoin the Ilight before he disappeared the cot i ple disciissed uilling eacliC

other and going to Imch the next day But when Harrison wa Linable to

reach Limanni the following morning and went to Cinergi searching fOr

Limanni she found a large amount of cash notabl'v Llmarml had just

wlthdrawn his money from his bank iccoufats all f LIMM1111i S C Ing7

Limanni's dk whom Limanni eve rywhere a bullA on the floor and
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Seka-bi jt not Lit-nanni Seka-whw-n Urnann had picked up it the airport

the prior day-told Harrlscn that Llinanni had left early that niornln And

whon Linianni failed to return Seka discouraged Harnson frorn fifing a

missing report All of thV4 vidence poli-nUs to Sek l as tl e klller

Furtlv r Sek as statements were contradicted by Other

evidence undermining his truthfulness ancl by extension furttier

implicating him in the cri-n-jes Uor exaniple Seka Claill-led that Hamilton

had worked at Cinerg-i in mid-October but other evidence established

Hamilton rrioved to Las Vegis In late October or eirlv Nove inber When

officers searching Hamilton's niurder scene asked Seka about Liiiiannl

Seka told theiii that he believed Limanni was In thc Reno area with his

Tlrlfriend even thoLigh Seka knew thi's Was I-Intrue froln Ills Coll vers atiolls

with Harrison Officers notlceda bullet o1i a desk in Clilen4i When they first

Arrived yet it nlysterioiisly vent rnissing after Seka arrived tt the seene1 1 1 1 1

Thereafterl Seka ugges ted to the police that the bullets disappearance

Tni-h t be due to the bijilding ovvner removin t Net the owner confirrned tok 91 Y

1 1-1 1 g whenthe pofice wl en questioned that he had nt been tinside the Oulldln

the bull t went missing And when Harrisori i-koticed Seka's ipset demeanor

the nornilng Lil-l annl disappeared Seka blarned his rntod on his gir1friend

evell t lough Ills giflif r-leni'l later teshfied v-offiflyig 1ad happened between

thern that would bave upset Seka

Flna-11Y there was substantial evidence of Seka's guill y

COISciellce Officers dAscovered someone had attempted to ii le Llminni's

personal pajjers ln Cnerlgls celling ind Se-k-a had acces s to CInergl

JAmanm went nissing Circunistarices suggested Seka remo-ved the killet

on the desk that initial1v cauaht the officer's attention A 132 Caliber bullet

was f'ound in the toilet at Cinerg-1 as if Seka the person living and workiilff
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at Clnergi had attempted to dispose of incriminating evidence down tho

tollet The clumpster behind tl-ie bt3siness had beer emjLIed shot'LlY

officers arrived to invstioate Hamilton's murder scene and an officer7

observed that itvras nearly empt that i-norning yet by afternooii afterSeka

arrived at t'lle location that same durnpster Nv s filled vifl Limanni's

personal belongings and papens soi-ne of them burned even thoLigh offlicers

wero at that tlme only searching for clues as to Hamilton's death and vere

tinaware ot'Llinamil's dlisappearance Alter Seka learned he was a susjxct

in Kamdltons n-mrder Seka atteiripted b leave thescene in the dpealed vai-i

that held evidence of Linianni's inurder Seka told officers lie would return

to Cinerai after dinner bi-d-I instead Seka fled Ih state Seka also told

Hirrlson lie was flee-Ing to avuid prosecution And Ska made tincriminating

afements to bIs longtime friend Crarncr and eventually confessed

Limanni's min-der to Crai-ner All ofthis evidence fies Se-ka to Limarmi's

death and uIltimately ties hUn to Hamilton's death as well

IN'bether newly disco-vered DNA evidence v111 varrant a nev

trlril In a Inurder Case Is a fact-Int-lensive Inquiry trider differ nt fi icts

DNA evillierice such as tbat discovered here could warrant a nw trial Btit

t he riewly discovered DNA evidence was cumuLative in this cas and the

unknown UNIA profiles on miseellanemis cleserf debris cannot uricl er thesc

fi7jCtI e CfjS'Cj j J favorable And alfhotqgl-i Seka points to dlscrepan 111 SI D

and weaknesc e in the evidenceaddLiced at trial and to speculative evidence

that disartintIpd imestors were more likely suspecb than himself the

ka argue a appeal that Cramer's teste imony vas not credible

Hoviever the defense attackod Cramer's credibifit y at trial and the jury
nevertheless convicted Ska and we do not reweigh the evidence on appeal

Clon-c y u State 129 Nev 840 848 31 RM 2226 231 2013j

S
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totality ofall oftfie physical and circumstantial evidence adduc A at trial

to Sek I and Supports tho'Jurv's verdict

Accordingly the riew DNA evidence does not make a different

outcome reasom7ilbly prohable here and Is not favorable to the defense as

necessLary to warrarit a new trial 1-1 We therefore conclude the district Court

abused its discretion by granting Seka a new trial based oil the newly

discovered DNA evid nce antl we reverse the district cuurCs decisl Jfl

V
Under NRS 17609187 1 a party inav move for n ne-vv trial at

y t me where DNA test resulL are vorabie to tl-te moving party

Consistent NJth Sufiborn t Stafe 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284

85 1991 we hold tliat new DNA test results are favorable vvhere they

would mcake a different result reasonably prcbabi upon retrial Beeause

the new Mlemce here fttlls to meet tbis standard ve revense Oie district

court s order gnanting a new trial

SUFHFM E CC

NEVALIA

Silver

We Concur

Parraguim

stiL-lich

P frobt ii the vic tInms and theNotably too Seka was also convicted 1

Jury thereftre beliewed bk yond a reasonable dmibt that Seka not only

1hurdered Limanni an-d Ha-milton but robbed them as well
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RESPONDENT'S PETITION FOR REHEARING

Respondent John Joseph Seka Mr Seka by and through his attorneys

Paola Armeni of the law firm of Clark Hill in conjunction with Jennifer Springer of

the Rocky Mountain Innocence Center petitions this Court for a rehearing of the

published decision issued in the above-captioned case on July 8 2021 attached as

Exhibit A This Petition for Rehearing is based on the following Memorandum of

Points and Authorities and all papers and pleadings on file in this case

TIMELINESS OF THE PETITION

The Court filed its published decision on July 8 202 1 Accordingly this

Petition for Rehearing is timely filed in accordance with Nev R App P 40a1

THE COURT'S PUBLISHED DECISION

Nevada R App P 40c2 permits this Court to rehear and reconsider a panel

decision under the following circumstances

A When the court has overlooked or misapprehended a material fact in

the record or a material question of law in the case or

B When the court has overlooked misapplied or failed to consider a

statute procedural rule regulation or decision directly controlling a

dispositive issue in the case

As set forth below the Court's decision should be reheard because the panel applied

the incorrect standard of review the panel addressed issues that were not preserved

below and therefore not properly before them and the panel overlooked or

misapprehended material facts and the application of the law to those facts that

I
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wholly supported the district court's decision to grant Mr Seka's Motion for a New

Trial

ARGUMENT

1 The Panel Inappropriately Conducted a De Novo Review of the

District Court's Decision to Grant a New Trial and Therefore Should

Reconsider Its Decision Using the Appropriate Abuse of Discretion

Standard of Review

As outlined in Mr Seka's Answering Brief and as both the State and the

panel aclmowledged a lower court's decision on a new trial motion is reviewed for

abuse of discretion Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284

1991 Flowers v State 136Nev 1 18 456 P3d 1037 1052 2020 citingFunches

v State 113 Nev 916 923 944 P2d 775 779 1997 Reversal is appropriate only

for clear legal error or for a decision that no reasonable judge could have made

Leavitt v Siems 130 Nev 503 509 330 P3d 1 5 2014 Although the panel

disagreed with the district court's decision reversal is only permitted if the district

court manifestly abused or arbitrarily or capriciously exercised its discretion State

v Dist Ct Armstrong 127 Nev 927 931-32 267 P3d 777 780 2011 This

Court has defined an arbitrary or capricious exercise of discretion as one founded

on prejudice or preference rather than on reason or contrary to the evidence or

See Respondent's Answering Brief p 24-26

See Appellant's Opening Brief p 27-28

State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 13

2
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established rules of law City ofHenderson v Amado 133 Nev 257 259 396 P3d

798 800 2017 citing State v Eighth Judicial Dist Court Armstrong 127 Nev

927 931-32 267 P3d 777 780 201 t This Court has defined a manifest abuse of

discretion as a clearly erroneous interpretation of the law or a clearly erroneous

application of a law or rule Id

The abuse of discretion standard is a high bar one that does not provide the

basis for a reversal in this case However the panel did not conduct an abuse of

discretion review Rather the panel conducted a de novo review asserting that this

case involved only issues of statutory interpretation This was error

Here the parties agreed as did the panel that Mr Seka's Motion for a New

Trial is governed by this Court's long-standing precedent in Sanborn v State 107

Nev 399 406 812 P2d t279Indeed under the plain language of the DNA Testing

Statute the only difference between a traditional new trial motion and a motion for

a new trial based upon DNA is that the time bar set forth in subsection 3 of NRS

State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 13

To establish a basis for a new trial under NRS 198515 the evidence must be

1 newly discovered 2 material to the defense 3 such that even with the

exercise of reasonable diligence it could not have been discovered and

produced for trial 4 non-cumulative 5 such as to render a different

result probable upon retrial 6 not only an attempt to contradict

impeach or discredit a former witness unless the witness is so

important that a different result would be reasonably probable 7 and

the best evidence the case admits

Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284-85 1991

3
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176515 is not applicable in a new trial motion involving DNA NRS

176091810b As such the panel was not required to engage in statutory

interpretation but was simply asked to determine whether the district court abused

6
its discretion when it granted Mr Seka's Motion for a New Trial

In this case there is nothing in the record to indicate that the district court

acted arbitrarily capriciously or with prejudice or preference Rather the record

reflects that the district court did not make the decision to grant Mr Seka's Motion

for a New Trial lightly On June 19 2017 Mr Seka filed his petition requesting

post-conviction DNA testing The district court having been fully briefed on the

DNA testable evidence held several hearings over more than two years including

an evidentiary hearing where two highly qualified DNA experts
7 testified on

December 14 2018 The district court ordered DNA testing of evidence two separate

times Nearly three years after the district court began presiding over this case taking

evidence carefully evaluating that evidence using the proper Sanborn standard it

granted Mr Seka's Motion for a New Trial on March 23 2020 Accordingly the

6Even if the panel properly reviewed the meaning of the term favorable in the

DNA Testing Statute under a de novo standard once it determined that term should

be interpreted in accordance with existing law the district court's decision to grant

a new trial based upon the newly discovered DNA evidence still should have been

reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard See Zahavi v State 131 Nev 51
555 343 P3d 595 2015 applying different standards of review to different issues

in the same case
7 AA 1666-1750 8 AA 1751-1764

4
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panel's use of the wrong standard of review alone dictates that the panel should

reconsider its decision to reverse and permit the district court's decision to stand

11 The Panel Inappropriately Relied on an Issue the State Did Not
Raise Below to Support the Reversal Specifically that the New
DNA Evidence was Cumulative of That Presented at Trial

As Mr Seka provided in his answering brief well-established law provides

that a point not urged in the trial court is deemed to be waived and will not be

considered on appeal Old Aztec Mine v Brown 97 Nev 49 52 623 P2d 981 983

1981 State v Lopez 457 P3d 245 1 2020 WL 754335 Nev Feb 13 2020

unpublished In the district court the only issues the State addressed in its

opposition to Mr Seka's new trial motion were whether the new DNA evidence was

favorable and whether the petition was time-barred9 On appeal the State dropped

its timeliness argument but included several issues it had not addressed below

including whether the results of the new DNA testing were cumulative o The panel

not only accepted the State's unpreserved arguments but also relied on those

arguments to reverse the district court

Specifically the panel determined that all the evidence found at the scene where

Hamilton's body was dumped was cumulative of the evidence adduced at trial

8 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 26
910 AA 002487 11 AA 2504
10 See Appellant's Opening Brief p 29
11 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17

5
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In addition the panel found that the DNA testing on the hairs found underneath

Hamilton's fingernails was cumulative of trial evidence 12 even though the hairs

themselves were not tested at the time of trial only the blood on those hairs was

tested Considering an unpreserved issue runs contrary to all this Court's

jurisprudence The panel's reliance on the unpreserved issue of whether the new

DNA evidence was cumulative of evidence presented at trial is alone sufficient for

a rehearing on the State's appeal

111 The Panel Overlooked and Misapprehended Favorable Material

Facts and Misapplied the Relevant Legal Standard

In enacting the post-conviction DNA Testing Statute and allowing an innocent

individual to move for a new trial under that statute the Nevada Legislature

recognized that the traditional appeals process is often insufficient for proving a

wrongful conviction Thus like the forty-nine other states with post-conviction DNA

testing statutes the Nevada statute allows a court to assess how reasonable jurors

would react to an overall newly supplemented record See NRS 176918 see also

NRS 176515 Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1991 In short

when new DNA testing results are presented along with other evidence the Nevada

Post-conviction Testing Statute poses the question of whether the jury would have

found the existence of a reasonable doubt if it was presented with all the relevant

11 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17
13 See also Sch1up v Delo 513 US 298 1998

6
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evidence See NRS t76918 see also NRS 176515 Sanborn v State 107 Nev

399 406 812 P2d 1279 1991 The district court correctly held that a new trial was

warranted under this standard the panel incorrectly reversed by imposing impossible

legal burdens on Mr Seka and ignoring favorable material facts that could lead a

jury to find reasonable doubt

First the panel approached Mr Seka's case as a prosecutor would rather than

with the objective eye of a juror Specifically the panel added additional elements

to the Sanborn test including that the individual requesting a new trial based on post

conviction DNA testing essentially solve the crime identify the actual perpetrator

or challenge all of the evidence that was presented at trial 15
Inexplicably the panel

also held that to deserve a new trial Mr Seka was required to contradict or refute

the totality of the evidence supporting the verdict These heavy burdens do not

comport with long-honored caselaw as the panel claims to rely on in its decision 7

Rather the panel's decision creates new unattainable burdens on the potentially

innocent defendant and essentially negates the ability of anyone to receive a new

trial using newly discovered DNA evidence Further these burdens go far beyond

Sanborn which requires the petitioner to show a reasonable probability of a different

14 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 35-37

State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17

See id

Id at 14

7
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outcome and instead require the petitioner to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that

he or she did not commit the crime This certainly cannot be what was intended in

the Post-conviction DNA Testing Statute

Second although the panel acknowledges that the case against Mr Seka at his

trial in 2001 was purely circumstantial it discounts the importance and relevance of

the newly exonerating DNA evidence It also wholly discounts any evidence

pointing to Mr Seka's innocence In short the panel focuses entirely on facts it

deems inculpatory including those that have been undermined through post

conviction investigation and fails to objectively consider the exculpatory DNA and

other evidence as summarized below

Fingernail clippings The panel argues that Hamilton's fingernail clippings are

irrelevant because there was no evidence of a struggle and that the fingernail

clippings provided minimal testable DNA The panel is wrong At the time of trial

police requested testing of Hamilton's fingernail clippings but only the blood under

the left-hand clippings was tested 2 Although the jury was told that Mr Seka was

excluded from the blood on the left-hand clippings the jury received no further

information Now ajury would learn that not only were both the blood and epithelial

18 These burdens also exceed the reasonable possibility standard in the Nevada

Post-Conviction DNA Testing Statute NRS 176 918 7a
11 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17 18
20 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 19 3 9 3 AA 000620 10 AA 00243 7

8
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cells under the fingernail clippings on both of Hamilton's hands tested but that Mr

Seka was excluded from both and a second foreign contributor was detected on both

of Hamilton's hands 2 1 The perpetrator removed Hamilton's jacket and drug his body

from the business into the parking lot likely by his wrists and hands because his

gold bracelet was broken and left at the scene 22 Further the presence of epithelial

DNA under Hamilton's fingernails could itself be evidence of a struggle and

therefore the j ourney into reasonable doubt begins

Hair The panel argues that the exclusion of Mr Seka from the bloody hairs found

under Hamilton's fingernails is cumulative because Mr Seka was excluded from

them at the time of trial 2 Again the panel is incorrect Although the blood on those

hairs was tested at the time of trial and excluded Mr Seka the hairs themselves were

not tested at that time 2 The new testing shows that those hairs belonged to Hamilton

so any speculation that they belonged to Mr Seka is destroyed 2 The 2001 jury was

told the blood on the hairs belonged to Hamilton but they were not told that the hairs

themselves also belonged to Hamilton Thus this evidence is neither cumulative nor

irrelevant and thus the j ourney into reasonable doubt continues

11 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 19 3 9 10 AA 002443 44
Id at 9 3 AA 000546-47 9 AA 002242 002248-49 4 AA 000821
2 AA000345
11 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17
24 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 19 3 9 10 AA 00243 7-4 1
25 Id at 19 10 AA 002443-44
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The beer bottle cigarette butt and Skoal container The panel readily accepts the

State's argument which was rejected by the district court that these three pieces of

evidence were merely trash and any connection to the crime now that Mr Seka is

excluded from all three is either cumulative or speculative Clearly the police did

not believe these items to be trash They were near Hamilton's body which was

transported by truck then removed from the truck and left over 2 miles from

26Highway 146 These items could have easily fallen out of the truck upon arrival

at the site in which Hamilton was found As such police not only collected these

itemS27 but they requested that they be tested in hopes they would implicate Mr

Seka 2 At the time of trial testing of the Skoal container for fingerprints yielded no

results
29 but the new DNA testing identifies two unknown profiles neither of which

is Mr Seka The beer bottle was also examined for prints at the time of trial and

Mr Seka was excluded However now testing shows an unknown female DNA

profile on that bottle 12
Lastly although the cigarette butts were of a different type

See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20 9 AA 002084

See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20-2 1 9 AA 002084
a Id 10 AA 00243 7-4 1 10 AA 002446-48 10 AA 002446-47
19 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20 10 AA 002446-48

See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20 10 AA 002482-83

See Respondent's Answering Brief p 2 1 10 AA 002446-47

See Respondent's Answering Brief p 2 1 10 AA 002482-83 The panel asserts that

because Mr Seka has never argued that the killer was female this evidence has little

value State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 18 This assertion

however is an example of where the panel expects the petitioner to meet an

impossible burden Mr Seka does not know who killed Hamilton or Limanni and he

10
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than those Mr Seka regularly smoked the police tested them in hopes of implicating

Mr Seka The butts produced no identifiable DNA profiles at the time of trial

Now one of those butts has produced a full DNA profile that excludes Mr Seka 4

The LVMPD believed at the time of the post-conviction DNA testing that both the

cigarette butt and the beer bottle were from the putative perpetrator and uploaded

the identified DNA profiles into the Local and National DNA Index Systems for

comparison Were a jury allowed to learn the DNA results of these items

reasonable doubt would continue to build

Other Exculpatory Evidence The panel recites the prosecution's trial case in

its support of reversal of the district court's grant of a new trial The panel however

ignores additional evidence the jury never heard and when combined with the DNA

evidence exonerating Mr Seka points to his innocence

First at trial the State called Thomas Cramer to testify that Mr Seka has

confessed to killing Limanni Although the defense attacked Mr Cramer's

is not obligated to point the finger at someone else like Jennifer Harrison He is

simply obligated on a motion for a new trial to show that there is a reasonable

probability based upon the record that the jury would have reached a different result

when presented with all the available evidence

11 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20 10 AA 002437-4 1 3 AA 000664
14 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20 10 AA 002443 44
31 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20
31 Nothing would prevent the State from trying to convince the jury that these pieces

of evidence were just trash and that anyone could have touched them at any time

However that is an argument to be made at a new trial not at an appeal of the grant

of a motion for a new trial

11
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credibility by pointing to his diagnosed mental illness and his hatred of Mr Seka

there was no direct evidence that Mr Cramer was lying Now a new witness

Margaret McConnell who was present when Mr Seka purportedly confessed to Mr

17Cramer has provided a declaration that Mr Cramer's story was wholly fabricated

A jury has never heard this direct evidence and it is hard to imagine that when

combined with the new DNA evidence it would not create reasonable doubt See

Hennie v State 11 Nev 1285 968 P2d 761 764 1998 holding that new evidence

which the jury never heard supported the grant of a new trial when it severely

undermined the credibility of the State's key witnesses

Second the panel points to the presence of Limanni's wallet his identification

and a stolen purse in the ceiling of the place where Mr Seka and Limanni lived as

circumstantial evidence of Mr Seka's guilt What the panel ignores however is that

when the stolen purse was tested for fingerprints before trial Mr Seka was excluded

and that exculpatory evidence was not provided to Mr Seka or his trial counsel and

so the jury was never told about it

Finally for every piece of circumstantial evidence the prosecution and the panel

relied upon there is other evidence favoring Mr Seka all of which is outlined in

Mr Seka's Answering Brief When a case is wholly circumstantial it is hard to

17 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 56 10 AA 002425-27
18 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 54 10 AA 002282
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envision that a district court abuses its discretion when it orders a new trial based

upon determinative and exculpatory DNA testing

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing this Court should grant rehearing on its reversal of

the district court's grant of a new trial

Dated this 26 day of July 2021

PAOLA M ARMENI
CLARK HILL PLLC
Nevada Bar No 8 3 5 7

JENNIFER SPRINGER
ROCKCY MOUNTAIN INNOCENCE
CENTER
Nevada Bar No 13767
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RESPONDENT'S PETITION FOR EN BANC RECONSIDERATION

Respondent John Joseph Seka by and through his attorneys Paola Armem of

the law firm of Clark Hill in conjunction with Jennifer Springer of the Rocky

Mountain Innocence Center petitions this Honorable Court for en banc

reconsideration of the published decision issued in the above-captioned case on July

8 2021 attached as Exhibit A because the panel reversed the district court's

decision to grant Mr Seka a new trial using the wrong standard of review and placed

a burden on Defendants contrary to the intent of the Nevada DNA Testing Statute

and adverse to new trial precedent and public policy

This Petition for En Banc Reconsideration is based on the following

Memorandum of Points and Authorities and all papers and pleadings on file in this

case

TIMELINESS OF THE PETITION

A petition for en banc reconsideration is timely filed within fourteen 14 days

after written entry of a Supreme Court panel decision denying rehearing NRAP

40Ab The panel filed its Order Denying Rehearing on August 9 202 1 Thus Mr

Seka has timely filed the instant petition

STANDARD FOR EN BANC RECONSIDERATION OF THE PANEL'S
SUMMARY DENIAL OF THE PETITION FOR REHEARING

Nevada R App P 40A a perrmits en banc reconsideration of a decision of a

panel of the Supreme Court under the following circumstances
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1 reconsideration by the full court is necessary to secure or maintain

u if ity of decisions of the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals orn orrm 1 1

2 the proceeding involves a substantial precedential constitutional or

public policy issue

To warrant en banc reconsideration based on maintaining unifornuity of decisions

the petition shall demonstrate that the Panel's decision is contrary to prior

published opinions of the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals and shall include

if itations to those cases NRAP 40Ac Reconsideration based on mattersspec ic ci 1 1 1

of precedent and public policy requires the petition to concisely set forth the issue

shall specify the nature of the issue and shall demonstrate the impact of the panel's

decision beyond the litigants involved Id

As set forth below en banc reconsideration is necessary in this case to secure

I I if ity of decisions and because the issue is a matter of precedentialor ma nta n un orrm I I I I

and substantial public policy NRAP 40Aa Specifically en banc reconsideration

of Mr Seka's case is necessary because the panel reversed the district court's order

granting Mr Seka a new trial using the incorrect standard of review This error flies

in the face of the uniformity of this court's prior decisions both published and

unpublished Further the panel analyzed the case by placing an impossibly high

burden on the defendant to prove his or her innocence contrary to the intent of the

Nevada DNA Testing Statute and adverse to new trial precedent and public policy

recognizing the need to provide a defendant a mechanism to present newly

discovered DNA evidence to a jury
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ARGUMENT

1 En Banc Reconsideration of Mr Seka's Case is Necessary to

Maintain Uniformity of Decisions Because the Panel Analyzed the

Case Using the Incorrect Standard of Review Contrary to this

Court's Prior Published Opinions

The panel's decision in Mr Seka's case is patently contrary to well

established Nevada case law In short the panel disregarded the appropriate standard

of review As a result reconsideration by the full court is necessary to secure or

maintain uniforrmity of decisions of the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals

Nevada R App P 40A a 1

As outlined in Mr Seka's Answering Brief as both the State and the panel

4acknowledged and as this Court has repeatedly and uniformlyheld a lower court's

The panel also inappropriately relied on an unpreserved issue to support the

reversal of Mr Seka's order for a new trial As Mr Seka provided in his answering

brief this Court's uniform and well-established law provides that a point not

urged in the trial court is deemed to have been waived and will not be

considered on appeal Old Aztec Mine v Brown 97 Nev 49 52 623 P 2d 98 1
983 1981 State v Lopez 457 P3d 245 1 2020 VVL 754335 Nev Feb 13

2020 unpublished In the district court the only issues the State addressed in its

opposition to Mr Seka's new trial motion were whether the new DNA evidence

was favorable and whether the petition was time-barred On appeal the State

dropped its timeliness argument but included several issues it had not addressed

below including whether the results of the new DNA testing were cumulative The

panel not only accepted the State's unpreserved arguments but also relied on those

arguments to reverse the district court

2 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 24-26
1 See Appellant's Opening Brief p 27-28
4 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 13
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decision on a new trial motion is reviewed for abuse of discretion Sanborn v State

107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284 1991 Flowers v State 136 Nev Adv

Rep 1 18 456 P3d 1037 1052 2020 citing Funches v State 113 Nev 916 923

944 P2d 775 779 1997 Reversal is only appropriate when no reasonable judge

could reach a sirMlar conclusion under the same circumstances Leavitt v Siems

130 Nev 503 509 330 P3d 1 5 2014 Although the panel may have disagreed

with the district court's decision reversal is only permitted if the district court

manifestly abused or arbitrarily or capriciously exercised its discretion State v

Dist Ct Armstrong 127 Nev 927 930 937-38 267 P3d 777 779 2011 This

Court has defined an arbitrary or capricious exercise of discretion as one founded

on prejudice or preference rather than on reason or contrary to the evidence or

established rules of law City ofHenderson v Amado 133 Nev 257 259 396 P3d

798 800 2017 citing Dist Ct Armstrong 267 P3d at 780 This Court has

defined a manifest abuse of discretion as a clearly erroneous interpretation of the

law or a clearly erroneous application of a law or rule Id The abuse of discretion

standard is a high bar one that does not provide the basis for a reversal in this case

5 This standard appears in Nevada Supreme Court precedent as early as 1876 in

AlIargaroli v Milligan I I Nev 96 96 which held that the district court's decision

to grant a new trial will not be disturbed except where there is a gross abuse of

discretion No case since that time either civil or crirmnal has used a different

standard of review in assessing a district court's decision to grant or deny a new
trial motion
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However the panel rejected the abuse of discretion standard of review and

conducted a de novo review asserting that this case involved only issues of statutory

interpretation 6 This was not only clear error but also runs contrary to this Court's

7

precedent on the standard of review applied to new trial motions on appeal

The panel was not required to engage in statutory interpretation but was

simply asked to deterrmine whether the district court abused its discretion when it

granted Mr Seka's Motion for a New Trial The parties agreed as did the panel

that Mr Seka's Motion for a New Trial is governed by this Court's long-standing

precedent in Sanborn v State 812 P2d 1279 Using the Sanborn standard to

6 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 13
7

It is all but impossible to marshal every case that this Court has decided in the last

157 years using the abuse of discretion standard to review a district court's grant or

denial of a new trial motion In addition to those cited in the body of this argument
additional published cases indicating that the appropriate standard to review a

district court's grant or denial of a new trial motion include Servin v State 117

Nev 775 792 32 P 3d 1277 1289 200 1 Domingues v State 112 Nev 683 695

917 P2d 1364 1372-73 1996 citing Pappas v State Dept Transp 104 Nev
572 574 763 P2d 348 349 1988

In LaPena v State this Court upheld the denial of a new trial motion based on

DNA evidence even though the district court Misconstrued the Post-conviction

DNA Testing Statute by obscuring the term favorable in reviewing the

materiality of the new evidence 134 Nev 970 6 429 P3d 292 2018
unpublished emphasis added This Court did not reverse because of the district

court's error but instead upheld the district court's decision emphasizing that the

standard of review is abuse of discretion on a new trial motion Id
9 To establish a basis for a new trial under NRS 198 515 the evidence must be

1newly discovered 2 material to the defense 3 such that even with the

exercise of reasonable diligence it could not have been discovered and

produced for trial 4 non-cumulative 5 such as to render a different

result probable upon retrial 6 not only an attempt to contradict
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analyze the district court's order granting Mr Seka's new trial motion should have

logically led the panel to apply the Sanborn abuse of discretion standard of review

Sanborn 812 P2d at 1284 citing AlIcCabe v State 98 Nev 604 655 P2d 536

1982 Nothing in the DNA Testing Statute suggests otherwise Indeed under the

plain language of the DNA Testing Statute the only difference between a traditional

new trial motion and a motion for a new trial based upon DNA is that the time bar

set forth in subsection 3 of NRS 176 515 is not applicable in a new trial motion

involving DNA NRS 1760918l 0b Notably even if the panel properly reviewed

the meaning of the term favorable in the DNA Testing Statute under a de novo

standard once it deterrm ned that term should be interpreted in accordance with

existing law the district court's decision to grant a new trial based upon the newly

discovered DNA evidence still should have been reviewed under an abuse of

discretion standard See Zahavi v State 131 Nev 51 55 343 P3d 595 2015

applying different standards of review to different issues in the same case

Although the Supreme Court twice referenced the abuse of discretion standard

in its Opinion 10 the Court did not actually analyze the district court's decision under

that standard Instead the Court announced a new rule regarding the favorability of

impeach or discredit a former witness unless the witness is so important

that a different result would be reasonably probable 7 and the best

evidence the case admits

Sanborn 812 P2d at 1284-85
10 State v Seka 13 7 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 202 1 pp 13 23
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DNA evidence and applied that rule de novo when reviewing the district court's new

trial ruling In doing so the Court failed to maintain uniforrmity of its decisions on

the standard of review for new trial motions

Had the Court applied the proper standard of review it would have found that

the district court did not abuse its discretion when it granted Mr Seka's new trial

motion Nothing in the record indicates the district court acted arbitrarily

capriciously or with prejudice or preference Rather the record reflects that the

district court did not make the decision to grant Mr Seka's Motion for a New Trial

lightly On June 19 2017 Mr Seka filed his petition requesting post-conviction

DNA testing The district court having been fully briefed on the DNA testable

evidence held several hearings over more than two years including an evidentiary

hearing where two highly qualified DNA experts
12 testified on December 14 2018

The district court ordered DNA testing of evidence two separate times Nearly

three years after the district court began presiding over this case taking evidence

carefully evaluating that evidence using the proper Sanborn standard it granted Mr

Seka's Motion for a New Trial on March 23 2020 14 Put plainly an en banc

11 7 AA 001586-624
12 7 AA 001666-1750 8 AA 001751-1764
11 7 AA 001660-62 8 AA 001816-21
14 11 AA 002517-19
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reconsideration is necessary to apply the abuse of discretion standard of review and

uphold the uniforrmity of this Court's prior decisions

Mr Seka's case creates significant precedent that will be relied on in future

post-conviction DNA testing cases and conflicts with published decisions of the

Nevada Supreme Court on the appropriate standard of review See eg Sanborn

812 P2d at 1284 Additionally considering an unpreserved issue runs contrary to

all this Court's Jurisprudence See eg OldAztec Hine 623 P2d at 983 The panel's

decision in Mr Seka's case is completely contrary to well established case law and

will cause significant confusion in future cases Accordingly the panel's use of the

wrong standard of review and its consideration of an unpreserved argument requires

en banc reconsideration to reverse the panel's decision and perrmit the district court's

order to stand

11 En Banc Reconsideration of Mr Seka's Case is Necessary as a Matter

of Substantial Public Policy Because the Panel's Reversal Essentially

Negates the Intent of the Post-Conviction DNA Testing Statute and

Adversely Affects Wrongfully Convicted Individuals

Mr Seka's case provides the first published opinion analyzing the post

conviction DNA testing statute and provides significant precedent that will be relied

on in future cases It is an important opinion that will have a substantial impact on

the efficacy of the Nevada Post-conviction DNA Testing Statute and on public

policy affecting the wrongfully convicted In enacting the Post-conviction DNA

Testing Statute and allowing an innocent individual to move for a new trial under
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that statute the Nevada Legislature recognized that the traditional appeals process

is often insufficient for proving a wrongful conviction Thus like the forty-nine other

states with post-conviction DNA testing statutes the Nevada statute allows a court

to assess how reasonable jurors would react to an overall newly supplemented

record See NRS 176 918 see also NRS 176515 Sanborn 812 P2d 1279 In

short when new DNA testing results are presented along with other evidence the

Nevada Post-conviction DNA Testing Statute poses the question of whether the jury

would have found the existence of a reasonable doubt if it was presented with all the

relevant evidence 16 Id The district court correctly held that a new trial was

warranted under this standard the panel incorrectly reversed by imposing impossible

legal burdens on Mr Seka and ignoring favorable material facts that could lead a

jury to find reasonable doubt

First the panel approached Mr Seka's case as a prosecutor would rather than

with the objective eye of a juror Specifically the panel added additional elements

to the Sanborn test including that the individual requesting a new trial based on post

conviction DNA testing essentially solve the crime identify the actual perpetrator

or challenge all of the evidence that was presented at trial 17
Inexplicably the panel

also held that to deserve a new trial Mr Seka was required to contradict or refute

15 See also Schlup v Delo 513 US 298 1995
16 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 35-37
17 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17
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the totality of the evidence supporting the verdict 18 These heavy burdens do not

comport with long-honored caselaw as the panel claims to rely on in its decision

Rather the panel's decision creates new unattainable burdens on the potentially

innocent defendant and essentially negates the ability of anyone to receive a new

trial using newly discovered DNA evidence Further these burdens go far beyond

Sanborn which requires the petitioner to show a reasonable probability of a different

outcome and instead require the petitioner to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that

1 2 This cert inly cannot be what was intended inhe or she did not commit the crime ai

the Post-conviction DNA Testing Statute

Second allowing a de novo review in these types of matters undermines the

district court judge that spent years analyzing the case hearing arguments and

taking testimony in turn undermining a defendant's relief in DNA cases The panel

reversed the decision of the court that presided over this matter for almost 3 years

before ultimately granting a new trial In doing so the panel in its short time

reviewing the matter failed to give the district court deference and Misinterpreted

the evidence previously analyzed thoroughly by the district court

18 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17
19 Id at 14
20 These burdens also exceed the reasonable possibility standard in the Nevada

Post-Conviction DNA Testing Statute NRS 1769183b
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Specifically the panel argues that Harmilton's fingernail clippings are

irrelevant because there was no evidence of a struggle and that the fingernail

clippings provided Minimal testable DNA The panel also argues that the exclusion

of Mr Seka from the bloody hairs found under Harmilton's fingernails is cumulative

because Mr Seka was excluded from them at the time of trial The panel is simply

wrong on both counts as demonstrated by the facts presented in Mr Seka's

answering brief and in the appendix documents supporting that brief In addition

the panel readily accepts the State's argument which was rejected by the district

court that the beer bottle cigarette butt and Skoal container were merely trash and

any connection to the crime now that Mr Seka is excluded from all three is either

cumulative or speculative However as they did when they collected these items

the police continue to believe that both the cigarette butt and the beer bottle were

21from the putative perpetrator a fact Minimized by the panel

Finally the panel recited the prosecution's trial case in reversing the district

court's grant of a new trial The panel however ignored exculpatory evidence the

jury never heard and when combined with the DNA evidence exonerating Mr Seka

11 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17-18 See

Respondent's Answering Brief p 19 39 3 AA 000620 10 AA 002437 10 AA
002443-44
22 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17 see Respondent's

Answering Brief p 19 39 10 AA 002437-4 1 10 AA 002443-44
21 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 20-21 2446-48 2482-83 9 AA 002084
10 AA 002437-41 10 AA 002446-48 10 AA 002446-47
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points to his innocence Importantly that evidence includes a new witness who has

provided a declaration that the state's key witness wholly fabricated the story in

which he claimed Mr Seka confessed The panel also ignored exculpatory

evidence that was not provided to defense counsel showing that Mr Seka was

excluded as the contributor of fingerprints on a stolen purse found at the purported

scene of the crimes And the panel ignored the fact that for every piece of

circumstantial evidence the prosecution relied upon there is other evidence favoring

Mr Seka all of which is outlined in Mr Seka's Answering Brief Mr Seka's case

at trial was wholly circumstantial and new DNA evidence excludes him and includes

other unknown profiles that may belong to the perpetrator s

In short the district court carefully reviewed the entire record and ordered a

new trial simply allowing Mr Seka an opportunity to present this newly discovered

exculpatory evidence to a jury of his peers and the panel incorrectly reversed that

order creating dangerous precedent that will impact all defendants who file for

post-conviction DNA testing of physical evidence and motion for a new trial based

on the results This precedent will direct the district court to improperly require

defendants to meet an unattainable burden and solve the crime identify the actual

14 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 56 10 AA 002425-27 See eg Hennie v
State 114 Nev 1285 1291 968 P2d 761 764-65 1998 holding that new

evidence which the jury never heard supported the grant of a new trial when it

severely undermined the credibility of the State's key witnesses
25 See Respondent's Answering Brief p 54 10 AA 002282
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perpetrator and contradict or refute the totality of the evidence supporting the

verdict without regard to new DNA testing results or other exculpatory evidence

before they are entitled to a new trial Not only is this inconsistent with Sanborn

precedent but it is against public policy and the legislative intent of the Post

conviction DNA Testing Statute The panel's decision will in essence negate the

efficacy of the Post-conviction DNA Testing Statue Thus the en banc Court should

reconsider the panel's decision in Mr Seka's case

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing this Court should grant an en banc reconsideration on

the panel's reversal of the district court's grant of a new trial

Dated this 23dday of August 2021

s Paola M Anneni En
PAOLA M ARMENI
CLARK HILL PLLC
Nevada Bar No 8357

JENNIFER SPRINGER
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INNOCENCE
CENTER
Nevada Bar No 13767

26 State v Seka 137 Nev Adv Op 30 filed July 8 2021 p 17
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By the Court SILVER J
John Jack Seka was convicted in 2001 of two counts of murder

and two counts of robbery related to the 1998 killings of his boss Peter
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Limanni and contract worker Eric Hamilton Both bodies were transported

in work vehicles and dumped in remote desert areas Although substantial

circumstantial and physical evidence pointed to Seka as the killer no

physical evidence aside from fingerprints on a board covering Hamilton's

body connected Seka to the desert locations where the bodies were found

Genetic marker analysis DNA testing at the time of trial could only

exclude Seka from DNA collected from a few pieces of evidence But DNA

testing performed in 2018 and 2019 both excluded Seka from DNA on

several pieces of evidence and discovered other DNA profiles on some of that

evidence In 2020 based on these new DNA test results the district court

granted a new trial

NRS 176515 l allows a court to grant a new trial within two

years after the original trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence

But NRS 176 09187 l allows a defendant to move for a new trial at any

time where DNA test results are favorable to the defendant We have

never addressed what constitutes favorable results under that statute

We now clarify that consistent with Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406

812 P2d 1279 1284-85 1991 new DNA test results are favorable where

they would make a different result reasonably probable upon retrial We

conclude that the new evidence here fails to meet this requirement and we

reverse the district court's order granting a new trial

SUPREME COURT

OF
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I

Peter Limanni established Cinergi HVAC Inc in May 1998

The business located at 1933 Western Avenue in Las Vegas was funded by

investors Takeo Kato and Kaz Toe Limanni hired his friend Jack Seka to

help out with the business paying Seka in cash Limanni and Seka lived

2
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together at Cinergi1 Limanni typically drove the business's brown Toyota

truck while Seka drove one of the company vans

The business did poorly and by the beginning of that summer

Kato and Toe wanted their investment returned Instead Limanni decided

to open a cigar shop at Cinergi's address and he along with Seka began

building a wooden walk-in humidor to display the cigars

Limanni also began dating Jennifer Harrison that August He

told Harrison and others that he could disappear and become a new person

Limanni closed his bank accounts on November 2 after removing large sums

of money On November 4 Limanni visited Harrison at her home and spoke

of his plans for the cigar shop As he left he mentioned calling Harrison

the next day and going with her to lunch That same day Limanni picked

Seka up from the airport and drove him back to Cinergi after Seka returned

from visiting family back East

The morning of November 5 Harrison was unable to reach

Limanni Harrison drove to Cinergi and arrived around noon to find Seka

passed out on the floor and a girl on the couch A few hundred dollars in

cash was lying on the desk Limanni's clothes belt and shoes were in his

room but Limanni was not there Harrison also found a bullet cartridge on

the floor which did not look as though it had been fired Limanni's dog

whom Limanni took everywhere was also at Cinergi At the time Harrison

believed Limanni had simply disappeared as he'd previously threatened to

do Seka dissuaded her from filing a missing person report

On the morning of November 16 a truck driver noticed a body

lying in a remote desert area between Las Vegas Boulevard South and the

lAccording to Seka no one else lived with them at the business
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1-15 south of what is now St Rose Parkway The body a male was located

approximately 20 feet off Las Vegas Boulevard South in the middle of two

tire tracks that made a half circle off and back onto that road He had been

shot through the back in the left flank and in the back of the right thigh

with a357 caliber gun There was no evidence of skin stippling suggesting

the bullets were not fired at a close range The victim was wearing a gold

nugget ring and had a small laceration on his right wrist Seven pieces of

lumber had been haphazardly stacked on the body The victim had a piece

of paper in his pocket with the name Jack and a telephone number

Detectives learned the victim was Eric Hamilton who struggled with drug

use and mental illness and had come from California to Nevada for a fresh

start According to his sister Hamilton had been doing construction work

for a local business owner Detectives determined Hamilton had died

sometime in the prior 24 hours They traced the telephone number in his

pocket to Cinergi

Notably a cigarette butt was found a few feet from the body A

Skoal tobacco container a second cigarette butt a beer bottle and a second

beer bottle were found at varying distances of approximately 15 to 120 feet

away from the body All of the items were located in the desert area within

several yards of Las Vegas Boulevard South

The following day a break-in was reported at 1929 Western

Avenue a vacant business next door to Cinergi The front window was

broken and the glass and carpet were bloodied There were also blood drag

marks and three bullets and bullet fragments A bloodied dark blue jacket

contained bullet holes that matched Hamilton's injuries A baseball hat and

a gold nugget bracelet were also found at the scene An officer checked

the perimeter that morning and looked into the communal dumpster which
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contained only a few papers A nearby business owner indicated the

dumpster had been recently emptied

While the police were investigating 1929 Western Seka drove

up in Cinergi's Toyota truck-Limanni's work vehicle The truck had been

recently washed Officers talked to Seka who seemed nervous Seka told

them he worked at Cinergi with Limanni who was in the Reno area with

his girlfriend Officers asked Seka if they could check inside Cinergi to see

if anyone was injured and Seka agreed Officers became concerned after

spotting a bullet on the office desk and some knives and they handcuffed

Seka and searched the business In the room being remodeled as a humidor

they found lumber that matched the lumber covering Hamilton's body

They also found a bullet hole in the couch a32 cartridge bullet in the toilet

and both357 and32 bullets in the ceiling Officers looked above the ceiling

tiles and found a wallet containing Limanni's driver's license social security

card and birth certificate as well as credit cards and a stolen purse In a

garbage can inside they found Limanni's photographs alongside some

papers and personal belongings The officers eventually left to go to lunch

unhandcuffing Seka and leaving him at Cinergi They were gone for a little

over an hour

When the officers returned they noticed that the bullet that

had been on the desk was missing Seka opined that the building owner

had removed it but the building owner denied having been inside or having

touched the bullet Officers also checked the dumpster again and this time

saw the bottom of the dumpster was now filled with clothing papers cards

and photographs some of it in Limanni's name Some of the items were

burnt Detectives also investigated and impounded the Toyota truck Seka
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drove up to the preirnises with which had apparent blood inside of the truck

and on a coil of twine inside

Officers Mirandized Seka who agreed to be interviewed at the

detective bureau Seka told the detective that Limanni had vanished weeks

ago and that Seka was trying to keep up the business alone He described

a man named Seymore who had done odd jobs for Cinergi and claimed he

last spoke to Seymore in late October when Seymore called Seka's cell

phone to ask about doing odd jobs Detectives determined Seymore was

Hamilton The detective interviewing Seka told Seka he was a murder

suspect at which point Seka smiled and stated You're really starting to

scare me now I think you'd better arrest me or take me home Do you have

enough to arrest me right now The detective explained that officers would

wait until the forensic evidence returned before making an arrest and then

he drove Seka back to Cinergi

Seka told detectives he had a dinner appointment and needed

a vehicle Detectives explained they were impounding the Toyota truck but

told Seka that he could take a company van At the time there were two

vans a solid white van and a van with large advertising decals Detectives

handed Seka the keys to the solid white van and Seka made a comment

that suggested he would rather take the decaled van Becoming suspicious

detectives searched the decaled van and found blood droplets in the back

They allowed Seka to leave in the solid white van Seka promised to return

following dinner But Seka did not return Instead be told property

manager Michael Cerda he was leaving and asked Cerda to look after the

dog Seka also asked Harrison if he could borrow her car telling her he

needed to leave town to avoid prosecution for murder and that he was going
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underground Eventually Seka returned to the East Coast to stay with

his girlfriend

Limanni's body was discovered December 23 in California

approximately 20 feet from Nipton Road in an isolated desert area near the

Nevada border Limanni was wearing only boxer shorts Faded tire tracks

showed a vehicle had driven away from the body The body's condition

indicated Limanni had been dead for several weeks He had been shot at

least 10 times with a 32 caliber gun Seven shots were to the head

Seka was arrested in Pennsylvania in March 1999 The murder

weapons a32 caliber firearm and a357 caliber firearm were never found

Ii

The State charged Seka with two counts of murder with use of

a deadly weapon open murder and two counts of robbery with use of a

deadly weapon and filed notice of its intent to seek the death penalty The

case went to trial from February 12 to March 1 2001 The State's theory of

the case was that Seka killed Limanni after learning Limanni was going to

abandon the business and betray Seka by leaving him alone to deal with

the fallout of the failed business The State argued Hamilton may have

either helped Seka or simply been an innocent bystander who was shot as

he attempted to flee

Some of Seka's friends testified Limanni treated Seka well but

Jennifer Harrison recalled Limanni treating Seka poorly and testified that

Limanni always referred to Seka as his nigger Harrison also explained

Limanni controlled Seka's access to money and often ordered Seka to run

menial errands Seka once told Harrison that Limanni's anger and name

calling was just the tip of the iceberg Harrison further testified that she

called Seka the morning Limanni disappeared and Seka reported Limanni

had left early that morning Harrison thought Seka seemed really down
SUPREME COURT
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and Seka told Harrison that he had just discovered his girlfriend was

cheating on him But Seka's girlfriend testified that nothing had happened

between them during Seka's visit and that Seka had not been upset with

her

Supneme COURT
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Notably Seka's friend of 12 years Thomas Cramer testified to

once overhearing Limanni treat Seka poorly during a phone call Then

during the time that Seka was hiding from being apprehended by the police

for murder Cramer asked Seka about the rumor that he killed Limanni

Seka responded saying They didn't even find the body On another

occasion Seka threatened Cramer by saying Do you want me to do to you

what I did to Pete Limanni Finally Cramer testified Seka told him that

Limanni had come at Seka with a gun and Seka had wrested the gun from

Limanni and shot him in self-defense During cross-examination by Seka's

attorneys Cramer was impeached by acknowledging to the jury that he had

been treated for alcohol addiction and depression had been diagnosed with

major depressive disorder and PTSD was on medication and admitted that

he had previously been treated at mental hospitals He also admitted to

being upset with Seka who was friends with Cramer's girlfriend and helped

her secure a restraining order against Cramer Seka was also instrumental

in having Cramer put into a mental institution

During trial the evidence established that a 32 caliber firearm

was used to kill Limanni while a 357 caliber firearm was used to kill

Hamilton Both types of ammunition were found at Cinergi where Seka

had been living and working The evidence further suggested that only one

gun had been used at each shooting The evidence also showed Limanni's

body had been transported in the decaled company van while Hamilton's

body had been transported in the bed of the brown Toyota pickup truck

8
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The tires on the Toyota truck made impressions similar to the tire tracks

near Hamilton's body DNA from a glass shard further established that

Hamilton was the victim killed at 1929 Western the business next to

Cinergi Of the wood covering Hamilton's body two pieces bore Seka's

prints and one bore Limanni's Beer bottles in Cinergi's trash yielded both

Seka's and Hamilton's prints But prints on the beer bottle found in the

desert area near Hamilton's body did not match Seka and DNA evidence

from Hamilton's fingernails excluded Seka as a contributor The State did

not argue that Seka dropped the trash found near Hamilton's body

During closing arguments the State theorized that Seka killed

Limanni after learning Limanni was going to abandon the business and

betray Seka by leaving him alone to deal with the fallout of the failed

business The State argued Hamilton may have either helped Seka or

simply been an innocent bystander who was shot as he attempted to flee

But defense counsel theorized that Cinergi's investors who had lost a

substantial sum on Cinergi and disliked Limanni came to the business

after Seka had moved out took Limanni out into the desert and killed him

and also shot Hamilton an innocent bystander Defense counsel argued

that no evidence implicated Seka in the murders that Seka had no motive

to kill the victims and that the State's case against Seka was not believable

Defense counsel contended Limanni was a con man and highlighted

discrepancies and weaknesses in the circumstantial evidence to undermine

the State's case and suggest alternative theorieS 2 Relevant here defense

2For example defense counsel argued that Cinergi investors lied to

detectives Cramer's testimony of Limanni gurgling blood was inconsistent

with the lack of blood at Cinergi Cramer suffered from mental illness and

developed the story to get Seka away from Cramer's girlfriend Cramer
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counsel pointed out through photographs in evidence showing Seka

smoking that the cigarette butts found near Hamilton's body were a

different kind than those Seka smoked and therefore did not tie Seka to the

crime

The jury found Seka guilty of first-degree murder with use of a

deadly weapon and robbery in regard to Hamilton and of second-degree

murder with use of a deadly weapon and robbery as to Limanni but the jury

deadlocked at the penalty phase Seka thereafter stipulated to life

imprisonment without the possibility of parole to avoid the death penalty

III

Seka filed a direct appeal in May 2001 and we affirmed the

conviction Seka thereafter petitioned for a writ of habeas corpus which

the district court denied and we affirmed the denial

In 2017 Seka requested a DNA test of evidence collected at

Hamilton's remote desert crime scene and the surrounding area Seka

argued that had items collected by detectives yielded exculpatory evidence

at trial he would not have been convicted particularly in light of the

evidence implicating Cinergi investors and undermining Cramer's

testimony of Seka's confession The district court granted Seka's request

and the following items were tested for DNA in late 2018 and early 2019

1 Two cigarette butts found near Hamilton's body Testing in

1999 failed to find any testable DNA Testing in 2018 failed to obtain DNA

changed his story between the preliminary hearing and trial testimony

suggested other people had access to and frequented Cinergi Seka was too

small to have singlehandedly put Limanni's 200-pound corpse in the

vehicle drive him to the state line and bury him Seka would not have left

his own phone number in Hamilton's pocket had he killed Hamilton etc
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from one cigarette butt but a partial profile from the second cigarette butt

did not match either Hamilton or Seka and both were excluded as

contributors 3

2 Hamilton's fingernail clippings Testing in 1998 excluded

Seka as a contributor to the DNA from the clippings on one hand The 2018

DNA testing likewise excluded Seka as a contributor to the DNA from the

clippings on both hands but found possible DNA from another person

although it was such a small amount of DNA4 that it could have been

transferred from something as benign as a handshake or DNA may not have

actually existed

3 Hairs found underneath Hamilton's fingernails In 1998

the DNA profile included Hamilton and excluded Seka The 2018 testing

likewise found only Hamilton's DNA on the hairs5

4 The Skoal tobacco container found near Hamilton's body

The 2019 testing showed two contributors but Hamilton and Seka were

excluded The forensic scientist explained that an old technique used to find

latent fingerprints huffing may have been used on this item and may

have contaminated the DNA profile Moreover because at the time of the

original trial the State did not have the capability to test for touch DNA
the scientists may not have worn gloves while examining the evidence or

3The State put the results f om the second cigarette butt into the

CODIS system a database of DNA profiles and other samples from various

arrestees and offenders but did not find any matches

4The forensic scientist explained that the test results showed 99

percent of the DNA coming from Hamilton as the DNA contributor and 1

percent of the DNA coming from an unknown contributor

5Statistically it was 324 billion times more likely that the DNA was
Hamilton's than that of a different unknown contributor
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crime scene analysts may have used the same gloves and same fingerprint

dusting brush while processing evidence thereby adding to or transferring

DNA

SUPREME COURT
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5 A beer bottle found off the road in the desert in the vicinity

of Hamilton's body The 2019 DNA testing excluded Hamilton and Seka but

included a female contributor As with the Skoal tobacco container the

forensic scientist testified that huffing and other outdated procedures may

have contributed unknown DNA onto the item

6 The baseball hat found at 1929 Western The 2019 DNA

testing showed three contributors including Hamilton but the results were

inconclusive as to Seka The forensic scientist explained the cap was kept

in an unsealed bag along with a toothbrush also found at 1929 Western

Critically he further testified that it was impossible to know how many

times the bag had been opened or closed during the jury trial or whether

the hat had been contaminated such as by jurors holding it or talking over

it

Based on these DNA results Seka moved for a new trial

arguing the new results both exculpated Seka and implicated an unknown

person in the crimes The district court found that flhe multiple unknown

DNA profiles are favorable evidence and granted the motion

Arguing the new DNA evidence does not warrant a new trial

the State appeals

IV

NRS 176515l allows a court to grant a new trial on the

ground of newly discovered evidence That statute generally requires a
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defendant to move for a new trial within two years of the verdiCt6 NRS

1765153 An exception applies where the newly discovered evidence

comes from DNA testing in which case the defendant may move for a new

trial at any time if the evidence is favorable to the defendant NRS

17609187 l But NRS 17609187 does not define the term favorable We

review the district court's decision to grant a new trial for an abuse of

discretion Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284 1991

But we review issues involving statutory interpretation de novo Weddell

v H20 Inc 128 Nev 94 101 271 P3d 743 748 2012

We have never addressed what makes DNA evidence

favorable under NRS 17609187 l or the circumstances under which new

DNA evidence warrants a new trial At the outset we note courts have

uniformly held that the moving party bears a heavy burden on a motion for

a now trial on newly discovered evidence INS v Abudu 485 US 947 110

1988 And over a century ago we set forth elements for determining

whether newly discovered evidence in general warrants a new trial See

Sanborn 107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 citing McLemore V State

94 Nev 237 239-40 577 P2d 871 872 1978 see also Oliver v State 85

Nev 418 424 456 P2d 431 435 1969 Whise v Whise 36 Nev 16 24 131

P 967 969 1913 In Sanborn we explained

the evidence must be newly discovered material to

the defense such that even with the exercise of

6We note that generally the district court judge who presided at trial

should be the judge who hears and determines the motion for a new trial

whenever possible as the trial judge is in the best position to determine

whether new evidence is favorable to the defendant see NRS 17609187
We encourage the district courts to be exceptionally mindful of this and be

very familiar with the trial record if the trial judge is unavailable to preside

over a motion for a new trial
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reasonable diligence it could not have been

discovered and produced for trial non-cumulative

such as to render a different result probable upon

retrial not only an attempt to contradict impeach
or discredit a former witness unless the witness is

so important that a different result would be

reasonably probable and the best evidence the case

admits

107 Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-85 As these factors are conjunctive id

a new trial must be denied where the movant fails to satisfy any factor

We interpret NRS 176 09187's mandate that new evidence be

favorable in concert with this long-honored caselaw 7 Cf First Fin Bank

NA v Lane 130 Nev 972 978 339 P3d 1289 1293 2014 This court will

not read a statute to abrogate the common law without clear legislative

instruction to do so Antonin Scalia Bryan A Garner Reading Law

The Interpretation of Legal Texts 318-19 2012 addressing the presumption

that a statute will not be read to alter the common law absent the statute's

clear intent to do so We conclude that to warrant a new trial the

favorable DNA evidence must do more than merely support the

defendant's position or possibly alter the outcome of trial See Whise 36

Nev at 24 131 P at 969 Ilt is not sufficient that the new evidence had it

been offered at trial might have changed the judgment emphasis added

The new DNA evidence must be material to a key part of the prosecution or

defense or so significant to the trial overall such that had it been

introduced at trial a different result would have been reasonably probable

See id Newly discovered evidence to have any weight in the consideration
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7Seka acknowledges the term favorable in NRS 17609187 is

synonymous with Sanborn's standard
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of a trial court must be material or important to the moving party such

as to render a different result reasonably certain

The weight of the new DNA evidence will ultimately depend on

the facts and circumstances of each individual case including the

sufficiency of the evidence adduced at trial Cf State v Parmar 808 NW 2d

623Y 631-34 Neb 2012 comparing and contrasting cases where the new

DNA evidence probably would or would not have produced a substantially

different result if the evidence had been offered and admitted at trial

see also Walker v State 113 Nev 853 873 944 P2d 762 775 1997

concluding evidence would support the defendant's argument but

ultimately was not of a caliber that would likely lead to a different result

But we stress that newly discovered DNA evidence cannot be considered

favorable where it does not undermine the jury's verdict and is cumulative

under the facts of the case 8 Cf Cutler v State 95 Nev 427 429 596 P2d

216 217 1979 concluding cumulative evidence did not warrant a new

trial Bramlette v Titus 70 Nev 305 312 267 P2d 620 623-24 1954

same Newly discovered evidence is also not favorable where it has no

relevance to the circumstances of the crime Cf Mortensen v State 115

Nev 273 287 986 P2d 1105 1114 1999 explaining the new evidence did

not relate to the circumstances of the murder and did not inculpate a new
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8AIthough LaPena v State Docket No 73826 Order of Affirmance
October 11 2018 is unpublished it is also instructive here There we
considered newly discovered DNA evidence that impeached a key witness's

testimony of the murder but concluded the DNA evidence did not warrant

a new trial where the witness's testimony had been impeached at trial by
the medical examiner Id Moreover an additional unknown DNA profile

on the cord used to strangle the victim did not warrant a new trial where it

merely showed that an unknown person had handled the cord at some
unknown time Id
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suspect or exculpate the defendant Nor is newly discovered evidence

favorable where it impeaches a witness without contradicting or refuting

any of the trial testimony supporting the verdict Qf id at 288 986 P2d at

1114 concluding introducing the evidence would simply be an attempt to

discredit the witness where that evidence did not contradict or refute the

witness's trial testimony Likewise the newly discovered evidence will not

be favorable if it merely goes to an issue that was fully explored at trial and

is not sufficiently material to make a different verdict probable Qf

D'Agostino v State 112 Nev 417 423-24 915 P2d 264 267-68 1996

concluding newly discovered evidence about benefits offered to a witness

did not warrant a new trial where the witness's criminal background and

cooperation with police had been explored at trial see also Simmons v

State 112 Nev 91 103 912 P2d 217 224 1996 concluding newly

discovered evidence that was relevant to the question of where the victim

was killed did not warrant a new trial where substantial evidence already

pointed to the murder scene

With the exception of Seka's fingerprints on the wood stacked

on Hamilton's body in the desert the State at the 2001 trial presented no

other physical evidence from where the body was found to tie Seka to the

murders instead relying on the circumstantial evidence The DNA testing

in 2018 and 2019 produced six new pieces of DNA evidence 9 taken from

Hamilton's fingernail clippings and hair under his fingernails from a

tobacco container beer bottle and cigarette butt found in the vicinity of his
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9AIthough the State argues the evidence is not new because similar

evidence was presented at trial we note the DNA tests performed in 2018

and 2019 were not available at the time of trial and the new DNA tests were

able to find additional profiles making those test results newly discovered

evidence that could not have been discovered at the time of trial
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body and from a hat found at Hamilton's murder scene As set forth in

detail below although some of the evidence newly tested yielded other

unknown profiles none of it exculpated Seka of the murders necessarily

implicated another suspect in the crimes or otherwise materially supported

his defense Critically too the new DNA evidence from the scene where

Hamilton's body was dumped was cumulative of the evidence adduced at

trial as no DNA evidence inculpated Seka to that scene in 2001 and the new

DNA results likewise do not inculpate Seka to that crime scene Moreover

the new DNA evidence did not contradict or refute the totality of the

evidence supporting the verdict Thus for the following reasons the new

DNA evidence was not favorable to the defense within the meaning of NRS

1760918710

First as to the hairs found underneath Hamilton's fingernails

updated DNA testing showed only that those were Hamilton's hairs

mirroring the DNA results at the time of trial and is cumulative here As

to the DNA collected from Hamilton's fingernail clippings the bullet and

lack of stippling evidence shows Hamilton was shot in the back from a

distance seemingly as he fled from the killer There is no evidence of a

struggle reducing the evidentiary value of any newly discovered DNA

under his fingernails Moreover the fingernail clippings provided so little

SUPREME COURT

OF

NEVADA

IOSeka also argues that a number of fingerprints taken from items at

Cinergi and evidence around Hamilton's body were not tested and contends

those fingerprints may have implicated another perpetrator Because the

narrow question before us is whether the new DNA evidence supports the

granting of a new trial we do not address the untested fingerprints

Although Seka distinguishes between the blood tested at trial and

the epithelial cells tested in 2018 this distinction is not materially relevant

17
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DNA that it is possible another profile might not actually exist further

reducing the evidence's already dwindling value

The beer bottle cigarette butt and Skoal tobacco container

were spread along the shoulder of a major road at increasing distances of

up to 120 feet from Hamilton's body and may well have been nothing more

than trash tossed by drivers or pedestrians in the desert area The State

did not argue at trial that Seka dropped those items and to the extent DNA

testing yielded unknown DNA profiles the new DNA evidence shows only

that an unidentified person touched those items at some unknown time 12

Thus any link to the killer is speculative at best Moreover testing at the

time of trial used outdated techniques and procedures that may have

contaminated any DNA on those items further calling into question their

evidentiary value And the jury was already aware that the cigarette butts

found near Hamilton were different than those that Seka smoked making

the new DNA test results on that evidence cumulative

Finally the DNA on the hat has no probative value here

Although that testing produced other profiles it was inconclusive as to

Seka and moreover the hat was not properly sealed and may have been

contaminated before and during trial including by the jury making the

presence of additional DNA profiles of no relevance under these

circumstances

Thus at most this new DNA evidence showed only that another

person may have come in contact with some of those items It does not

under the facts here where Seka was excluded as a contributor on both

types of evidence

12Notably too the beer bottle produced a female profile and Seka has

never argued that the killer was a woman
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materially support Seka s defense as it is cumulative of the evidence

already adduced at trial excluding Seka as a contributor to DNA profiles or

fingerprint evidence The State did not rely upon any of these items at trial

to argue Seka's guilt further reducing the evidentiary value of the new

DNA evidence and moreover nothing supports that the killer actually

touched any of the evidence tested in 2018 and 2019 Nor did any of the

new DNA evidence implicate another killer or exonerate Seka under the

totality of all of the evidence adduced in this case

Importantly none of this new evidence from Hamilton's crime

scenes affects the evidence supporting the guilty verdict where at trial no

physical evidence of DNA tied Seka to the crime scenes and the State's case

was completely circumstantial It is clear from the circumstantial evidence

that Hamilton was killed next door to Seka's business and residence on

Western Avenue and his body was transported and dumped in a remote

desert area The 357 bullet casings found at Cinergi were consistent with

the caliber of gun that was used to shoot Hamilton next door and

Hamilton's blood was found at 1929 Western and in the truck Seka was

driving the morning after Hamilton's body was discovered Moreover the

truck's tire impressions were similar to the tire tracks found near

Hamilton's body-tracks that drove off and back on the road consistent with

the body being quickly dumped Although crime scene analysts routinely

gather items found around a body in hopes of implicating a killer under

these particular circumstances-where the body was driven to a remote

area and dumped off the side of the road-the random trash items in the

desert with unknown DNA contributors do not undermine the other

evidence against Seka
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Moreover the physical and circumstantial evidence

overwhelmingly supported a guilty verdict as to both murders Limanni

was killed by a 32 caliber weapon and Hamilton was killed by a357 caliber

weapon-and both types of ammunition were found at Cinergi where Seka

worked and lived Hamilton was killed next door to Cinergi and the bullet

fragments suggest Limanni was killed at Cinergi a supposition

corroborated by Seka's own confession to Cramer Both Limanni's and

Hamilton's bodies were dumped off a road in the desert Limanni's body

was transported in the company van Seka preferred to drive before Limanni

disappeared and Hamilton's body was transported in the Toyota truck that

Seka was driving after Limanni disappeared-a truck that had been

cleaned shortly before officers responded to Hamilton's murder scene

Hamilton had a note with SekWs name and business number in his pocket

and his body was covered in wood taken from Cinergi that contained Seka's

fingerprints Beer bottles found in the garbage the day after Hamilton's

body was discovered had both Hamilton's and Seka's fingerprints

suggesting the two had been drinking at Cinergi just prior to the altercation

at 1929 Western Limanni's belongings were hidden at Cinergi which Seka

had access to after Limanni disappeared Limanni made plans with

Harrison for the day he went missing and Seka was the last person to see

Limanni alive Specifically Harrison testified that when Limanni left her

home the night before he disappeared the couple discussed calling each

other and going to lunch the next day But when Harrison was unable to

reach Limanni the following morning and went to Cinergi searching for

Limanni she found a large amount of cash notably Limanni had just

withdrawn his money from his bank accounts all of Limanni's clothing

Limanni's dog whom Limanni took everywhere a bullet on the floor and
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Seka-but not Limanni Seka-whom Limanni had picked up at the airport

the prior day-told Harrison that Limanni had left early that morning And

when Limanni failed to return Seka discouraged Harrison from filing a

missing person report All of this evidence points to Seka as the killer

Further Seka's statements were contradicted by other

evidence undermining his truthfulness and by extension further

implicating him in the crimes For example Seka claimed that Hamilton

had worked at Cinergi in mid-October but other evidence established

Hamilton moved to Las Vegas in late October or early November When

officers searching Hamilton's murder scene asked Seka about Limanni

Seka told them that he believed Limanni was in the Reno area with his

girlfriend even though Seka knew this was untrue from his conversations

with Harrison Officers noticed a bullet on a desk in Ciner i when they first91

arrived yet it mysteriously went missing after Seka arrived at the scene

Thereafter Seka suggested to the police that the bullet's disappearance

might be due to the building owner removing it yet the owner confirmed to

the police when questioned that he had not been inside the building when

the bullet went missing And when Harrison noticed Seka's upset demeanor

the morning Limanni disappeared Seka blamed his mood on his girlfriend

even though his girlfriend later testified nothing had happened between

them that would have upset Seka

Finally there was substantial evidence of Seka's guilty

conscience Officers discovered someone had attempted to hide Limanni's

personal papers in Cinergi's ceiling and Seka had access to Cinergi after

Limanni went missing Circumstances suggested Seka removed the bullet

on the desk that initially caught the officer's attention A 32 caliber bullet

was found in the toilet at Cinergi as if Seka the person living and working
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at Cinergi had attempted to dispose of incriminating evidence down the

toilet The dumpster behind the business had been emptied shortly before

officers arrived to investigate Hamilton's murder scene and an officer

observed that it was nearly empty that morning yet by afternoon after Seka

arrived at the location that same dumpster was filled with Limanni's

personal belongings and papers some of them burned even though officers

were at that time only searching for clues as to Hamilton's death and were

unaware of Limanni's disappearance After Seka learned he was a suspect

in Hamilton's murder Seka attempted to leave the scene in the decaled van

that held evidence of Limanni's murder Seka told officers he would return

to Cinergi after dinner but instead Seka fled the state Seka also told

Harrison he was fleeing to avoid prosecution And Seka made incriminating

statements to his longtime friend Cramer and eventually confessed

Limanni's murder to Cramer13 All of this evidence ties Seka to Limanni's

death and ultimately ties him to Hamilton's death as well

Whether newly discovered DNA evidence will warrant a new

trial in a murder case is a fact-intensive inquiry Under different facts

DNA evidence such as that discovered here could warrant a new trial But

the newly discovered DNA evidence was cumulative in this case and the

unknown DNA profiles on miscellaneous desert debris cannot under these

facts be considered favorable And although Seka points to discrepancies

and weaknesses in the evidence adduced at trial and to speculative evidence

that disgruntled investors were more likely suspects than himself the

SUPREPAr CouRT
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13Seka argues on appeal that Cramer's testimony was not credible

However the defense attacked Cramer's credibility at trial and the jury

nevertheless convicted Seka and we do not reweigh the evidence on appeal

Clancy v State 129 Nev 840 848 313 P3d 226 231 2013
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totality of all of the physical and circumstantial evidence adduced at trial

nevertheless pointed to Seka and supports the jury's verdict

Accordingly the new DNA evidence does not make a different

outcome reasonably probable here and is not favorable to the defense as

necessary to warrant a new trial 14We therefore conclude the district court

abused its discretion by granting Seka a new trial based on the newly

discovered DNA evidence and we reverse the district court's decision

Silver
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Under N-RS 17609187 l a party may move for a new trial at

any time where DNA test results are favorable to the moving party

Consistent with Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284

85 1991 we hold that new DNA test results are favorable where they

would make a different result reasonably probable upon retrial Because

the new evidence here fails to meet this standard we reverse the district

court's order granting a new trial

We concur

Stiglich

J

J

ANotably too Seka was also convicted of robbing the victims and the

jury therefore believed beyond a reasonable doubt that Seka not only

murdered Limanni and Hamilton but robbed them as well
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MEMORANDUM
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE CASE RELEVANT TO THIS PETITION

The following synopsis is not meant to be a comprehensive review of the facts

but it hopefully will be helpful in explaining why en banc reconsideration is not

warranted in this case The underlying facts and evidence presented in this case are

generally not in dispute What Appellant and Respondent do dispute is whether the

newly discovered DNA evidence as it relates to the facts that were presented at

Respondent's trial was sufficient as to the legal question of whether the district court

should have granted him a new trial

This case involves the homicide and robbery of two different victims Eric

Hamilton hereinafter Hamilton and Peter Limanni hereinafter Lamanni

Hamilton's body was discovered on November 16 1998 near the side of the road on

Las Vegas Boulevard South south of what is now St Rose Parkway At the time

the area was vacant and devoid of buildings or businesses Hamilton's body was

covered with wood This wood would later be tied to wood that was being used at

Respondent John Seka's hereinafter Seka place of business Seka's fingerprints

were found on the wood covering Hamilton's body

On December 23 1998 Lamanni's partially decomposed body was found

near the Nipton Road near the Nevada and California state border Upon further

investigation it was determined that Lamanni's blood was found at the scene of 1929
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Western Avenue which is located next to Seka's place of business The incident that

was investigated at 1929 Western Avue was on November 17 1998 just one day

after Hamilton's body had been discovered

In 2001 Respondent John Seka hereinafter Seka was tried by a jury of

his peers and convicted on the four separate counts to which he was charged He was

convicted of Counts I and 3 which related to the First Degree Murder with Use of

a Deadly Weapon and Robbery charge of Hamilton He was also convicted on

Counts 2 and 4 which related to the same exact charges for Seka's other victim

Limanni A Judgment of Conviction was filed on May 9 200 1

Seka filed a timely direct appeal to the Nevada Supreme Court On April 8

2003 this Court affirmed Seka's convictions on the following grounds

1 Seka's evidence of flight from Nevada to Pennsylvania was admissible

2 Sufficient evidence was produced to charge Seka for Limanni's murder in

Nevada

3 Joinder of the Hamilton and Limanni charges was not in error

4 Seka was not prejudiced because the State had exhausted blood samples

that had belonged to Limanni and Hamilton

5 There was sufficient evidence to convict Seka of all the charges

Following the denial of his appeal Seka filed a timely petition for a writ of

habeas corpus po stconviction Among the issues that he raised in arguing that his

trial counsel was ineffective was that no DNA experts or experts in forensic
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pathology This Court again rejected all arguments because counsel had consulted

with a forensic pathologist that aided them in cross-examination of the witnesses

Remittitur was issued on July 12 2005

Then on June 19 2017 roughly twelve years following remittitur from the

denial of his post-conviction petition for writ of habeas corpus Seka filed a new

post-conviction petition requesting genetic marker testing pursuant to NRS

1760918 Among the items that Seka requested for DNA testing by motion were 1

hairs collected from under Hamilton's fingernails 11 fingernail clippings from

Hamilton 111 a black baseball cap belonging to Hamilton IV lumber found

covering the body of Hamilton which contained Seka's fingerprints v hair and

debris found on Hamilton's jeans vi white cotton type material collected from the

body of Lamanni vii Marlboro brand cigarette butts found at the Hamilton scene

vii a Skoal brand tobacco container found at the Hamilton scene viii two empty

Beck's brand beer bottles found at the Hamilton scene and finally Ix bullet

fragments found at the crime scene at 1929 Western Ave Of all the items that Seka

requested genetic marker testing on only the white cotton type material pertaining

to evidence related to Lamanni The rest of the evidence that testing was requested

on related to Hamilton only

As litigation commenced on the petition for genetic marker testing Seka

modified and eliminated some of his initial requests for testing based in large part
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upon the testimony of his own expert witness Seka later removed the request for

testing of the lumber with his fingerprints covering Hamilton's body as well as the

request for testing of the bullet fragments Genetic marker testing was not performed

on the white cotton type material related to Lamanni

The State ob ected to the items being tested because the items would not yield

any different result and would not contradict the evidence that was introduced at

trial The State argued that most of these items were simply trash that was discovered

in the vacant lot around Hamilton's body but that none of this evidence was used to

convict Seka at trial Over the State's objection the district court in an order filed

January 24 2019 ordered testing for DNA for nearly all of the items that Seka

wanted tested In short this consisted of testing on the hair and nail samples found

on Hamilton cigarette butts a Skoal container and two beer bottles located at the

scene where Hamilton's body was discovered

The findings of the DNA testing produced the following results Of the two

Marlboro cigarette butts tested one did not have a DNA profile and the other had

the contribution of I male but Hamilton and Seka were excluded The fingernail

clippings of Hamilton yielded DNA that was likely Hamilton's own DNA There

was possibly another foreign contributor but Seka was excluded The hair sample

under Hamilton's nails was 324 billion times more likely to belong to Hamilton than

an unknown contributor The Skoal container excluded Hamilton and Seka as
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possible contributors One of the empty Becks beer bottles yielded the DNA of a

female the other beer bottle did not have any DNA suitable for interpretation From

the beer bottle with the female's DNA both Hamilton and Seka were excluded as

possible contributors Finally the black hat had Hamilton's DNA as well as two

unknown profiles but the result was inclusive as to whether Seka's DNA was found

on the hat

On November 19 2019 Seka then filed a Motion for New Trial based upon

the results of the genetic marker testing specifically citing NRS 176 5153 and NRS

176 0918 a Seka argued that his DNA was not found on any of the new items

tested The State countered that the items which consisted largely of trash found

near the road of where Hamilton's body was found did not reasonably change the

likelihood of a different outcome at trial Yet the district court granted Seka's

Motion for New Trial In its March 24 2020 order the district court held that five

of the 6 items tested had DNA of unknown origins and also excluded Seka as a

contributor Based upon this holding the district court held that the evidence was

non-cumulative renders a different result probable upon retrial and is not only an

attempt to discredit a witness

The State then appealed the district court's granting Seka a new trial Oral

argument was held by a panel of this Court on April 15 2021 Following oral

argument a panel of this Court issued its written order on July 8 202 1 In its written
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order the panel found that the district court had abused its discretion in granting a

new trial because the DNA evidence was not favorable to Seka and would not have

rendered a different result probable upon retrial Seka now seeks en banc

reconsideration from the granting of the State's appeal

LAW AND ARGUMENT

1 The Panel Correctly Applied an Abuse of Discretion Standard when
it Overturned the District Court's Decision to Grant Respondent a

New Trial

This Court should not grant en banc reconsideration on this matter because

the panel that decided it did not deviate from prior decisions of this court and the

facts as applied to the law here do not involve a substantial precedential

constitutional or public policy issue NRAP 40A a The panel's decision ultimately

held that the district court's granting of a new trial was an abuse of discretion because

the genetic marker analysis or DNA testing that was performed did not yield

favorable results The panel went into detail with each item of newly tested evidence

to describe why the district court incorrectly granted a new trial

At first Respondent correctly argues that the issue on appeal was whether the

district court abused its discretion in granting him a new trial The grant or denial of

a new trial is within the trial court's discretion and will not be reversed on appeal

absent its abuse Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 406 812 P2d 1279 1284 1991

An abuse of discretion occurs if the district court's decision is arbitrary or capricious
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or if it exceeds the bounds of law or reason Jackson v State 117 Nev 116 120 17

P3d 998 1000 2001 An arbitrary or capricious exercise of discretion is one

founded on prejudice or preference rather than on reason or contrary to the

evidence or established rules of law State v Dist Ct Armstrong 127 Nev 927

931-32 267 P 3d 777 780 2011 The panel correctly acknowledged that it reviews

the district court's decision to grant a new trial under an abuse of discretion standard

As a preliminary matter Respondent argues that the district court did not act

arbitrarily capriciously or with prejudice or preference because the district court did

not make the decision lightly However the time or effort a court takes to decide is

not the legal standard for what is arbitrary or capricious As stated above the

decision is one founded on prejudice or preference rather than reason or that the

decision is contrary to the evidence or established rules of law Id As the panel

opinion pointed out the district court's ruling in this case ran afoul of the long

standing standard that should be applied when granting a new trial referring to

Sanborn The new evidence that Respondent used to support his petition when

applied to the facts that were adduced at trial were inadequate to warrant a new trial

The factors for a district court's decision on granting a new trial is found in

Sanborn v State 107 Nev 399 812 P2d 1279 1991 In order for a district court

to grant a new trial the evidence must be newly discovered material to the

defense such that even with the exercise of reasonable diligence it could have been
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discovered and produced for trial non-cumulative such as to render a different

result probable upon retrial not only an attempt to contradict impeach or discredit

a former witness unless the witness is so important that a different result would be

reasonably probable and the best evidence the case admits Sanborn v State 107

Nev at 406 812 P2d at 1284-1285 199 1 citing McLemore v State 94 Nev 237

577 P2d 871 1978

Even though Respondent filed his motion for a new trial pursuant to NRS

176515 and NRS 17609187 he now argues that the panel erred in interpreting the

very language of the statute that he relied on NRS 176515 is the statute that enables

a court to grant a new trial as a matter of law or on the ground of newly discovered

evidence NRS 176515 3 explains that a motion for a new trial based on newly

discovered evidence must be made within two years after the verdict or finding of

guilt

NRS 17609187 upon which Respondent cited and relied works in

conjunction with NRS 176515 According to NRS 17609187 when genetic marker

analysis is favorable to the petitioner then the petitioner may bring a motion for a

new trial pursuant to NRS 176515 and the two year statute of limitation is also

waived

Thus NRS 17609187 only allows for a person outside of the two-year time

limitation to bring a motion for a new trial pursuant to NRS 176 515 when the
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genetic marker analysis is actually favorable If the genetic marker analysis is not

favorable then the motion for a new trial outside of the two-year requirement should

be denied

In his prior briefing to this court Respondent agreed that that term favorable

was synonymous with the Sanborn standard In a footnote the panel's opinion cites

to this relevant point as well Opinion p 14 Yet because the panel ruled against him

Respondent now argues that the term favorable should have an altogether different

meaning

Here panel of this Court to determine was correct to explain what favorable

means pursuant to NRS 17609187 because it was part of the district court's decision

to entertain and grant Respondent's motion seeking a new trial The district court's

order granting a new trial specifically held that the multiple unknown DNA profiles

are favorable evidence to Mr Seka and since there is favorable evidence the two

year statute of limitations of NRS 176515 is inapplicable The determination of the

word favorable was clearly part of the district court's ruling Therefore the panel

correctly applied the standard that statutory interpretation is subject to de novo

review If the district court was wrong to consider the motion then it certainly was

an abuse of discretion for the district court to even go further in granting the same

motion that should have been barred

However this Court also need not interfere with the panel's opinion because
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in addition to the panel's analysis of the word favorable the panel recognized that

the district court abused its discretion when it granted a new trial The panel properly

considered the DNA evidence within the framework of the existing case law that

permits the granting of a new trial Ultimately the panel correctly held that the new

genetic marker testing was not favorable was cumulative and would not have

rendered a different result probable upon retrial Even Respondent agrees that this

standard as set forth by Sanbo is the correct standard that should be used

Respondent's Petition p 11 Thus the panel applied the correct standard it is only

the application of the standard that Respondent finds problematic even though the

panel explained exactly why the newly discovered evidence was insufficient to

warrant granting a new trial

Even Respondent's request for en banc reconsideration does not identify any

mistake of fact upon which the panel relied The panel provided specific analysis for

each piece of DNA evidence and explained why that evidence was not favorable

and why the evidence would not have made a different result probable The panel's

application of the facts and law was entirely consistent with pre-existing case law of

this Court

11 Reversal of the District Court's Decision in this Particular Case does

not Negate the Intent of the DNA Testing Statute

Respondent then argues that en banc reconsideration is necessary because the

panel negated the intent of the genetic marker analysis statute This assertion is
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incorrect The panel acknowledged that the consideration for a court when presented

with new DNA evidence is a fact-intensive inquiry The fact-intensive inquiry that

the panel applied in this case was whether the DNA evidence would meet the test

that this Court has continuously used in Sanborn Even Respondent agrees that

Sanborn contains the factors to be considered when granting a new trial The DNA

elements discussed by the panel simply affirm that DNA evidence must meet the

same requirements as any other type of new evidence that is presented for review

Under this specific scenario the panel went through great lengths to explain exactly

why the DNA evidence as it relates to this case is insufficient

This was not a case where the State presented DNA evidence to obtain a

conviction Items like the cigarette butts Skoal container and beer bottles were

never presented as proof or evidence that Respondent had committed the murder of

Hamilton Hamilton was shot and there was never an argument presented that a

physical struggle had ensued priorto his death Hamilton's hat which ultimately had

Hamilton's DNA was never argued to be something that the killer wore or touched

Moreover all of the newly discovered DNA related to Hamilton and none of it

pertained to the murder of Limanni

Despite repeatedly arguing that the panel should have applied the Sanborn

factors Respondent ultimately wants this court to impose a different standard when

the newly discovered evidence pertains to DNA For instance Respondent writes
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that the panel inexplicitly held that he was required to contradict or refute the

totality of the evidence supporting the verdict Respondent's Petition p 10-11

However this Court has always required that new evidence no matter whether DNA

is involved or not must have a likelihood of making a different result probable

The panel was not persuaded by the new DNA evidence that Respondent

presented because his conviction was not one based on forensic evidence The items

that Respondent ultimately tested do nothing to exculpate him of the murders The

panel did not err by holding that DNA must actually be favorable to grant a new

trial Otherwise a defendant would simply attempt to get any random item tested

and argue that the DNA somehow proves his or her innocence despite the evidence

of guilt that was presented

The Nevada Attorneys for Criminal Justice NACJ also submitted a brief in

support of en banc consideration Their amicus brief does not take issue with the

panel interpreting the word favorable as used in the statute but it has an issue with

the interpretation that the panel gives In summary NACJ argues that when a

defendant has convinced a district court to grant genetic marker testing under the

language that a reasonable probability exists that a different result would have

occurred then the results of that testing absent inculpating the defendant are in fact

favorable

This interpretation would set an incredibly low bar Even though the standard
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for granting a new trial has consistently used the Sanborn factors DNA evidence

would have a much lower standard than other types of evidence if this Court adopted

NACJ's proposal An individual that convinces a district court to order DNA testing

on random pieces of evidence that have no nexus to the case would then be able to

satisfy the favorable requirement when the defendant's DNA unsurprisingly is not

found on the items tested NACJ's interpretation would make the prior trial

irrelevant because there would be no needed comparison between the evidence that

the jury considered when it rendered its verdict and the defendant's new theory For

these reasons the panel's opinion was appropriate and consistent with this court's

long-standing history and precedent that favorable evidence must make a new

outcome probable not merely possible

The panel recognized that this inquiry is a fact-intensive one and when it

considered the facts here it was apparent that the district court had no legal basis to

grant a new trial However despite ruling against Respondent nothing about the

ruling is contrary to the statutes regarding genetic marker analysis or the laws

regarding the granting or denying of a new trial The panel's decision leaves open

the possibility that DNA evidence will come to light in a case that raises the

likelihood of a different outcome however this is not that case

WHEREFORE the State respectfully requests that Appellant's Petition for

En Banc Reconsideration be DENIED
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify and affirm that this document was filed electronically with

the Nevada Supreme Court on September 21 2021 Electronic Service of the

foregoing document shall be made in accordance with the Master Service List as

follows

AARON D FORD
Nevada Attorney General

PAOLA M ARMENI ESQ
JENNIFER SPRINGER ESQ
Counsels for Respondent

ALEXANDER CHEN
Chief Deputy District Attorney

BY sE Davis

Employee District Attorney's CNT-ice

ACed
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA
Appellant
vs
JOHN JOSEPH SEKA
Respondent

EPUTY'CLERK

ORDER DENYING EN BANC RECONSIDERATION

Accordingly we

ORDER the petition DENIED

concluded that en bane reconsideration is not warranted NRAP 40A

Having considered the petition on file herein we have

Herndon

SUPREME CoUfff

OF

NEVADA

41 o947A lop

for Criminal Justice is denied
respondent's petition for en bane reconsideration filed by Nevada Attorneys

The motion for leave to file an amicus curiae brief in support of

No80925

F I L E Dk

OCT 0 1 2021

CLER qPAWJ0VEME COURT
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HARDESTY CJ CADISH AND PICKERING JJ dissenting

We dissent The parties here both agreed that the standard set

forth in Sanborn u State 107 Nev 399 812 P2d 1279 1991 applies to the

motion for new trial herein and the court's opinion appropriately applies

that standard However further analysis of the statutory scheme at NRS

176 0918 through NRS 17609187 and NRS 176 515 as well as the issues

raised in the amicus brief is warranted to determine the correct legal

standard for a motion for new trial based on DNA evidence Therefore we

would grant the petition for en banc reconsideration and the motion for

leave to file an amicus brief in support of the petition

At C J
Hardesty

6W j J
Cadish

Pld4
1

Pickering j

cc Hon Kathleen E Delaney District Judge
Attorney GeneralCarson City

Clark County District Attorney
Jennifer Springer

Clark Hill PLC
Eighth District Court Clerk

J
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA
Appellant

vs
JOHN JOSEPH SEKA
Respondent

REMITTITUR

TO Steven D Grierson Eighth District Court Clerk

Supreme Court No 80925

District Ccuf t Case No C159915

Pursuant to the rules of this court enclosed are the following

Certified copy of Judgment and OpinionOrder

Receipt for Rernittitur

DATE November 02 2021

Elizabeth A Brown Clerk of Court

By Sandy Young
Deputy Clerk

cc without enclosures

Hon Kathleen E Delaney District Judge
Clark County District Attorney Alexander G Chen Chief Deputy District

Attorney

Clark County District Attorney John T Fattig Deputy District Attorney

Clark Hill PLC Paola M Armeni

Jennifer Springer

RECEIPT FOR REMITTITUR

Received of Elizabeth A Brown Clerk of the Supreme Court of the State of Nevada the

REMITTITUR issued in the above-entitled cause on NQV 3 2921

Depty District Court Clerk

AMYED
APPEALS

NOV 3 2021

CMKE COURT

1 21-31438
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA
Appellant

vs
JOHN JOSEPH SEKA
Respondent

STATE OF NEVADA ss

Supreme Court No 80925
District Court Case No C1 59915

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

1 Elizabeth A Brown the duly appointed and qualified Clerk of the Supreme Court of

the State of Nevada do hereby certify that the following is a full true and correct copy

of the Judgment in this matter

JUDGMENT

The court being fully advised in the premises and the law it is now ordered adjudged

and decreed as follows

Reversed

Judgment as quoted above entered this 8th day of July 2021

JUDGMENT

The court being fully advised in the premises and the law it is now ordered adjudged

and decreed as follows

Rehearing denied

Judgment as quoted above entered this 9th day of August 2021

1
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JUDGMENT

The court being fully advised in the premises and the law it is now ordered adjudged

and decreed as follows

ORDER the petition DENIED

Judgment as quoted above entered this 7th day of October 2021

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have subscribed

my name and affixed the sea of the Supreme

Court at my Office in Carson City Nevada this

November 02 2021

Elizabeth A Brown Supreme Court Clerk

By Sandy Young
Deputy Clerk

2
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